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Cher.es lecteur.es., 

Nous sommes honorés de vous présenter la première édition du Journal Universitaire de
Criminologie (JUC). Ce journal est parti d’une simple idée échangée entre des amies de créer une
plateforme pour unifier les étudiant.es canadiens qui s’intéressent aux thématiques qui touchent
de près ou de loin à la criminologie. De là est née, l’idée de créer un journal étudiant bilingue à
saveur scientifique. Un an plus tard, le JUCxAJC représente bien plus qu’un journal étudiant. C’est
un endroit où, nous l’espérons, les praticiens, les chercheurs et toutes personnes intéressées
peuvent bénéficier de l’expérience de recherche, de stages et puiser des informations basées sur
la science. De ce fait, chaque article comporte un résumé pratique permettant aux praticiens et
chercheurs de tirer des conclusions applicables à leurs domaines. 

La structure du journal est répartie en trois sections : les articles scientifiques, les éditoriaux et
des articles de vulgarisations. Chaque section nécessitait des critères précis d’évaluations
permettant aux auteurs de maintenir une rigueur méthodologique et une qualité d’écriture
supérieure. 

Cette première édition démarre l’aventure du JUCxAJC. Nous sommes honorables de fournir aux
lecteurs un aperçu de la grande variété de sujets et d’intérêts des étudiants en criminologie au
Canada. 

Dear Readers, 

We are honored to present to you the first edition of Academic Journal of Criminology (AJC). This
journal started from a simple idea exchanged between friends to create a platform to unify
Canadian students who are interested in themes that directly or indirectly relate to criminology.
From there was born the idea of   creating a bilingual student journal with a scientific flavor. A
year later, the JUCxAJC is much more than a student newspaper. It is a place where, we hope,
practitioners, researchers and anyone interested can benefit from research experience,
internships and popular knowledge draw on science-based information. As a result, each article
includes a practical summary allowing practitioners and researchers to draw conclusions
applicable to their fields.

The structure of the journal is divided into three sections: scientific articles, editorials, and
popular articles. Each section required specific evaluation criteria allowing the authors to
maintain methodological rigor and superior writing quality.

This first edition kicks off the JUCxAJC adventure. We are honored to provide readers with an
overview of the wide variety of subjects and interests of criminology students in Canada.

Editor's Note

Pour les futurs auteurs, veuillez-vous
référer au

 
www.jucxajc.com/soumission

 
pour faite partie de la prochaine édition. 

Website
Page internet

www.jucxajc.com

Note de l'éditeur - Présentation du journal
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It has been suggested that green criminology could be enriched by a combined critique of economic neoliberalism and consumption-driven

social life. This article articulates that critique. It centers two seldom-considered forms of contemporary consumption: the consumption of

content and the consumption of experiences. Drawing from political economy, green criminology, and the social harms perspective, the

argument is made that economic neoliberalism and consumption-driven social life intersect in ways that significantly change how nature is

socially constructed and directly cause real damage to it. This position is advanced by considering how the psychoanalytic concepts of inter-

passivity and fetishistic disavowal encapsulate emerging forms of environmentally harmful consumer behavior. The conclusion proposes

future research projects to empirically assess the significance of these concepts in larger society using big data methods. 

A B S T R A C T

Il a été suggéré que la criminologie verte pourrait être enrichie par une critique combinée du néolibéralisme économique et de la vie sociale

axée sur la consommation. Cet article présente cette critique. Cet article reprend leur proposition de critique. Il se concentre sur deux formes

de consommation contemporaine rarement prises en compte : la consommation de contenu et la consommation d'expériences. S'inspirant de

l'économie politique, de la criminologie verte et de la perspective des préjudices sociaux, l'article soutient que le néolibéralisme économique

et la vie sociale axée sur la consommation se croisent de manière à modifier considérablement la façon dont la nature est socialement

construite et à lui causer directement des dommages réels. Cette position est avancée en considérant comment les concepts psychanalytiques

d’inter-passivité et de désaveu fétichiste englobent les formes émergentes de comportement de consommation nuisible à l'environnement. La

conclusion propose des projets de recherche futurs pour évaluer empiriquement la signification de ces concepts dans une société plus large

en utilisant des méthodes de big data.

R É S U M É
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This article will be of interest to critical criminologists whose methodologies integrate psychoanalytic concepts. Critics of contemporary

consumer culture will be challenged to consider today’s evolving digital landscape. The research projects proposed in this article offer green

criminologists novel direction to advance their empirical research into the digital domain. Future research should apply these suggestions to

better understand the role of content consumption and experience consumption in producing environmental harms.

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

I M P L I C A T I O N S  P R A T I Q U E S

Cet article intéressera les criminologues critiques dont les méthodologies intègrent des concepts psychanalytiques. Les critiques de la culture

de consommation contemporaine seront mis au défi d'élargir leurs horizons pour prendre en compte le paysage numérique actuel en pleine

évolution. Les projets de recherche proposés dans cet article offrent aux criminologues verts une nouvelle orientation pour faire progresser

leur recherche empirique dans le domaine numérique. Les recherches futures devraient appliquer ces suggestions pour mieux comprendre le

rôle de la consommation de contenu et de la consommation d'expérience dans la production de dommages environnementaux.

Ruggiero and South (2013a) have suggested that “the

dual critique of economic neoliberalism and of

consumption-driven social life could be a powerful

future direction for green criminology” (p. 370).

Advancing the dual critique proposed by Ruggiero

and South requires understanding the ideas implicit

in their recommendation. This section explores the

concepts contained in the above quotation. It begins

with a brief overview of green criminology and the

social harms approach. Next it considers economic

neoliberalism. A novel tact is taken based on these

considerations. It will be shown that two non-

material forms of consumption – that of content and

that of experiences – are key components of

consumption-driven social life. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N illegal phenomena. South (2014) describes green

criminology as “the study of crime, harm and injustice

related to the environment and to species other than

humans” (p. 8). While some green criminologists focus

on crimes as they are legally defined, many adopt the

more expansive category of ‘social harms’ in their

analysis. “Social harms” are legal or acceptable

behaviors that nonetheless harm the environment

(Hillyard et. al., 2004). For example, toxic industries

that serve as cornerstones of the economy (Ruggiero

& South, 2013b). This expanded scope of analysis

permits a more diverse application of theory; In

addition to intra-disciplinary (within-criminology)

theoretical engagement, green criminologists also

undertake extra-disciplinary (outside-criminology)

theoretical engagement (Brisman, 2014). For

example, by drawing on disciples such as critical

animal studies (Taylor & Fitzgerald, 2018) and

psychoanalysis (Spencer & Fitzgerald, 2013).  

G r e e n  C r i m i n o l o g y ,  C o n s u m e r  C u l t u r e ,  P s y c h o a n a l y s i s ,  C r i t i q u eK E Y W O R D S  :

M O T S - C L É S  : C r i m i n o l o g i e  v e r t e ,  C u l t u r e  d e  l a  c o n s o m m a t i o n ,  P s y c h a n a l y s e ,  C r i t i q u e

Green criminology is a versatile perspective that

permits the examination of a wide range of legal and 

G r e e n  C r i m i n o l o g y  a n d  S o c i a l  H a r m



Environmental issues are the focus of green

criminological analysis. Like other critical

criminological perspectives, green criminology takes

a distinct value position (Potter, 2013). However,

many regard “taking account of the environment” not

as “taking sides” but rather as being “on everybody’s

side” (p. 138). Indeed, scholars who adopt this

perspective emphasize the inexorable connection

between human well-being and the health of the

non-human environment (e.g., Agnew, 2011). Like

these scholars, the present article adopts a green

perspective. It centers harms done to the

environment and seeks to produce suggestions

capable of meaningfully advancing green

criminological praxis. Many green criminologists

acknowledge that the practical side of the

perspective is challenged by society’s present

economic relations. 
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Continual growth necessitates consumption beyond

‘needs’ into the domain of ‘wants’ (Ruggiero & South,

2013a). It cultivates what Veblen (2007 [1889]) long

ago termed “conspicuous consumption”: the

amassing of physical goods merely to demonstrate

one’s capacity to do so. The contemporary consumer

is cut out for these arrangements. In his risk society

thesis, Beck (1992) argues that late modern subjects

are characterized by their reflexivity. That is, by

their ability to reflect on their conditions of their

existence and take actions to change them.

Moreover, he argues that this ability has become an

obligation (Irwin, 2001). In the absence of the strong

social proscriptions that characterized modern

society, individuals living in late modernity must

choose for themselves how best to live their lives.

Beck (1992) refers to this ‘freedom’ as

“individualization” (p. 56). In the neoliberal risk

society, the reflexive ‘individualized’ consumer

becomes a ready buyer for best practices in life;

Everyone is in the market for a stable identity and

the certainty that they are living it out in a socially

acceptable way. 

 

Economic neoliberalism is characterized by an

expansion of market logic into ever-wider circles of

human and non-human life. Social life, for example,

is increasingly commodified by online social media

technologies (Zuboff, 2019; Stinson, 2017). The same

holds true for nature. Green criminologists have

documented the expansion of commodification into

areas such as forestry (Halsey & White, 1998), deep

water drilling (Ruggiero & South, 2013a), and bio-

genetics (Isla, 2018). The regulatory mechanisms

that govern the conduct of these extractive

industries also operate according to market logic

(Fitzgerald & Spencer, 2020). This ubiquity of the

profit motive is what Harvey (2008) refers to as “the

commodification of everything” (p. 165). It is the

critical component of neoliberal economics that

fuels its insatiable demand for growth (Lynch et. al.,

2013). 

The economic ‘commodification of everything’ has its

counterpart in consumer culture. To keep the

“treadmill of production” (Long et. al., 2012) running

and the economy growing, consumers must buy the

materials and products that manufacturers produce. 

E c o n o m i c  N e o l i b e r a l i s m

Economic neoliberalism is the driving force of

contemporary consumption-driven social life.

Consumption has become a core method for

managing the “abyss of possibilities” (Zizek, 2009,

p. 89) opened by economic neoliberalism. That is,

for managing the decision anxiety one feels when

presented with endless potential identities they can

adopt (Irwin, 2001). For example, scholars have

observed how physical goods act as status items to

secure one’s identity (Bauman, 2007). At present,

problems associated with the over consumption of

physical goods are well documented by green

criminologists studying the ‘treadmill of production’

(Ruggiero & South, 2013a). Non-material forms of

consumption have received comparatively less

attention. Two such forms – the consumption of

content and the consumption of experiences – have

become salient features of contemporary social life.

C o n s u m p t i o n - d r i v e n  S o c i a l  L i f e

ENHANCING GREEN CRIMINOLOGICAL 
CRITIQUE OF CONSUMERISM USING PSYCHOANALYTIC CONCEPTS
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The consumption of content drives online social life.

In an individualizing neoliberal society, personal

“identity is a sentence to lifelong hard labour”

(Bauman, 2007, p. 111). Individuals are free to

choose any identity they wish, but “making a choice

is obligatory” (pp. 84-85). Moreover, this identity

must be drawn from a pre-selected range of

normative identities, on pain of social exclusion (p.

111); Individuals “are free to choose – on the

condition that [they] make the right choice” (Zizek,

2009, p. lxii). The ever-expansive market is poised to

help consumers make a sound decision. It supplies

consumer items to solidify a normative identity and

services like social media to publicize that solidity in

hopes of validation. For Bauman (2007), it is this

“urge of selection and the effort to make choice

publicly recognizable that constitutes the self-

definition” (p. 110) of contemporary individuals.

Through social media, this publicization takes the

form of ‘content’ – photos, videos, text posts, etc.,

which communicate individual identity to the social

world. Self-realization is therefore a social exercise

that greatly benefits from both the consumption and

production of online content. 

These social and technological forces contribute to a

second growing trend in consumption: the

consumption of experiences. Deviant leisure scholars

argue that society is seeing a shift from physical

consumption to an “experience economy” (Usborne,

2017; Smith, 2019). They “go so far as to position

experiences over products or items as the true

marker of luxury today, in a discernible shift to

immaterial luxury” (p. 309). Smith (2019) argues that

this shift is driven by the social need to distinguish

oneself with prestigious experiences such as

vacations and high-profile event attendance. 

The forms of consumption outlined above are

normative under neoliberalism. Consuming online

content is widely celebrated as liberating and the

consumption of experiences is both regarded with

envy and cosigned by neoliberal economics.  

( D U A L )  C R I T I Q U E

This critique aims to problematize these by asking

how, if at all, intersections of consumption-driven

social life and neoliberal economics cause or

contribute to environmental harms. It develops a

constructivist and a realist argument to answer this

question. Both suggest that real harms are done to the

environment by this intersection. A discussion about

how psychoanalytic concepts can expand on this

critique and suggestions for future empirical research

projects follows. Figure 1 illustrates how these ideas

fit together to structure the present article. 

Social media is a common lens through which

individuals view and interact with nature. Indeed,

many today view the world through a “Facebook Eye”

(Silverman, 2015, p. 60; Jurgenson, 2012) or through

the lens of Instagram. The natural world is no

exception. Arts et. al. (2021) studied how the Instagram

lens mediates people’s interactions with nature. They

found that producing nature content for Instagram

“was part of establishing and performing [participants’]

identity.” (p. 9) – nature content was produced for

others to consume. The production of this content was

“shaped by participants' norms of what an

Instagrammable landscape looked like.” (p. 11). In

other words, it was tailored for approval by fitting in

with content they had consumed in the past.

The problem Arts et. al. (2021) identify is that these

representations are homogenized to fit within a

small spectrum of acceptable representations. These

tend to be either anthropocentric – centered on

human exploits in nature – or centered on beauty.

The damage that threatens these landscapes is

conspicuously absent. Environmental harms do not

seem to fit within the construction of what is

“Instagrammable” (p. 10), that is, within the

normative social construct of nature in a

consumption-driven social space.  

S o c i a l  M e d i a ,  t h e  C o n s u m p t i o n  o f
C o n t e n t  a n d  S o c i a l  C o n s t r u c t i v i s m

ENHANCING GREEN CRIMINOLOGICAL 
CRITIQUE OF CONSUMERISM USING PSYCHOANALYTIC CONCEPTS



Moreover, this widely used lens into nature is

fundamentally incapable of capturing non-visible

harms such as airborne toxins emitted by coal fired

power plants (Lynch & Barrett, 2015), high mercury

concentrations in fish (Fitzgerald & Baralt, 2010), or

incremental changes to the earth’s climate (Agnew,

2011). It thus has the effect of narrowing nature to a

small band of possible representations, excluding

the vast, gradual problems that threaten the beauty

people love to consume. 

This trend of selective representation can have a real

impact on the environment. Social constructivism is

a theory that suggests that concepts such as “nature”

are co-constructed by humans through social

interaction.  

Intersection of economic neo-
liberalism and consymption-driven

social life

Consumption of
content

Consumption of
experiences

Social media
representations

of nature

Status/exotic
destination

travel

Constructivism Realism

Real harm to the
environment

Interpassivity Fetishistic
disavowal

Big data
analytics

Form of
Consumption

Environment-
Related

Problematic

Research
Philosophy of

Critique

Argument

Relevant
Psychoanalytic

Concept

Suggested
Research Method

Critique

Introduction

Discussion

Future
Directions and
Conclusions

F i g u r e  1 .  C o n c e p t u a l  M a p  o f  t h e  P r e s e n t  A r t i c l e
 

Since these constructed concepts inform society’s

real relations to the environment (Barry, 1999), this

massively popular way of engaging with nature could

enable environmental harms by minimizing their

presence in the collective imaginary (Arts et. al.,

2021). The issue is one of framing. What is seen

receives popular attention that which is elided does

not. One could retort that trends are not

deterministic, that some users may have entirely

non-anthropocentric content that foregrounds

damage done to nature and its non-human

inhabitants. However, these representations will

always be limited by the visual medium and pitted

against a wave of trendy human-centric content. 

Note. This figure is an original creation by the author.
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For example, someone posting a photo of themselves

on a tropical beach. The desired effect of this

content is easily discernable by any person who has

encountered such a post by a friend or relative in the

dead of winter. However, even the ‘responsible

tourist’ who has ‘left only footprints and taken only 

 photos’ of their enviable exploits has imperiled the

environment in a very real way. Indeed, their carbon

footprint towers over us all. 

 

Air travel is the backbone of the experience economy

(Smith, 2019). Air travel accounted for roughly 2.77%

of global CO2 emissions in 2019.1 In that year, the

industry produced 920 million tonnes of CO2, up

30% from 2013. Passenger travel accounted for 85%

of this output (International Energy Agency, 2020;

Graver et. al., 2020). Greenhouse gases such as CO2

are prime drivers of global climate change (Brisman,

2015). Air travel thus represents a growing, non-

negligible source of environmental harm. Though it

is difficult to resolve what contribution experience

consumers make to these statistics, it can be

reasoned without precise figures that they buoy a

dangerous industry.

The real harms of experience consumption can be

more readily grasped at the local level. Perhaps the

best example is Mt. Everest. Decades of

mountaineering have created “the world’s highest

junkyard” (White, 2019, p. 295) along the approach

to the iconic Himalayan summit (Bishop & Naumann,

1996). Trash from experience consumers is also

piling up in more sunny destinations such as the

Maldives. To manage the waste generated by luxury

destination tourists, the republic built Thilafushi –

an artificial “garbage island” designed to store and

process visitor refuse (Smith, 2019, p. 317). Sites of

experience consumption can just as easily come to

your hometown. White (2019) suggests that mega

events such as the World Cup and the Olympics are

the quintessential experience destination. The site

development, transportation, and waste disposal

surrounding these events are notorious for leaving

local environments in disarray (Mol, 2010; Death,

2011). 

At the heart of this constructivist concern lies a very

material problem. Online content consumption is a

new frontier for profit (Zuboff, 2019). Social media

platforms operate on an ad-based revenue system

that turns users’ content consumption into corporate

cash. For green criminologists, this means that

online representations of nature can drive the

treadmill of production. Content consumption

represents a new avenue of expansion for an

economy that has ‘developed’ the planet to near-

death. 

If the above connection is too abstract, Stinson

(2017) locates concrete intersections of markets and

online renderings of the outdoors. Google, for

example, solicits shots from daring pathfinders to fill

out their photospheres on Google Maps. Outdoor

apparel companies like Woods Canada drum up

engagement by asking users to send in videos of

themselves in nature for a chance at prizes. And

tourist-oriented government organizations such as

Parks Canada seek out eager hikers with promotions

that implore them to “take that selfie and share it!”

(p. 181). However, while each of these examples

highlights a blend of nature, online content, and

expanding markets, they do not involve the

consumption of content. Something else is being

consumed by the daring pathfinder and the eager

hiker.

 

F r o m  C o n s t r u c t i v i s m  t o  R e a l i s m :
I n t e r s e c t i o n s  w i t h  t h e  E c o n o m y

In this way, the content-consumption driven social

life of today poses potential harm to the

environment. However, regardless of which type of

content achieves hegemony, the social media

platform itself imperils the environment by

converging with neoliberal economics.
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The consumption of experience is a crucial

antecedent to content consumption. Deviant Leisure

scholars argue that experiences are consumed to

produce content that will distinguish individuals in

the social sphere (Smith & Raymen, 2018). 

 

C o n s u m i n g  R e a l  E x p e r i e n c e s

ENHANCING GREEN CRIMINOLOGICAL 
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One believes that mega-events can be conducted in

an environmentally neutral way. Here neoliberal

ideology becomes a way of “knowing without

knowing” (Joy, 2010, p. 71). It works to “normalize

and justify” experience consumption, acting as

“cultural blinders” (Fitzgerald, 2015, p. 111) to the

harms it causes. This line of reasoning clashes with 

 the position of Deviant Leisure scholars. Like Beck,

they assert that today’s consumer is a thoroughly

reflexive individual capable of perceiving this

ideological illusion (Smith, 2019). 

Despite their perspicacity, consumers of experiences

do not reform their behavior. According to Deviant

Leisure scholars (Smith & Raymen, 2018), they

deploy what Žižek (1989) terms “fetishistic

disavowal” (p. 12). For Žižek, the elementary

expression of fetishistic disavowal is: “I know very

well, but still…” (p. 12). In the case of the ecological

crisis, the expression becomes: 
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This discussion draws on psychoanalytic concepts to

theorize the ideas put forward in the critique. It

reasons that the critique presents “a powerful future

direction for green criminology” (Ruggiero & South,

2013a, p. 370) because it supplies two novel concepts

that succinctly capture social issues of green

criminological concern. This discussion first advances

the notion that the consumption of experiences

involves ‘fetishistic disavowal’. It then argues that

online content consumption cultivates ‘inter-

passivity’. The significance of these concepts for

green criminologists is explicated as a conclusion. 

 

D I S C U S S I O N

The consumption of experiences thus poses a real

threat to nature. Like content consumption, this

aspect of consumption-driven social life intersects

with neoliberal economics to produce real harms to

the environment. Whether this intersection is

approached from a constructivist or a realist angle, it

is demonstrably injurious to the environment. 

The mega events discussed above are frequently the

target of green washing. Greenwashing is a public

relations strategy that foregrounds and overstates

the eco-friendly aspects of a product or service.  For

example, Beijing’s 2008 “green Olympics” (Mol,

2010) or the “Green Goal” initiative of the 2010 FIFA

World Cup (Death, 2011). While these sites of

experience consumption undoubtedly cause

environmental harm, it is reasonable to assert that

not all who attend them are ambivalent or even

adversarial to environmentalist causes. If attendees

share a concern for the damage these events cause,

then how can their decision to take part in them be

explained?

One approach is to assert that some are simply

dupes of neoliberal ideology. They accept these

greenwashing campaigns uncritically because

neoliberal values have become their operative logic; 

F e t i s h i s t i c  D i s a v o w a l  a n d  t h e
C o n s u m p t i o n  o f  E x p e r i e n c e s

I know very well (that things are deadly serious,
and what is at stake is our very survival), but
just the same (I don’t really believe it, I’m not
prepared to integrate it into my symbolic
universe, and that is why I continue to act as if
ecology is of no lasting consequence for my
everyday life) (Žižek, 1992, pp. 34, 35).

It is not that the consumer has transcended

neoliberal ideology. The ideological illusion is

instead operative at the level of action, rather than

at the level of knowledge. In other words, it is not

that the consumer knows their behavior to be

harmful “without knowing it” (Joy, 2010, p. 71). They

‘know very well’ that it is harmful. But they act as if

they do not know. Deviant leisure scholars draw on

Žižek to assert that, with the present scientific

consensus on climate change (see IPCC, 2021, p. 76),

today’s reflexive consumer is crucially aware that

their luxury vacation experience harms the

environment. However, their actions betray this

knowledge (Smith, 2019); “They know very well how

things really are, but they are doing it as if they did

not know” (Žižek, 1989, p. 30).

The incongruency between intention and action

captured by fetishistic disavowal is crucial for green

criminologists. 



However, the above critique suggests that online

representations of nature come with limitations. Not

only does the social media space cause a flattening

of nature and an elision of harm, it also constrains

conservation efforts. The source of this constraint is

social media’s capacity to enable inter-passive

relationships. “Inter-passive” is a portmanteau of

“interactive” and “passive”. It involves delegating

interactivity to someone or something else; Someone

or something else interacts on a person’s behalf

(Žižek, 1997). On social media, the user can delegate

their Green consciousness to their online alter-ego.

Their profile becomes the one who joins

conservation groups and reposts environmentalist

content while they continue their usual consumption

patterns. Inter-passivity is thus the obverse of

fetishistic disavowal. Fetishistic disavowal involves

harmful consumer activity, while inter-passivity

poses the problem of consumer inactivity. 

Inter-passive relationships pose a challenge for

green criminologists seeking meaningful

environmental change. The importance of this

concept is owed to a political climate consistent

with Beck’s “unbinding of politics” (Irwin, 2001, p.

60). Current pushes for real change are principally

driven by “pragmatic alliances in the individual

struggle for existence” (p. 60). These informal

collectives fill the void left by impotent state

institutions. Examples of such non-traditional tactics

include the shutdown of asbestos production

facilities in Italy by a class-action lawsuit (Ruggiero

& South 2013b), and the deceleration of runaway

hog production in North Carolina by grassroots

activism (Edward & Ladd, 2000; Ladd & Edward,

2002). The key to success in both cases has been the

mobilization of the public. Inter-passive

relationships present a roadblock to this

mobilization. They allow individuals to engage with

initiatives online in lieu of contributing the in-

person presence that current initiatives require; They

shunt a portion of powerful human resources away

from the real-world realm of class action suits and

collective action groups and into a digital domain

where environmentalist ‘involvement’ becomes little

more than a cosmetic badge for one’s profile. 

Contemporary scholars have brought the critical

criminological toolkit to bear on the harmful exploits

of multinational corporations (e.g., Spencer &

Fitzgerald, 2013). However, companies such as

Volkswagen and British Petroleum continue operations.

Is it the case that their customers are unaware or, at

worst, apathetic about their transgressions? It seems

more likely, based on widespread news coverage and

the generally pro-environmentalist sentiments of the

public, that a degree of fetishistic disavowal is at play.

This psychoanalytic concept may thus point to a major

driver of the treadmill of production. Scholars seeking

meaningful praxis of neo-Marxist green criminology

would be keen to assess and rectify the discord

captured by this concept. 

Despite this promising outlook, the potential

relevance of fetishistic disavowal is challenged by

extant literature. Simpson et. al.’s (2013) finding that

corporate managers were far less likely to violate

environmental regulations when they perceived that

their decision would harm humans, animals, or the

environment challenges the relevance of this concept.

However, the inhibiting force of knowledge may be a

consequence of setting. Perhaps the observed effect is

less significant for the average individual, whose daily

consumption habits represent small harms when

compared to corporate actions that violate

environmental law. Fetishistic disavowal may depend

on the gravity of the behavior. To this point, knowing

where the line is drawn between taking responsibility

for one’s actions and engaging is disavowal could be a

powerful realist direction for green criminological

research. Indeed, attaining more precise knowledge of

the consuming public is a boon for green

criminologists. This is particularly the case for the

next psychoanalytic concept. 
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Content consumption poses the basic challenge of

transferability. Contemporary activist efforts strive

to facilitate the transition from engagement with

online environmentalist content to in-person real-

world activism (Perz et. al., 2018). 
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As activism, like much of the world, becomes integrated

into the online sphere, understanding the role of inter-

passive relationships becomes increasingly important

for green criminologists. Those who seek public action

for their causes would benefit from further investigation

of this concept. Conveniently, the same evolving digital

landscape that nurtures inter-passive relationships also

offers the tools to assess how, if at all, they work

against meaningful environmental activism. 

 

The psychoanalytic concepts discussed above can only

benefit green criminology if their significance is

demonstrated empirically. This concluding section

suggests possible research projects for assessing what

role, if any, fetishistic disavowal and inter-passivity play

in areas of green criminological concern. To do so, it

reappropriates technology that has thus far been cast in

a negative light. It suggests that the same technology

that currently poses challenges to green criminological

praxis can be repurposed to effect real change. 

 

 

FUTURE D IRECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

For example, suppose a conservation group is

seeking to drum up popular opposition to a bill that

would further imperil old growth forests in Australia

(see Halsey and White, 1998). They may employ a

researcher (perhaps a green criminologists) to design

a program that uses social media data to identify

their audience. Such a program may use location

data and image recognition software to flag all posts

in or near an old growth forest (Toivonen et. al.,

2019), as well as use content analysis to identify

text-posts with relevant key terms. It may then

catalogue all those who liked or commented on

these posts. What results is a dataset of individuals

with at least a cursory interest in old growth forests.

Based on this interest, conservationists can focus

their publicity efforts on this group. By enhancing

the precision of their message, the conservationists

can reasonably expect higher engagement with their

content than if they would have engaged individuals

with no awareness of old growth forests. Rather than

using big data to drive the treadmill of production,

the tools that Toivenon et. al. (2019) present can be

repurposed to increase the efficacy of campaigns

that seek to challenge it.

The big data tools that currently commodify social

media interactions can be repurposed to aid

conservation efforts. ‘Big data’ presents an opportunity

for conservationists and activists aiming to increase the

efficacy of their initiatives. Toivonen et al. (2019)

outline a research methodology that combines big data

analytics with social network analysis. Big data analytics

allow for automated content analysis at scale that seeks

to understanding people’s values and sentiments. Social

network analysis determines how these values and

sentiments are shared in networks of friends and family.

In tandem, they offer a tool for furthering conservation

efforts by suppling precise information to those looking

to publicize their initiatives. 

The utility of the approach Toivonen et al. (2019)

outline lies in the precision delivery of a message. 

E n l i s t i n g  B i g  D a t a

 These big data methods can be used to assess the

relevance of inter-passivity and fetishistic disavowal.

Fundamentally, inter-passivity refers to a gap

between knowledge and action, while fetishistic

disavowal refers to an incongruency between

knowledge and action. Big data methods can

determine the existence of either one in the

population. The hypothesis of both concept’s

relevance can be tested, by comparing online activity

to a respondent’s self-reported real-world activities.

In the case of fetishistic disavowal, finding that a

significant number of respondents expressed

environmentalist sentiments online but engaged in

environmentally harmful behaviors in person would

point to the relevance of the concept. Demonstrating

inter-passivity would follow a similar course. 

I n v e s t i g a t i n g  P s y c h o a n a l y t i c  C o n c e p t s
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Results that show a significant number of respondents

engaged with environmentalist content online,

including joining groups, liking posts, and commenting

on pages, but did not participate in any activist work in

person, would suggest that content consumption

through social media is enabling inter-passive

relationships. 

Both studies would contribute to a growing

conversation surrounding representations of nature in

online spaces. Büscher (2016) sparked scholarly interest

in this topic with his concept of “Nature 2.0”. However,

the attention this area has received (see Carmody et al.,

2017) has thus far failed to meaningfully address the

crucial question of green criminological concern. Does

the intersection of nature with the online world help or

harm nature? The former is possible with innovative

research methods. But, at present, the critique of

consumption-driven social life and neoliberal

economics offered here suggests the latter. Indeed,

whether the action of a consumer is one of delegation

or disavowal, the present article has made one thing

certain. Both behaviors drive a wedge between

knowledge and the selfless actions that our planet

requires for survival. For green criminologist aiming

toward real change, an empirical assessment of these

psychoanalytic concepts may prove a fruitful and novel

avenue for empirical research. 

This article has accomplished “the dual critique of

economic neoliberalism and of consumption-driven

social life” suggested by Ruggiero and South (2013a, p.

370). The critique it levelled suggested that the

intersection of both phenomena harms the environment

in real ways. The ideas that surfaced from this critique

were developed further using psychoanalytic theory.

Fetishistic disavowal and inter-passivity were shown to

be succinct and capable concepts for capturing social

issues of green criminological concern. It was

suggested that cutting-edge research methods can

assess the salience of these concepts. If found to be

significant, these ideas could enhance the efficacy of

green criminological praxis. In sum, the ideas produced

by the present critique offer “a powerful future

direction for green criminology” (p. 370).
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More than 90% of youth in the foster care system become involved with the criminal [in]justice system (Juvenile Law Center, 2018). The

system includes incarceration, courts, supervision, social workers, etc., seemingly a form of social control. In addition, foster youth are

constantly pushed into California's state criminal [in]justice system due to a lack of mentorship, resources, and family reunification. This

research explores the impact of family on the adverse outcomes of youth impacted by the foster care system and the criminal [in]justice

system. In this research, a qualitative methodology based on semi-structured interviews provided an overview of the participants' lived

experiences. All contributors shared their experiences while simultaneously entangled in the foster care system and the criminal [in]justice

system. This research identified state neglect, abuse, and violence as the three vital issues in the foster care-to-prison pipeline. Furthermore,

this research looks at the importance of bringing awareness to the foster care-to-prison pipeline and how the state needs to implement

programs and resources to help increase family reunification and help reduce recidivism rates within the foster care system.

A B S T R A C T

Plus de 90 % des jeunes placés en famille d'accueil se retrouvent impliqués dans le système d'[in]justice pénale (Juvenile Law Center, 2018).

Ce système représente une forme de contrôle social qui comprend l'incarcération, les tribunaux, la supervision, les travailleurs sociaux, etc.

Les jeunes en famille d'accueil seraient constamment poussés dans le système d'[in]justice pénale de l'État de Californie en raison d'un

manque de mentorat, de ressources et de réunification familiale. Cette recherche explore l'impact de la famille sur les résultats négatifs des

jeunes touchés par le système de placement familial et le système de justice pénale. Dans cette recherche, une méthodologie qualitative

basée sur des entretiens semi-structurés a fourni un aperçu des expériences vécues par les participants. Tous les contributeurs ont partagé

leur expérience alors qu'ils étaient simultanément empêtrés dans le système de placement familial et le système de justice pénale. Cette

recherche a identifié la négligence, l'abus et la violence de l'État comme les trois problèmes vitaux dans la filière du placement familial à la

prison. Cette recherche met en lumière l'importance de la sensibilisation à la filière du placement en famille d'accueil vers la prison et la

façon dont l'État doit mettre en œuvre des programmes et des ressources pour aider à augmenter la réunification des familles et aider à

réduire les taux de récidive au sein du système de placement en famille d'accueil.
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Understanding the foster care-to-prison pipeline is of utmost importance for those working in the field because it allows them to empathize with

the community's obstacles. The foster care system does not impact many workers who work in the foster care field; therefore, if they are

educated of the constant obstacles that foster youth face, they will become more mindful and aware. It is also beneficial for social workers, case

managers, and all those working closely with foster youth to be aware of the negative outcomes they could face to develop program goals that

focus on success. Additionally, being educated on the foster care-to-prison pipeline can help workers provide helpful resources and benefits that

will allow foster youth to achieve successful outcomes. For example, the research shows that children exposed to positive mentorship are more

likely to have successful lives. Creating opportunities to receive positive mentorship can help reduce homelessness, substance abuse, and

recidivism rates, amongst many other positive outcomes.

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

I M P L I C A T I O N S  P R A T I Q U E S

Comprendre la filière du placement familial à la prison est de la plus haute importance pour ceux qui travaillent dans le domaine du placement

familial, car cela leur permet d'avoir de l'empathie en ce qui a trait aux obstacles vécus par la communauté. Considérant que le système de

placement en famille d’accueil est peu considéré par les travailleurs du domaine, avoir une éduction sur les obstacles auxquels les jeunes en

famille d'accueil sont confrontés, permettrait aux travailleurs d’y être plus conscients et attentifs. Il est également bénéfique pour les

travailleurs sociaux, les gestionnaires de cas et tous ceux qui travaillent en étroite collaboration avec les jeunes en famille d'accueil d'être aux

faits des résultats négatifs auxquels ils peuvent être confrontés afin de développer des objectifs de programme axés sur la réussite. De plus, des

connaissances sur la filière de placement en famille d’accueil à la prison pourrait aider les travailleurs à fournir des ressources utiles qui

permettraient aux jeunes en famille d'accueil d'obtenir des retombées positives. Par exemple, la recherche supporte que les enfants exposés à

un mentorat positif aient plus de chances de réussir leur vie. Ainsi, créer des opportunités de mentorat positif pourraient, entre autres,

contribuer à réduire le nombre d’itinérants, la toxicomanie et les taux de récidive. 

In the United States, more than 250,000 youth are

placed in the foster care system every year (NFYI,

2017). Additionally, the outcome for youth placed in

the foster care system is adverse. Much previous

research done on the foster care system has focused

on the positive outcomes of the foster care system

but has overlooked the negative outcomes. In the

year 2017, I became an employee at an all-girls

residential facility that cared for girls between 12

and 18 years old. While working at this residential

facility, I became aware of the similarities that foster

care group homes share with detention facilities. For

example, at these group homes, the youth who did

not conform to residential rules or those who became

truant experienced consequences. As a former

employee of a detention facility, I now see the same

sanctions used against youth inside these detention

facilities. I will be sharing the many similarities that

both systems share throughout my research study.  

I N T R O D U C T I O N When I first became aware of how the foster care

system mirrors the juvenile justice system, I

became extremely saddened. The foster care

system must serve as a care space for our youth.

Still, it almost seems as if the foster care system

sets up youth for confinement.

My research centers on the super-criminalization of

foster youth who become entangled with the

criminal [in]justice system, also known as the

foster care-to-prison pipeline. The foster care

system first came about in 1853 in New York City

(The National Voice of Foster Parents, 2016). At its

inception, the primary purpose of the foster care

system was to eliminate homelessness, help

children who were orphans, and assist parents who

could not financially support their children (The

National Voice of Foster Parents, 2016). However, I

would like to argue that the foster care system was

about controlling white immigrant populations.  

Foster  care ,  qual i tat ive  research,  fami ly  reuni f icat ion,  foster  care-to-prison pipel ine ,  
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Over time, the purpose of the foster care system has

changed, but its primary purpose of controlling

communities remains. Child Protective Services (CPS)

focuses on children who have suffered from abuse

and neglect at home. The organization “Stop It Now!”

goes on to describe CPS as a “branch of our state’s

social services department that is responsible for the

assessment, investigation and intervention regarding

cases of child abuse and neglect” (Stop It Now Inc.,

2020). Although the foster care system experienced

social and policy transformations, several gaps must

be filled in conjunction with an improved social

advocacy agenda. This article seeks to better

understand the importance of family reunification

and positive outcomes for youth in the foster care

system. 
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When an individual is impacted by the foster care

system and removed from their residence, it promotes

an ongoing cycle for the next generation.

Generational cycles are ongoing learned behaviours

passed down or learned through observation from

one generation to the next (Lara, 2020). We often see

generational cycles in families that have not healed

from passed-down trauma. In the study “The Cycle of

Child Protection Services Involvement: A Cohort

Study of Adolescent Mothers”, the authors state that

“adolescent mothers who are in care had greater odds

of having their child taken into care before the child’s

second birthday” (Wall-Wieler, Brownell, Signal,

Nickel & Roos, 2018). The article supports that foster

care is failing adolescent mothers in foster care by

not providing helpful resources and information on

healthy parenting. Consequently, this enables

adolescent mothers in foster care to adequately care

for their children. The lack of resources, information,

trauma healing, and education leaves these

adolescent mothers with little to no options. Many

adolescent mothers will attempt to raise their

children in foster care but face many hardships and

challenges. For example, social workers will often

oversee teenage mothers in foster care to ensure that

their newborns are adequately taken care of.  

L I T T E R A T U R E  R E V I E W

Having to be supervised constantly puts pressure on

these new adolescent mothers. Individuals who have

been a part of the foster care system and are now

parenting their children argue that they have double

the eyes on them because this system expects them

to fail (Manlove, 2011, p.5). This super-surveillance

leads many adolescent mothers to lose their children

to the foster care system; thus, the vicious cycle

continues. Apart from this, I would like to argue the

importance of having a healthy support system when

navigating foster care. This research will take a

closer look at the pros and cons of having biological

family involvement while in foster care.

Most of the previous research on family history and

foster care focuses on the family environment the

children receive in foster homes and different

placements. However, looking at how foster youth do

during the reunification process and what having

family contact looks like is essential. In the article,

“The Impact of Changing Neighborhoods, Switching

Schools and Experiencing Relationships Disruption

on Children’s Adjustment to a New Placement in

Foster Care,” Kya Fawley-King, Emily V. Trask, Jinjin

Zhank, and Greogry A. Aarons analyze the different

transitions that children have to experience. Not

only will foster care youth have to undergo a

substitute family, but they will also have to

acclimate to a whole new lifestyle. The authors

state, “foster youth often desire more contact with

their biological parents (Chapman et al., 2004;

Johnson et al., 1995), but the evidence regarding the

benefit of contact is mixed” (Aarons, Fawley- King,

Trask, Zhang, 2016, p. 2). This statement supports

the idea that more foster youth would like to have

family contact. Although the benefits are mixed, I

believe there should be more evidence on whether

having family contact is helpful for foster youth or

not. Although I do think that family contact would be

beneficial for some youth in foster care, I also

believe that there should be regulations and

boundaries implemented for parents when having

contact with their children. As stated before, many

families have ongoing passed-down trauma that they

have never processed and healed from. 

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
OPENNESS TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT ON CRIMINAL OFFENDING
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n the article "The Impact of Continued Contact with

Biological Parents upon the Mental Health of

Children in Foster Care," the authors examine

whether it is more beneficial or harmful to maintain

family contact while going through the foster care

system. In their research, they went on to find that

"more frequent contact with the biological mother

was marginally associated with lower levels of

depression and significantly associated with lower

externalizing problem behaviors. The association

with externalizing problem behavior was significant

even after controlling for gender and exposure to

violence" (Acock, McWey, and Porter, 2010). This

statement supports that having contact with a

biological family member can help decrease

recidivism rates, as demonstrated by having a

decrease in complex behaviours. Furthermore, mental

health services should always be provided to children

as a positive resource regardless of whether they

have biological family contact. Ensuring our foster

youths' mental health and guaranteeing that they are

always safe and protected is of utmost importance.

Consequently, a lot still needs to be researched when

discussing the foster care-to-prison pipeline.

Although there are mixed emotions and benefits as

to whether or not there should be communication

with one's biological family, I believe there should

be contact between the family and those in the foster

care system as the primary goal of foster care should

be positive reunification. As previously mentioned, if

there is going to be communication between the

foster youth and their biological family, there needs

to be a set of ground rules and healthy boundaries.

Being provided with the opportunity to develop a

healthy relationship between themselves and their

family will help heal generational trauma and will

help the youth develop cultural soli and familial self-

concept. Having relationships with one's family can

also help reduce recidivism and the foster care-to-

prison pipeline's negative outcome. Therefore, I

believe more studies should be done based on the

positive outcomes of having contact with one's

biological family while in the foster care system.

Therefore, it would be beneficial for family

therapy to be a requirement, along with family

monitored visits. 

Moreover, in the article "Sibling Relationships in

Foster Care: Foster Parent Perspective," the

authors look at the benefits of siblings residing in

the same home and having contact while being

impacted by the foster care system. They state that

"unfortunately for youth in foster care, there are

several reasons why siblings may not be placed

together that can include but are not limited to:

large sibling groups, sibling abuse, differing

developmental needs, and time entering into the

foster care system. This separation has significant

effects on these children" (Wojciak, Range,

Gutierrez, Hough, and Gamboni, 2018, p. 2). This

article supports that the effects of not having

siblings by one's side when navigating the foster

care system can be significant. However, some

argue that biological family involvement is more

harmful than helpful because youth are removed

from their birth family for a reason. It is vital to

consider that, naturally, humans feel the most

comfortable when surrounded by people and

things familiar to them. There are many instances

where it is crucial to have a family member

nearby, especially when having to endure such a

drastic change in one's life. However, suppose that

a child is removed from their family due to abuse

and is placed in foster care. In that case, certain

conditions should be put in place before family

contact is authorized to help reduce the chances of

ongoing abuse and recidivism. For example, it

should be required for the family to attend

therapy, parents/guardians should be required to

take parenting classes, and it should be required

to provide positive mentorship for both the family,

and the children. Those are just some significant

changes that should be implemented to help

increase successful family reunification.

The question remains on whether or not biological

family contact is of any benefit for foster care youth.  

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
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In this study, I had the honour of gathering

knowledge through a sociological qualitative

research method, and I will also weave my reflexivity

throughout the entire paper. The sociological

qualitative research method includes semi-structured

interviews with open-ended questions via Zoom. This

project consisted of ten interviews among adults who

have been simultaneously affected by the foster care

system and the criminal [in]justice system. In these

interviews, the participants were asked questions

related to their personal lived experiences within the

foster care system and in the criminal [in]justice

system. The interview questions used in this research

are categorized by the topics I would discuss with

the participants. At the beginning of the interview, I

asked the participants demographic questions. I then

asked questions regarding their foster care

experience, their education while in foster care, and

their experience while in a detention facility. The

questions used in this research allowed me to

capture a better understanding of what foster people

have to navigate while in foster care. These

interviews provided an in-depth perspective on the

resources lacking in both systems. Furthermore,

these interviews provided insight into the thoughts,

feelings, challenges, and educational experiences in

the foster care system and detention facilities. In this

research project, I incorporated my personal

experiences while working in both the foster care

system and the criminal [in]justice system, which

helped me add additional insight into some of the

injustices implemented upon our youth.

From the year 2017 to 2020, I was employed at an

all-girls group home that housed foster girls between

the ages of 12 through 18. While working at this

group home, I came across many injustices, such as,

the lack of programing, and police authorities being

called as a form of crisis management. I found

several similarities between the foster care system

and the criminal [in]justice system that are often not

discussed. For example, the consequences of foster

youth for misbehaving are very similar to those of a

detention facility. There are many times where the

girls at the group home received write-ups for either 
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When I first started working at the group home, I

remember getting one of my first cases as a family

visitation monitor. I was responsible for monitoring

court-mandated visits between family members who

were in the process of reunification. However, this

case was different; I was going to monitor the visits

between one of the girls who lived in residential and

her younger brother, who was currently residing with

a foster family. When I received this case, I also

received a fair warning about my assigned

residential girl and her reputation as a "difficult"

client. I remember thinking to myself, "she cannot be

that bad. I am sure she is just misunderstood by

many (staff members)". The first day I worked

directly with her, she seemed very timid, and I could

not get many words out of her. At the time, she was

sixteen and had her hair dyed a turquoise colour. She

wore mostly black and had a stern look to her.

However, the minute her younger brother walked

into the room for their weekly visit, her whole

attitude changed. She wore a smile on her face and

broke out of her timid shell. She and her brother

began to have a conversation and shared laughs

while talking about their day at school. She was in

her happy place, and nothing else mattered at that

moment. 

Moreover, I had the honour of interviewing Xochil as

one of my participants. During her interview, I

reflected on this story, and how she was my first

case as a family visitation monitor. She thanked me

for not generalizing her as a "troubled child." I

informed her that, unfortunately, many youths relate

to constantly being labeled and criminalized. On that

day, I realized the negative stigma placed on foster

youth begins during their placements. It saddened

me to acknowledge that many people perceive foster

people as "difficult" or "hard to deal with" because

caseworkers do not understand the youngsters’ lived

experiences. Therefore, I dedicated this research to

help better understand foster youth and help

eliminate the negative stigma placed upon foster

people. 

M E T H O D S
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employee who works for a program that assists with

transitional housing, and I focused on adults from

the ages of 18 through 45. I created a recruitment

flyer that I provided to her, and she then sent it out

to clients she felt would fit my research study.

Additionally, this allowed me to connect to potential

participants. Once I contacted them directly, we

further discussed if this research study is ideal for

them to participate in.

AWOLing or being disrespectful towards other

residents or staff, which is also a consequence used

in many detention facilities. I soon realized that the

foster care system puts foster youth through the

same consequences and expectations that youth in

detention facilities face. In many instances, I

encountered injustices regarding race, class,

education, skin-colour complexion, tokenism, lack of

resources, and so many other issues while working

for the foster care system and the criminal [in]justice

system. 

In the year 2020 through 2021, I worked inside a

juvenile detention facility as a group facilitator.

While working inside the juvenile hall detention

facility, I learned a lot more about foster youth,

because it seemed as if almost every youth who

walked through those doors had some encounter

with the foster care system. While I worked inside

the juvenile detention facility, I came across many

youths who had a more extended stay because their

families no longer wanted them back home. This

tends to be a recurring issue within many families.

Often, families get tired of their children being in

and out of the criminal [in]justice system, and so

they choose to no longer accept them back home.

Consequently, this often leads these youths to end

up in a foster care placement. Additionally, the

foster care-to-prison pipeline cycle continues, and

many people cannot break free from this ongoing

cycle.
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T H E  S E T T I N G

This study focused on adults who are currently

residing in North County, San Diego. There are

currently over 3,086 foster youths residing in San

Diego County (HHSA, 2019). Child Welfare Services

reported that for the fiscal year of 2019, there were

1,953 in-and-out-home care, which is one of the

most significant components that leads to dangerous

living circumstances (HHSA, 2019). In my research, I

looked at women and men’s lived experiences in the

foster care system while residing in North County,

San Diego. I connected to my participants through an 

S A M P L E :  T H E  P A R T I C I P A N T S

Throughout the years of working for a group home, I

engaged in community work and social justice efforts

that have put me in contact with young adults who

have been impacted by the foster care system and

the criminal [in]justice system. As previously

mentioned, I focused on recruiting individuals

between the ages of 18 through 45. These age

requirements have been put into place to examine a

broad range of foster adults. I only recruited

participants who had been impacted by both the

foster care system and the criminal [in]justice

system, as this requirement is crucial for my study.

Being impacted by both systems is crucial to my

study because I wanted to examine how both the

foster care system and the criminal [in]justice system

have impacted my participants and continue to

impact their lives today. 

While recruiting participants, I verified that all

participants fulfilled all the requirements needed in

my research. Most importantly, I made sure that my

participants were no longer under criminal justice

supervision, parole, or have any open criminal cases.

I interviewed my participants on Zoom because of

the current COVID-19 pandemic. Zoom is a platform

that I used for interviewing purposes to help follow

the social distancing protocols. Before conducting

my interviews, I introduced myself and explained to

my participants the reasoning behind my interest in

conducting my research. I allowed my participants to

ask questions and let them know a little about my

background. 



Name Age Pronouns Gender
Age when
placed in

Foster Care

Number of
placements

Race/Ethnicity

Adam 21 He/him/his M 7 4 Latino

Metzil 44 She/her/hers F 3 10 Latina

Bri 45 She/her/hers F 14 15 White

Nicole 18 She/her/hers F 17  2 White

Chenoa 35 She/her/hers F 16 7
Native

American

Xochill 19 She/her/hers F 14 8 Latina

Damian 24 He/him/his M 2 5 Black

Trinity 18 He/him/his  M 13 5 Filipino

Daunte 18 He/him/his M 8 10 Black

Xiomara 18 She/her/hers F 12 7 Latina
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Ultimately, I interviewed participants from diverse

backgrounds and included differences in

demographics. Four of my participants identified as

Latinx, two identified as white, one identified as

Native American, two identified as Black, and one

identified as Filipino. 

For my sample, I interviewed former foster youth who

were entangled in both the foster care system and the

criminal [in]justice system. These foster adults fit the

following criteria: they had to have been a part of the

foster care system, they must have spent some time

inside a juvenile hall facility, they are at least 18 years

or older, they are women and men of different

races/ethnicities and age groups. You will see a

diverse group of different races/ethnicities and

different age groups in my sample.  
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T a b l e  1 .  P a r t i c i p a n t  D e m o g r a p h i c s  

Additionally, this will help me better understand the

differences that my participants encountered while

being crossover youth. I took this moment to give a

brief description of all my participants and honour

their lived experiences. This brief description is

showcased on the chart above. 

During the interview process, I did ask my

participants some questions regarding demographics.

One of the questions that I asked my participants had

to do with their race and ethnicity. As a form of

respect to their identity, I will be utilizing the

terminology they used during the interview process.

The experiences of my participants were all different

and unique in their own way. Some participants

experienced a more extended stay while in the foster

care system than others. Some participants entered

the foster care system a lot later in their lives, but

both systems impacted all. All of my participants met

the criteria of being impacted by the foster care

system and the criminal [in]justice system, leading

them to be identified as crossover youth. 

After conducting my interviews, I am pleased with the

diverse group of participants I interviewed.

By having diversity within my participants, I

determined race as a viable factor of the foster care-

to-prison pipeline. As a former employee of the

foster care system and the juvenile detention

facilities, I can testify that race is an essential factor

to consider when researching the foster care-to-

prison pipeline. 
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While informing them of how the interviewing

process was going to go, I also informed them that if

they did not feel comfortable answering a question

presented to them, they could always skip it and

move on to the next. Additionally, none of my

participants felt the need to skip questions and

answered all of them to the best of their abilities. It

was also essential for me to inform my participants of

the confidentiality regulations I would be taking to

ensure their safety. As most of my participants were

strangers before this research study started, I built a

solid rapport with them to assure them that I am

trustworthy and would honour their lived experiences.

During the recruitment process, I struggled to find

participants who wanted to participate in my research

study. I felt that this difficulty was presented in my

research study, because I was not familiar with any of

my participants except for one person. Sharing your

lived experiences with a stranger can come with

difficulty; therefore, I knew that I had to understand

participants often canceling our interviews or not

showing up at the last minute. Given this, all of the

participants who did their interviews were reasonably

flexible with their schedules. Additionally, I ensured

that my interviews stayed under an hour-long to

honour and be mindful of their time.

Moreover, I felt that the current COVID-19 pandemic

significantly influenced the difficulties I faced while

recruiting participants. This thesis was proposed and

conducted amid a global pandemic that impacted the

United States. Corona Virus (SARS-CoV-2) is a highly

infectious respiratory illness. To date, there are 155

million cases of COVID-19 confirmed (Word Health

Organization, 2021). In terms of the graduate program

context at California, on March 16, 2020, the

university issued a directive to start virtual

instruction as of Friday, March 20, to comply with

federal, state, and local COVID-19 social distancing

guidelines. This order has continued through the

2020-2021 academic year. In terms of research, all in-

person interviews were suspended. In early Fall 2020,

when San Diego County improved its COVID-19 cases,

the CSUSM Office of Graduate Studies and Research

began reviewing “research re-activation” proposals. 

In my research study, my participant sample was

largely BIPOC; however, by acknowledging race, we

can see how they had to navigate both systems

differently compared to my white participants. As

previously stated, white youth in the foster care

system get to experience the positive outcomes of the

foster care system, such as successful adoptions,

gainful employment, and successful educational

careers. In contrast, Black, Indigenous, and People of

Colour get to experience the negative outcomes of the

foster care system. The U.S. census reports that Black

people are incarcerated five times more than white

people, and Hispanics are nearly twice as likely to be

incarcerated than white people (Sakala, 2014).

Additionally, this demonstrates the disproportionality

that is occurring within our criminal [in]justice system.

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
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I N T E R V I E W S

For my research, I utilized qualitative methodology,

which relied on interviews that provided insight into

my participants’ lived experiences. This qualitative

research study was conducted via Zoom, to help me

follow COVID-19 regulations. I contacted my

participants and informed them of what the

interviewing process would look like, and I also

made sure to set up a time and date that best suited

them and their schedule. Once meeting via Zoom, I

went over the informed consent form, reviewed the

form, and asked them if they had any follow-up

questions. After each participant had given verbal

consent to participate in my research study, we

proceeded to the interview questions. While

conducting the interview portion, I made sure that

my interviews served as a platform for a stimulating

conversation to help my participants express their

feelings while going through the foster care system

and getting entangled in the criminal [in]justice

system. I formulated my interview questions in a

semi-formal structure which helped my participants

communicate any information they felt was essential

to my research study.

While conducting my interviews, I reminded myself

to be mindful of my participants as I knew that some

of these questions could be triggering.  
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R E F L E X I V I T Y

Being a former employee of both the foster care system

and the criminal [in]justice system brought me much-

needed insight into how both systems truly work and

opened my eyes about systems-related things that

people do not often discuss. As previously mentioned,

similar expectations and consequences are implemented

for foster youth and youth in detention facilities.

However, these are not the only similarities that I

noticed while working at an all-girls group home.
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However, as the pandemic worsened, the university

once again prevented the occurrence of in-person or

community research. Consequently, these pandemic

mandates restricted me from meeting my research

participants in-person, which made it difficult for

them to build an in-person rapport.
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Shortly after I left the all-girls group home, I became

gainfully employed at a non-profit organization as a

group facilitator inside the juvenile hall of San

Diego, California. While having experience as a past

employee of the foster care system and now as a

current employee inside a juvenile hall facility, I

soon became aware of many more similarities. For

example, the foster care system and the criminal

[in]justice system do a poor job keeping track of

youth's academic achievements and often misplace

youth on grade levels. The youth are then provided

with packet work to help make up their missing

credits. Additionally, the packet work included

academic work that they completed before. The

education system is not built to meet the unique

needs of youth in the foster care system. Therefore,

it is essential to alter the system and figure out what

would work best to fix this issue. 

Although I have experience working in the foster

care system and detention facilities, I want to be

reflective of my positionality, because I know I have

not been impacted by these systems personally. I am

not a former foster youth, nor was I confined in the

criminal [in]justice system. Although I do come from

a complex family background, and I am system

impacted, I do not know what it is like to be

simultaneously impacted by both the foster care

system and the criminal [in]justice system.

Therefore, as a researcher, I need to be reflective

about my own identity. My social identity may

influence how my participants may feel about

sharing their stories and may deter people away

from participating in my research study. My past

involvement with the foster care system and

detention facilities inspired me to do this research. I

have found similar themes within the literature

related to my personal experiences while working in

these institutions. However, I made sure that my

personal biases did not get in the way of my

participants' stories. Overall, my primary goal was to

bring awareness to the foster care-to-prison pipeline

and to provide my participants with a platform to

talk about their life experiences.

 

C O D I N G  A N D  D A T A  A N A L Y S I S

After completing all of my interviews, I went through

the process of transcribing. While transcribing, I

made sure to take note of similar topics and themes

that appeared throughout my interviews. I discussed

with my advisor the process of how I went on about

coding my findings. Analyzing my findings, I looked

at the significance of my themes and organized them

accordingly throughout my thesis. I coded my

findings through charts and colour coding, which

allowed me to see how many times a theme, topic,

and emotion came up throughout my interviews.

Additionally, I also used process coding which helps

identify forms of participant action, reaction, and

interaction (Saldaña and Omasta, 2018, p.126). I

created a section that focuses on the body language

that my participants showcased during the interview

process. By coding themes on familial cycles,

education while in foster care, and the juvenile hall

experience, I had a better understanding of what the

significance of each theme was when addressing

them in my findings. 
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I specifically remember a family of eight living in a

small white corner house. The house appeared a lot

older than the other houses around the neighbourhood.

There was clutter all over the front yard; primarily old

toys, bikes, and a playground that was falling apart. At

this house, there lived an older white woman in her

mid-forties. She was very lean, tall, and had short

blonde hair. She lived with her partner, who appeared

to be in his early fifties. He was lean as well, tall, and

had brown ashy hair with piercing blue eyes. They had

six kids living in the house, and they were all different

racial identities. The youngsters would spend most of

their day outside playing while both foster parents kept

to themselves inside the house. I do not recall ever

seeing the foster parents unless they came out to yell

out for the kids to come inside. I remember the kids

being asked why they did not look like their parents,

and many of the kids would shrug their arms as a sign

of "I do not know", or they would remain silent, but

their silence said it all. These children were all in the

foster care system, and many of them only lived in the

house for a couple of months before the arrival of a

new set of kids.

Over the years, only two girls were successfully

adopted by the couple that lived in the white corner

house. One of the girls became my close friend at the

age of six. She and I were inseparable, and we

constantly played outside on our neighbourhood block.

Growing up, I knew she was adopted, and she never

talked about it. It was evident that her foster parents

were not her biological parents because, as I

mentioned, her foster parents were white, and she was

Black. For many years, I got to experience firsthand

how she was mistreated for her skin colour, not only by

her foster parents, but by other kids on the block. Over

time, she was more than a friend; she was like a sister

to me – the definition of extended family, an Hermana.

Her name was Mariah and she had beautiful cinnamon-

coloured eyes with big curly hair. She constantly wore

her hair in a bun because her foster mother did not

know how to style her hair. Mariah always carried a big,

bright smile on her face, but in her eyes, you could see

a lot of pain. 

While working inside these institutions, I came

across many young adults eager to share testimony

with anyone who would listen to them about their

dreams and aspirations. I had the honour of listening

to many of them, and it truly puts into perspective

that many young adults wish their lives would have

turned out differently. Many shared that they wish

they would have a mentor to help guide them and

help them better understand themselves. Therefore, I

believe it is vital that there are more mentorship and

counseling opportunities within these institutions.

Mentorship would promote drastic changes in

recidivism rates by allocating resources and positive

role models into facilities like group homes and

juvenile detention facilities. In the article “Youth in

Foster Care with Adult Mentors During Adolescence

Have Improved Adult Outcomes”, the authors state

“[m]entored youth were more likely to report

favorable overall health and were less likely to

report suicidal ideation, having received a diagnosis

of a sexually transmitted infection, and having hurt

someone in a fight in the past year. There was also a

borderline significant trend toward more

participation in higher education among mentored

youth” (Ahrens, DuBois, Richardson, Fan, Lozno,

2008, p. 4). This research study demonstrated the

positive impacts mentorship could have if the state

began to implement it on youth at an early age.

Furthermore, experiencing both facilities firsthand

showcased the importance of positive role models

and how important it is for youth to envision

themselves succeeding.

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
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F IND INGS

At an early age, I was taught that not all family is

blood-related and not all blood-related family is

"familia" – this life lesson resonated with many of my

participants. Growing up, I did not have many cousins

around my age, and I envied large families who had

carne asada BBQs on the weekend. In the small

neighbourhood where I grew up, it was prevalent for

large families to live in small two-bedroom households. 
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Mariah passed away at the age of ten. She ran away

from home because her foster family mistreated her,

and nobody believed in her. Until this day, I do not

know the actual reason behind her passing. I was too

young to understand, and to be quite honest, I was

not given a lot of information from her foster

parents. As I am much older, I can reflect on so many

wrong things in Mariah's case. However, the foster

children’s maltreatment does not end with Mariah.

There continues to be mistreatment within the foster

care system, and an endless family cycle of

structural violence.

During the participants’ interviews, the first category

centered on the foster care experience. Many

discussed the following: the reasoning behind why

they were placed in the foster care system, their

current relationship with their biological family, and

the impact their children faced by having parents in

the foster care system. The first theme I developed

while conducting interviews was how the

participants entered the foster care system. The two

main reasons were: a) abuse and neglect from the

family and b) drug and substance use from their

biological parents. Additionally, the most common

reason why my participants were placed out of home

care was due their parents' drug and substance use.

Drug and substance use amongst parents restricts

them to properly care for their children. As my

participant Metzil shares:

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
OPENNESS TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT ON CRIMINAL OFFENDING

Metzil shared that although she was very young, she

vividly remembers the night when she was taken into

the foster care system. She states that she could not

reside with her other family members at the time,

because her family could not financially support her.

Metzil shares that a few months after she was taken

out of her home, her grandmother tried to care for

her, but could not fulfill most of the requirements

needed for child protective services. Child Protective

Services often creates requirements that are non-

realistic to those who do not have resources. For

example, suppose a family member or a parent is

trying to fulfill the requirements imposed on them to

reunify with their child. In that case, many of these

parents and family members cannot attend their

parenting classes or programs because they have a

full-time job to attend. Additionally, this makes it

extremely difficult for parents who come from

impoverished backgrounds to fulfill the requirements

implemented by Child Protective Services. All in all,

the impact of having a parent suffer from drug and

alcohol substance use is significant within many

foster people in this research. In the AFCARS data for

the years 2000 through 2016, it states,

I was placed into the foster care system when I
was three, just about to turn four literally within
days. My mother died of a drug and alcohol
overdose on her twenty-first birthday. And
although I had family members that were there
and in the apartment complex when my mother
passed away, of course, the ambulance came,
the cops came, and then shortly after, Child
Protective Services (CPS) came and took me.

Metzil is a forty-four-year-old woman who identifies

as Mexican. During Metzil's interview, she had her

hair down, and her voice did not match her

appearance. To many, Metzil may appear

intimidating because of her stern look, but she had

such a sweet and tender voice.  

[c]hild welfare workers report that most children
in child welfare, and the overwhelming majority
of children placed in out-of-home care, have a
parent with an alcohol or other substance use
disorder. Parental alcohol or other drug use as a
contributing factor for reason for removal
increased from 18% to over 35% in the last 16
years (AFCARS Data, 2016).

Additionally, the increase of alcohol abuse or other

substance disorders is increasing amongst parents

every year. Although some treatment programs allow

parents to reunify with their children during

rehabilitation, most do not make this outcome

feasible to all parents. Consequently, this also leads

many youths to end up in the foster care system

while their parents try to obtain help. Looking back

at the literature that I have analyzed, one can see

that family reunification is often not a priority when

looking at the foster care system. 
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Additionally, case managers and social workers

would try to reach out to other family members to

take upon the care for the youth, but many family

members would decline the invitations.

Consequently, this extended the youth's stay until

the social worker was able to find a group home or

placement that was willing to take in the child after

their release date. 

In addition, being a parent in the foster care system

also became a central theme when discussing the

participants’ experiences and familial arrangements.

In discussions about placements, many women

participants shared the hardships of being young

mothers in the foster care system. When interviewing

Xochil, a nineteen-year-old Mexican woman whose

court-mandated visits I was able to monitor, she

talked about how difficult it is for her to be a

recently aged-out foster person raising her one-year-

old baby as a single mother. Her facial expressions

changed when talking about her child, as she began

to look down and appear sad. Xochil stated,

However, if the state were to provide parenting

programs that allow for family reunification to be a

part of their curriculum, perhaps one could see more

successful family outcomes.

While discussing the foster care experience, some

participants also shared that many of them could not

reside with other family members after being

removed from Child Protective Services. Many of

them stated that it was because their family members

were not willing to take them in. During my interview

with Chenoa, she shared that she was sixteen years-

old when she was removed from her family. Chenoa is

a thirty-five-year-old Native American woman. During

her interview, Chenoa was in the comfort of her

home, and she was sitting on her living room couch.

Before the interview started, she went on to excuse

any background noise and stated that her family was

unwinding after just having dinner. Chenoa then went

on to explain that her mother suffered from

alcoholism and other drug substance disorder[JL1] s,

which did not allow her to care for Chenoa properly.

After being asked about how she felt when she was

first placed out of her home, she states, 
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Unfortunately, it seems to be the harsh reality for

many youths in the foster care system. Some

children are not taken under the care of other family

members because they cannot financially support

another child in their household. This is related to

the recession crisis which forced people to live

financially strapped. This issue was also very

present while I was working inside the juvenile hall

detention facility. I remember having to attend case

meetings where we would discuss the youth's

release date and their plans after they were

released. While working there, I had two youths

unable to go home upon their release date because

their parents no longer wanted them back home.

I felt really disappointed in my family because I
come from a big family. A lot of them are drug
addicts and stuff like that, and some of them are
straight but I was just really disappointed and
sad that, like, nobody wanted me, like nobody in
my family wanted to take care of me. I was just,
like, really sad.

And so whenever I think of social workers, I get
PTSD because, to me they are scary. Especially
now having my own child I want to make sure I
am doing a good job. And I know I am doing a
good job and I know my baby is good too. But
it's like since I was in the foster care system,
like now I have those double eyes on me and
my little one. I am not like other moms you
know, like it's bad, I have to make sure, like my
boy is good at all times and I want to show off
that he is good because he will not end up in
the system like me. He is my biggest
motivation to keep moving forward. In my eyes
I am the best mom he could have, and I am not
going to let anyone take that from me. 

Xochil’s statement is relevant to many cases because

foster people constantly project this fear to their

children, who they imagine may end up in the foster

care system as well. This fear is justifiable as many

youths who have children while in foster care have

their children removed from their care, and their

children are then placed themselves in foster care. In

the article "When the Child Is a Parent: Effective

Advocacy for Teen Parents in the Child Welfare

System", the author states, "how quickly the system 
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turns the tables on young parents, holding them

accountable for their lack of independent living

skills or poor judgment as parents -- the very

proficiencies that the dependency and delinquency

systems are supposed to provide in loco paranties"

(Katz, 2006, p. 535). This statement demonstrates

the harsh expectations that are implemented on

young parents in the foster care system. Often,

young foster parents are expected to be the "perfect"

parent without acknowledging the lack of parenting

many individuals experienced. When analyzing what

a "perfect parent" is within society, one can see that

a perfect parent is generalized through the

viewpoint of the middle class. Middle-class parents

often have access to resources that many parents

from low-income households do not. Therefore, one

must take into consideration the disadvantages that

many parents in the foster care system experience.

To conclude, many of my participants shared a lack

of helpful programs when discussing the foster care

experience. Many went on to share that there are

few mentorship opportunities and genuine people

that have the best interest when working with foster

youth. I have always been an advocate for people

with similar life experiences to work in these

environments because it provides a more empathetic

approach. When systems like the foster care system

hire individuals with similar life experiences, we can

eliminate power dynamics between staff and clients.

From personal experience, while working inside the

all-girls group home, I was constantly told that they

preferred having someone with similar lived

experiences working with them than to have

someone with no personal experience in the

systems. When looking at critical race theory, we can

see that BIPOC are constantly being oppressed

through all state systems; therefore, many people

feel comfortable with other individuals who have

experienced the same oppression. 
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Additionally, during my interview with Adam, a

twenty-one-year-old Mexican man, he stated,

When discussing the topic of mentorship Adam

changed his body languages and fixed his posture.

Adam then began to look down and fidgeted with

something that was on the table. When discussing

mentorship and resources with my male participants,

many of them kept their answers very short, and

somewhat restricted themselves from going into

detail. Furthermore, Adam's statement showcases the

lack of mentorship within foster care facilities. Many

of the youth placed in foster care lacked mentorship,

which is something many of them craved. By hiring

individuals who have been through similar life paths,

we will see genuine mentorship bonds being created

within these facilities. Throughout my literature

review, one can see that there is supportive evidence

that shows that mentorship is a vital aspect in

successful outcomes within the foster care system. 

Most of my mentorship was not while I was
inside the foster care system. I think that most
of my mentorship came from my friends and
some of my college professors. I would not
consider the staff that worked at my
placements mentors if I had to be honest. 

CONCLUS ION

All things considered, my research will help fill in

the gaps that remain in the foster care-to-prison

pipeline. Many people argue that an abundance of

resources for foster people exist, but many choose

not to use them. As we have learned about my

participants and their lived experiences, we can

debunk this belief that resources exist. Many of my

participants expressed that they had never heard of

resources while in the foster care system. It was not

until they became emancipated or aged out of foster

care that they were informed about foster care

resources. For many, it was too late, as they had

already taken a different life path. Notably, there

must be mentorship programs that target foster

youth and help them rebuild their values about

family.  
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Given this information, many systems are also built

upon systematic oppression, leaving our Black,

Indigenous, and People of Colour out of successful

outcomes. The day that the state can provide our

foster youth with just care is when the foster care

system will be doing what it was intended to do.

Until then, society has much work to do. As a society,

we need to put the necessary resources into our

foster youth, because they are the future. Their lived

experiences make great future model citizens

aspiring to live a "normal" life outside of these

systems. The foster care-to-prison pipeline is limiting

the potential of many of our youths. It is up to us to

help raise awareness of the injustices of which many

of them are victims. All in all, the research on the

foster care-to-prison pipeline must continue. It is

vital that we also consider the aspect of family when

researching the foster care-to-prison pipeline as

there is little to no mention on this topic. I hope that

my research inspires others to conduct studies on the

foster care-to-prison pipeline and that we continue to

inform public policy to begin implementing change.

These intervention programs will help foster people

stay informed about available resources and help

plan out their lives outside of the foster care system.

We must help prepare foster youth outside of the

foster care system to help reduce homelessness and

unsuccessful outcomes. 

By implementing mentorship programs, we will also

see an increase in positive outcomes for foster care

youth. Seeing that many foster care people already

demonstrate great promise, these programs will help

cultivate the seeds that ignite their goals and

aspirations. Additionally, by creating mentorship

programs that focus on family reunification and

family values, we will help reduce recidivism rates

within our foster children and help them build

healthy relationships. Throughout my research, one

can see that mentorship makes a vital difference in

foster care outcomes. Therefore, the state must

begin to implement these changes in the foster care

system and in the criminal [in]justice system to

eliminate the foster care-to-prison pipeline. The

foster care-to-prison pipeline is one of the outcomes

that is overlooked the most when discussing foster

care. As a society, we must help inform public policy

and bring awareness to our foster children's

injustices.

While conducting my research, I found little to no

research on the changes that need the

implementation to help reduce the foster care-to-

prison pipeline. Consequently, this leaves us with

many unanswered questions. Although my research

provided us with helpful information on what needs

implementation in our foster care system and our

detention facilities, we are still left wondering how

we can change the institutional values and promote

rehabilitation and success after foster care life. Many

people argue that the entire foster care system

needs to be reconstructed with the children's best

interest in mind. Additionally, I agree. Systems like

the foster care system and the criminal [in]justice

system have proven not to have equal outcomes for

BIPOC youth. 
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The relationship between marriage and criminal behaviour has been widely studied. Less attention has been given to the comparison between

marital status categories with respect to criminality. Virtually no attention has been given to the effects of self-improvement on criminality.

This study used a two-way factorial ANOVA to examine the effects of marital status and openness to self-improvement on number of charges

across a sample of male inmates in the United States (N=369). Statistically significant results were found for both main effects and the

interaction effect. The null hypothesis stating that there are no statistically significant average differences in number of criminal charges for

the factors marital status, openness to self-improvement, and the interaction effects between marital status and openness to self-

improvement was rejected. Results indicate that statistically significant average differences in number of charges exist across marital status

categories. Statistically significant average differences in number of charges were also present among categories of openness to self-

improvement. Statistically significant average differences in number of charges were also found for the interaction between the two factors.

Implications are discussed with respect to these findings. Limitations and opportunities for future research are also discussed. 

A B S T R A C T

La relation entre le mariage et le comportement criminel a été largement étudiée. On a accordé moins d'attention à la comparaison entre les

catégories d'état civil en ce qui concerne la criminalité. Les effets de l’auto amélioration sur la criminalité n'ont pratiquement pas été étudiés.

Cette étude a utilisé une ANOVA factorielle à deux voies pour examiner les effets de l'état civil et de l'ouverture à l'amélioration de soi sur le

nombre d'inculpations dans un échantillon de détenus masculins aux États-Unis (N=350). Des résultats statistiquement significatifs ont été

trouvés pour les deux effets principaux et l'effet d'interaction. L'hypothèse nulle selon laquelle il n'y a pas de différences moyennes

statistiquement significatives dans le nombre d'accusations criminelles pour les facteurs état civil, ouverture à l'auto amélioration et les

effets d'interaction entre l'état civil et l'ouverture à l'auto amélioration a été rejetée. Les résultats indiquent que des différences moyennes

statistiquement significatives dans le nombre d'accusations existent entre les catégories d'état civil. Des différences moyennes

statistiquement significatives dans le nombre d'accusations sont également présentes parmi les catégories d'ouverture à l'auto amélioration.

Des différences moyennes statistiquement significatives dans le nombre d'accusations ont également été trouvées pour l'interaction entre les

deux facteurs. Les implications, telles que les effets des programmes d'auto amélioration sur la récidive criminelle, sont discutées par rapport

à ces résultats. Les limites et les possibilités de recherches futures sont également discutées.
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The results of this study have several implications. It was determined that openness to self-improvement was associated with fewer criminal

charges. Therefore, interventions focusing on self-improvement may lead to less criminal recidivism among incarcerated individuals. It would

be beneficial for correctional agencies to implement some form of self-improvement programming within correctional institutions to

encourage desistance from crime. Second, the results of this study indicate that widowed individuals appear to be engaging in more crime and

are being charged more often. It may therefore be beneficial for correctional agencies to implement targeted interventions for inmates who

are widowed. 

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

I M P L I C A T I O N S  P R A T I Q U E S

Les résultats de cette étude ont plusieurs implications. Il a été déterminé que l'ouverture à l'auto amélioration était associée à une diminution

des accusations criminelles. Par conséquent, les interventions axées sur l'amélioration de soi peuvent entraîner une diminution de la récidive

criminelle chez les personnes incarcérées. Il serait bénéfique pour les organismes correctionnels de mettre en œuvre une certaine forme de

programme d'amélioration de soi au sein des établissements correctionnels afin d'encourager la désistance au crime. Deuxièmement, les

résultats de cette étude indiquent que les veufs et les veuves semblent commettre plus de crimes et sont accusés plus souvent. Il pourrait

donc être bénéfique pour les organismes correctionnels de mettre en œuvre des interventions ciblées pour les détenus veufs. 

Desistance from crime is a process of social

transition that occurs over time (Laub & Sampson,

2003). This process of transition has become a key

area of study within the field of criminology

(Andersen et al., 2015; Barnes & Beaver, 2012;

Bushway & Paternoster, 2011; Skardhamar et al.,

2015; Stouthamer et al., 2004; Vanschellen et al.,

2012). However, there is a lack of consensus within

the field as to how desistance from crime comes

about. Laub and Sampson (2003) have suggested that

desistance comes about unintentionally, without the

effort of the individual. Other theorists, such as

Pasternoster and Bushway (2009), suggest that it is

not simply unintentional social factors that change

people, but rather, that desistance from crime is an

intentional act of self-development. 

 

I N T R O D U C T I O N Marriage, as a conventional social institution, has

been linked to a variety of positive outcomes

including life expectancy, mental health, and

criminality (Laub & Sampson, 2003; Sampson et al.,

2006). Specifically, marriage has been considered a

key turning point in the lives of criminally involved

men, and an external associate of desistance from

crime (Laub & Sampson, 2003; Sampson et al., 2006).

However, there is a lack of consensus as to how

marital status relates to criminal offending and

desistance. Aside from social factors related to

desistance, individual level factors have also been

considered in criminological research. For instance,

recent literature has emphasized the role of identity

and self-image as a motivator for criminal behaviour

(Maruna, 2001; Paternoster and Bushway 2009;

Vaughan, 2007). This paper seeks to expand on the

literature by considering the role of both marriage as

a social factor, and self-improvement as an

individual factor on desistance from crime. 

C r i m i n a l  c h a r g e s ,  d e s i s t a n c e ,  m a r t i a l  s t a t u s ,  r e c i d i v i s m ,  s e l f - i m p r o v e m e n t ,  
t w o - w a y  f a c t o r i a l  A N O V A .  

K E Y W O R D S  :

M O T S - C L É S  : A c c u s a t i o n s  c r i m i n e l l e s ,  d é s i s t a n c e ,  s t a t u t  m a r t i a l ,  r é c i d i v e ,  a u t o  a m é l i o r a t i o n ,  
A N O V A  f a c t o r i e l l e  à  d e u x  v o i e s .



Theobold and Farrington (2011), for example, found

that men who marry relatively early reduce their

criminal offending (Andersen et al., 2015; Barnes &

Beaver, 2012; Bushway & Paternoster, 2011;

Skardhamar et al., 2015; Vanschellen et al., 2012).

However, self-selection into marriage due to a desire

for self-improvement may explain this relationship.
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Desistance from crime is a widely studied topic due

to the social, political, and individual implications of

criminal behaviour. Numerous social, as well as

individual, factors have been studied in relation to

criminal activity and desistance from crime. Some of

these factors include employment (Liu et al., 2020),

race (Rocque et al., 2019), and geographic location

(Aksoy, 2017). Marital status is one factor that is

increasingly being studied by criminologists to

understand how marriage relates to criminality and

desistance from criminal behaviour. Additionally,

researchers have turned their attention toward

individual factors, such as self-improvement, in

search of answers regarding why desistance is likely

for some and not others.

L I T T E R A T U R E  R E V I E W

In recent literature, attention has been given to the

relationship between marital status and criminality.

Several studies have shown that the prevalence of

criminal behaviour and the commission of criminal

acts differs with respect to one’s marital status

(Andersen et al., 2015; Barnes & Beaver, 2012;

Bushway & Paternoster, 2011; Skardhamar et al.,

2015; Vanschellen et al., 2012). Specific attention

has been given to the “marriage effect”, which states

that marriage serves as a protective factor, reducing

rates of criminal behaviour among offenders and

contributing to desistance (Andersen et al., 2015;

Barnes & Beaver, 2012; Bersani & Doherty, 2013;

King & South, 2011; Laub & Sampson, 2003;

Skardhamar et al., 2015; Vanschellen et al., 2012;

Zoutewelle-Terovan et al., 2012). For instance, in

their study of delinquent men, Laub and Sampson

(2003) found that those who experienced desistance

also experienced positive marital relationships

throughout their lives. This relationship seems to be

fairly robust across contexts and over time (Bersani

& Doherty, 2013).

O f f e n d e r  M a r i t a l  S t a t u s

A low self-concept, or a negative sense of self, has

been shown to be a significant and powerful risk

factor for various negative life outcomes. For

instance, Donnellan et al. (2005) found that low self-

concept was related to aggression, antisocial

behaviour, and delinquency in groups of adolescents

and young adults. Similarly, Henriksen et al. (2021)

determined that low self-esteem during early

adolescence contributed to sustained aggression later

in life. Recently, scholars have begun to examine the

relationship between self-image and desistance from

crime (Bushway & Paternoster, 2011; Lussier &

McCuish, 2016; Maruna, 2001; Mier & Ladny, 2017;

Paternoster and Bushway 2009; Stone, 2016;

Vaughan, 2007). Evidence has emerged regarding the

importance of self-image in the desistance process

(Stone, 2016). For instance, several studies have

found that to desist from crime, offenders must

develop a pro-social identity and self-image (Farrall,

2005; Paternoster and Bushway 2009; Rowe, 2011;

Stone, 2016; Vaughan, 2007). For example, in their

study of female desistance, Giordano, Cernkovich, and

Rudolph (2002) propose several stages through which

the offender generates a replacement self and

transforms their view of criminal behaviour. 

Desistance is a process of self-improvement and

transformation whereby individuals stop identifying

as offenders or criminals and reform their identity

into one that is more prosocial in nature. Identity

change has been widely acknowledged as playing a

crucial role in changing values, morals, and beliefs

such that individuals are more capable of desistance

(Bersani & Doherty, 2013; King, 2013; Stone, 2016;

Vaughan, 2007).  

S e l f - I m p r o v e m e n t
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A two-way factorial ANOVA was used in this study to

assess the main effects of both marital status and

openness to self-improvement on criminal behaviour, as

well as the interaction between these factors on criminal

behaviour. The hypotheses for this study are listed

below.

According to Stone (2016), desistance requires an

awareness and willingness to develop oneself. This

development in identity, according to Bersani and

Doherty (2013), fosters an enduring desistance

effect. Failing to undergo personal developments, on

the other hand, has been shown to inhibit desistance

from criminal behaviour (Lussier & McCuish, 2016).

Pasternoster and Bushway (2009) propose an identity

theory of desistance whereby a fundamental and

intentional shift in a person’s sense of self leads to

sustained desistance from criminal activity. According

to Pasternoster and Bushway (2009), desistance

comes about as a result of the offender intentionally

and willfully changing his or her sense of self and

casting off old identities in favour of new ones. The

new imagined self, according to Pasternoster and

Bushway (2009), must be fundamentally different

form the former offending self. In turn, the

assumption of a possible self that is non-offending

and conventional, results in a change in criminal

behaviour (Pasternoster & Bushway, 2009). This

perceived sense of a future or possible self as a

nonoffender, coupled with the fear that without

change one faces a bleak and highly undesirable

future, provides the initial motivation for desistance

from crime (Pasternoster & Bushway, 2009).

Overall, it has been shown that both marriage and a

desire for self-improvement can lead to reduced

rates of recidivism. However, the combined effects of

the two have not been investigated in detail. This

paper will attempt to fill this gap in the literature by

examining the effects of marital status and desire for

self-improvement, as well as their combined effect,

on criminal behaviour. 

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
OPENNESS TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT ON CRIMINAL OFFENDING

The purpose of the current study is to assess

whether there are statistically significant average

differences in the number of criminal charges for

the factors marital status, openness to self-

improvement, and interaction effects between

marital status and openness to self-improvement.  

C U R R E N T  S T U D Y

Null Hypothesis: there are no statistically significant

average differences in number of criminal charges

for the factors marital status, openness to self-

improvement, and interaction effects between

marital status and openness to self-improvement.

Research Hypothesis 1 (Main effect 1): there are

statistically significant average differences in

number of criminal charges by marital status.

Research Hypothesis 2 (Main effect 2): there are

statistically significant average differences in

number of criminal charges by openness to self-

improvement.

Research Hypothesis 3 (Interaction effect): there are

statistically significant average differences in

number of criminal charges for the interaction

between marital status and openness to self-

improvement

H y p o t h e s e s

Univariate statistics were run on each of the three

variables to assess the trends and patterns in the

data. Specifically, frequencies were conducted to

highlight variation in the data, measures of central

tendency were examined to assess typical responses,

and measures of dispersion were analyzed to assess

trends in the data. The main statistical test was a

two-way factorial ANOVA. This statistical test was

conducted to assess the average differences for the

independent variables (i.e., marital status and

openness to opportunities for self-improvement) on

the dependent variable (i.e., total number of charges

for offender). As part of the analysis, Bonferroni post

hoc tests were run to examine exactly where

statistically significant differences occurred. 

A N A L Y T I C  A P P R O A C H



Attrition of data occurred for several reasons,

including (a) inmates withdrawing from the study

after participating in the interview, (b) prison staff

members' reluctance to complete assessment forms,

and (c) unanticipated releases or transfers of

inmates (Van Voorhis, 2008).

Inmates were interviewed at intake and social,

demographic, and criminal history background data

were collected from administrative records and test

scores. Social and demographic data collected at

intake included date of entry into the prison, age,

race, marital status, number of dependents,

education, recorded psychological diagnoses,

occupation and social economic status, military

service, evidence of problems in the military, ability

to hold a job, and residential stability (Van Voorhis,

2008). Interview data also uncovered inmates'

interactions within the prison, their concerns about

prison life, their primary difficulties, and strategies

for coping with them, evidence of guilt or empathy,

orientation to the criminal label, relationships with

family and friends, handling problems and

affectivity, use of alcohol and drugs, and

experiences with work and school (Van Voorhis,

2008).

Criminal history data were also collected, including

age at first nontraffic arrest, arrests and convictions,

prison or jail sentences, alcohol or drug use, total

number and kinds of charges for current offense,

types of weapons and victims involved, co-offender

involvement, victim-offender relationship, if the

criminal activity required complex skills, type of

conviction, and sentence length (Van Voorhis, 2008).

Follow-up surveys collected information on inmates'

participation in treatment and educational programs,

work absenteeism, health, victimization experiences

and threats, awards, participation in aggressive,

threatening, or other illegal activities, contact with

family and friends, communication strategies, stress,

sources of stress, and attitudes and beliefs about

crime and imprisonment (Van Voorhis, 2008).
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Secondary data was used for the purpose of this

statistical analysis. Rather than collecting their own

data, this author used an existing dataset (i.e.,

Psychological Classification of Adult Male Inmates in

Federal Prison in Indiana, 1986-1988) collected by

the Inter-University Consortium for Political and

Social Research (ICPSR). This data set was chosen

based on its relevance to the research question, as

well as to provide a convenient and low cost means

for investigating this question. 

D a t a

M E T H O D

Data was collected by ICPSR between September

1986 and July 1988. Data collection took place

within a federal penitentiary and a prison camp

located in Terre Haute, Indiana (Van Voorhis, 2008).

A total of 179 penitentiary inmates and 190 camp

inmates participated. The research was conducted in

response to a growing demand for reliable and valid

methods for classifying prison inmates to effectively

manage correctional facilities and to reduce inmates'

problem behavior (Van Voorhis, 2008). Data were

collected from personal interviews with inmates,

staff observation checklists, prison records, scores

from various psychological assessments, and ratings

by project and prison staff (Van Voorhis, 2008).

Inmates serving their first institutional placement were

included in the original dataset (Van Voorhis, 2008).

Participation in the study was voluntary. The

penitentiary pool consisted of 346 inmates and the

prison camp pool consisted of 300 inmates (Van

Voorhis, 2008). The response rates were 76 percent and

83 percent respectively (Van Voorhis, 2008).

Transferring inmates or inmates who already had

served a portion of their sentence were excluded. In

addition to controlling for time served, selection

criteria also excluded non-English-speaking inmates,

inmates who could not read, and inmates who were

expecting release or transfer within four months of

their admission into the institution (Van Voorhis, 2008). 

D a t a t a s e t  a n d  D a t a  C o l l e c t i o n

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
OPENNESS TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT ON CRIMINAL OFFENDING
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-nities for self-improvement, and 43 (12.3%)

indicated that they were not open to opportunities

for self-improvement. Figure 1 displays a visual

representation of this data. 

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF MARITAL STATUS AND
OPENNESS TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT ON CRIMINAL OFFENDING

R E S U L T S

Participants for the current study were not recruited

by this author. However, the following demographic

information is worth noting: the sample (N)

consisted of 350 male inmates incarcerated in Terre

Haute, Indiana. Participants ranged in age from 17 to

73 years old, with an average age of 35.5 years. Most

participants (65.4 %) were white, followed by black

(28.6%). A small number of participants identified as

American Indian (1.6%), Spanish (3.5%), and Asian

(0.8%).

S a m p l e

The dependent variable in this study is total number

of charges for offender. This is an interval-ratio

continuous variable. The first independent variable

is openness to opportunities for self-improvement

and is also nominal categorical. The response

attributes for this variable are as follows: (1) yes; (2)

maybe; and (3) no. The second independent variable

is marital status and is nominal categorical in

nature. The response attributes for this independent

variable are as follows: (1) single; (2) divorced; (3)

separated; (4) widowed; and (5) married/common

law.

V a r i a b l e s

Of the original 369 individuals who participated in

this study, 19 cases did not provide answers to all

the items on the survey. In turn, only 350 individuals

were included in the final analysis. Table 1 displays

the complete statistical model. 

Factor 1: Openness to Opportunities for Self-Improvement 

Factor 1 had three response categories: “yes”,

“maybe”, and “no”, with each response being coded

as one through three, respectively. Of the 350

respondents, 219 (62.5%) indicated that they were

open to opportunities to self-improvement, 88

(25.1%) indicated that they may be open to opportu-

D e s c r i p t i v e  S t a t i s t i c s

Factor One
Open to
Opportunities for
Self-Improvement 

Response Attributes 
  Yes
  Maybe 
  No  

  N = 219
  N = 88
  N = 43  

Factor Two Martial Status  

Response Attributes 
  Single/never married
  Divorced
  Separated
  Widowed
  Married/common law

  
  N = 76
  N = 83
  N = 14
  N = 10
  N = 167 

Dependent Variable  
Total Number of
Charges  

  Sample size (N)
  Mean
  Median
  Standard Deviation (SD)
  Variance
  Minimum value
  Maximum value

  369
  2.14
  1.00
  2.598
  6.749
  1
  23

T a b l e  1 .  S t a t i s t i c a l  M o d e l

Overall, most individuals in the sample were open to

opportunities for self-improvement. 

Factor 2: Marital Status

Factor 2 had five response categories: single/never

married, divorced, separated, widowed, married /

common law, with each being coded as one

through five respectively. 
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Of the 350 respondents, 76 (21.7%) were single/never

married, 83 (23.7%) were  were divorced, 14 (4%)

were separated, 10 (2.9%) were widowed, and 167

(47.7%) were married/common law. Figure 2 displays

a visual representation of this data. 

Overall, most participants in this study identified as

married or common law.

Dependent Variable: Total Number of Charges 

As displayed in Table 1, the average number of

charges for the sample was 2.14 (SD 2.598). Most in-

-dividuals in the sample had one charge. Total

number of charges ranged from 1 to 23 across the

sample. Figure 3 displays this data in the form of a

histogram. 

Figure  3 .  H is togram display ing  f requency  of
responses  for  tota l  number  of  charges  for

inmate
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Based on this visual representation of the data, it is

clear that there is a positive skew. The data does not

follow a normal curve. In addition, the spread of

scores is leptokurtic, indicating that there is little

variation in scores. Overall, the majority of

individuals in this study had only a single charge,

with a few individuals having more than one charge. 

As can be seen in table 2, the calculated F statistic of

3.310 was statistically significant (p<.001). Therefore,

equal variances cannot be assumed.

Table 3 displays the main effects and interaction

effects of factors 1 and 2. The main effect for openness

to self-improvement is statistically significant (F

13.714, p<.001), indicating that there is a statistically

significant mean difference in total number of charges

between those who were open to opportunities for

self-improvement, those who may be open to

opportunities for self-improvement, and those who

were not open to opportunities for self-improvement. 

2  W a y  F a c t o r i a l  A N O V A  



F df1 df2 Sig.

 3.310 13 335   <.001

  F
Partial Eta
Squared

ME  1: Openness
to opportunities
for self
improvement 

ME 2: Marital
Status
   
IE:   Openness to
opportunities for
self improvement
* Marital Status

13.714*
  
 

13.698*
   
   

13.167*

  

.076
 
 

.141
  
  

.239
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The main effect for marital status was also

statistically significant (F 13.698, p<.001). This

indicates that there is a statistically significant mean

difference in total number of charges between

marital status categories. 

T a b l e  2 .  L e v e n e ' s  T e s t  o f  E q u a l i t y  o f
E r r o r  V a r i a n c e s

Dependent variable: Total number of charges

Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent
variable is equal across groups.

a. Design: Intercept + openness to opportunities for self improvement
+ marital status + openness to opportunities for self improvement *
marital status

T a b l e  3 .  A N O V A  t a b l e  c o n s i d e r i n g  m a i n
e f f e c t s  a n d  i n t e r a c t i o n  e f f e c t s  o f  f a c t o r s
o n e  a n d  t w o

Dependent variable: Total number of charges

Adjusted R squared = .272
The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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The adjusted R-squared value is 27%. While this is a

reasonable percentage of explained variance for

total number of charges, there are likely other

factors contributing to the model that have not been

examined in this analysis. 

 

The interaction effect between openness to

opportunities for self-improvement and marital

status was statistically significant (F 13.167, p<.001),

indicating that the combined effects of openness to

self-improvement and marital status have a

significant effect on total number of charges.

Therefore, the null hypothesis stating that there are

no statistically significant average differences in

number of criminal charges for the factors marital

status, openness to self-improvement, and

interaction effects between marital status and

openness to self-improvement is rejected. 

The partial eta squared values suggest that 7.6%,

14.1%, and 23.9% of the variance in total number of

charges is explained by the main effect of openness

to opportunities for self improvement, the main

effect of marital status, and the interaction effect

between openness to opportunities for self

improvement and marital status.  

 

Table 4 shows the post hoc analysis for factor 1. The

Bonferroni post hoc test for openness to

opportunities for self-improvement reveals that

there are statistically significant average differences

in total number of charges between those who

indicated that they are not open to opportunities for

self-improvement and those who indicated that they

are open to opportunities for self-improvement

(1.52, p<.001). Moreover, there are also statistically

significant average differences in total number of

charges between those who indicated that they are

not open to opportunities for self-improvement and

those who indicated that they may be open to

opportunities for self-improvement (1.51, p=.001).
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(I) Openness
to
Opportunities
for Self-
Improvement

(J) Openness
to
Opportunities
for Self-
Improvement

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Yes
Maybe
No

-.01
-1.52*

.284

.376

Maybe
Yes
No

.01
-1.51*

.284
 .419

No
Yes
Maybe

1.52*
1.51*

.376

.419

T a b l e  4 .  P o s t  H o c  a n a l y s i s  f o r  f a c t o r
o n e :  O p e n n e s s  t o  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  f o r  s e l f -
i m p r o v e m e n t  

Dependent variable: Total number of charges

Bonferroni

Based on observed means.

The error term is Mean Square (Error) = 5.076.

* Indicates the mean difference is significant at the .05 level.

Table 5 shows the post hoc analysis for factor 2. The

Bonferroni post hoc analysis for marital status

indicated that there are statistically significant

average differences in total number of charges

between those who are widowed and those who are

single (3.64, p<.001), those who are widowed and

those who are divorced (3.14, p<.001), those who are

widowed and those who are separated (3.66, p=.001),

and finally, between those who are widowed and

those who are married (3.06, p<.001). 

Figure 4 provides a visual representation of the

above noted mean differences. Individuals who

indicated that they are not open to opportunities for

self-improvement display a slightly higher total

number of charges. Widowed individuals who

indicated that they may be open to opportunities for

self-improvement display the highest total number

of charges. 

(I) Marital
Status

(J) Marital Status
Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Single/
Never
Married

Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Married/Common Law

-.50
.02
-3.64*
-.58  

.358

.655

.758

.312 

Divorced

Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Married/Common Law

  .50
  .51
  -3.14*
  -.08
  

.358

.651

.754

.303  

Separated 

Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Married/Common Law

-.02
-.51
-3.66*
-.60  

.655

.651

.933

.627 

Widowed

Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Married/Common Law

  3.64*
  3.14*
  3.66*
  3.06*
  

.758

.754

.933

.734

Married/
Common
Law

Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Married/Common Law

.58

.08

.60
-3.06*  

.312

.303

.627

.734  

T a b l e  5 .  P o s t  H o c  a n a l y s i s  f o r  f a c t o r  t w o :
M a r i t a l  s t a t u s

Dependent variable: Total number of charges

Bonferroni

Based on observed means.

The error term is Mean Square (Error) = 5.076.

* Indicates the mean difference is significant at the .05 level.



The purpose of this study was to examine the main

effects of marital status and openness to self-

improvement, as well as the combined effects of

both factors, on the number of charges accumulated

by an offender. The results of this analysis indicate

that offenders who are not open to opportunities for

self-improvement tend to have more charges than

those who are open to opportunities for self-

improvement. One possible interpretation of this

finding is that the desire to improve oneself leads to

desistance from crime. This finding is consistent with

recent literature that suggests that changes in the

self, rather than solely social factors, are important

when it comes to understanding desistance (Bersani

& Doherty, 2013; Farrall, 2005; Pasternoster &

Bushway, 2009; Stone, 2015).

In addition, it was determined that offenders who

are widowed have more charges than those who are

married/common law, single, divorced, or separated.

One possible explanation for this finding is that

offenders who are widowed are engaging in more

crime, or at the least, being caught engaging in more

crime, than those who are married/common law,

single, divorced, or separated. This finding is

consistent with that of Barnes and Beaver (2012)

who stated that divorce is associated with increased 

D I S C U S S I O N
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criminal behaviour, as well as Pasternoster and

Bushway (2009) who concluded that marriage does

not produce a permanent change in behaviour but

inhibits crime only while one is “in the state of

marriage.” In other words, marriage seems to only

influence criminal activity while one is married and

disappears when one is out of this state

(Pasternoster & Bushway, 2009). In terms of informal

social control theory, it may be concluded that

widowed individuals are inclined to engage in

criminal behaviour due to the loss of social control

that marriage offered them. However, this should be

investigated further.

Finally, and most interestingly, it was found that

offenders who are widowed and indicated that they

may be open to opportunities for self-improvement

tend to have the most charges when compared to all

other individuals. One possible explanation for this

finding is that offenders who are widowed and are

engaging in criminal acts may recognize the need to

improve, however, they may not be totally amenable

to these changes. While the desire to change is a

good first step towards desistance from crime,

individuals must have access to the resources and

education necessary to improve oneself. 

These findings have several implications. First, it was

shown that openness to self-improvement was

associated with fewer criminal charges. Perhaps,

interventions focusing on self-improvement can lead

to less criminal recidivism among incarcerated

individuals. Therefore, it would be beneficial for

correctional agencies to implement some form of

self-improvement programming within correctional

institutions to encourage desistance from crime.

Second, widowed individuals appear to be engaging

in more crime and are being charged more often.

Therefore, it may be beneficial for correctional

agencies to implement targeted interventions for

inmates who are widowed. Perhaps the trauma

associated with losing a spouse plays a part in this

relationship and is a potential avenue for further

research. 

Figure  4 .  Prof i le  p lot  d isp lay ing  interact ion
ef fects  o f  factors  on  dependent  var iable
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It  should be noted, however, that the model constructed

for the purpose of this study only accounts for 27% of

the variation in total number of charges for offender.

Therefore, this analysis does not provide a holistic view

of the many factors that influence the number of

charges an offender accumulates. Other factors, such as

age, race, or socioeconomic status, should be

investigated to achieve a more complete understanding

of this model. Future directions are discussed below.

 

The present study comes with several limitations.

First, equal variances were not assumed in this

analysis, meaning that our test statistic may not be

fully accurate. This could possibly lead to the false

rejection of the null hypothesis. In other words, a

statistically significant average difference may have

been found when one did not actually exist. Second,

the proposed model only explains about a quarter of

the variance in the total number of charges. This

indicates that there are other factors contributing to

the model that were not considered in the analysis

(e.g., age, race, socioeconomic status). 

This leads into the next limitation which is the lack

of attention given to the age of offenders. As

discussed, participants ranged in age from 17 to 73.

Typically, those individuals who are widowed tend to

be older. As was discussed, the widowed individuals

had the most charges of those included in the

sample. However, since the widowed individuals tend

to be the older individuals, it could be argued that

this finding is an effect of age rather than marital

status. In other words, those who are older have had

more time to engage in criminal activities and

accumulate charges. These individuals are also more

likely to be widowed simply due to their age. 

Furthermore, most participants included in the

sample only had one criminal charge. A more diverse

sample with a broader range of charges would have

been beneficial to determine whether the findings

hold true. Extending this analysis to a sample with a

greater average number of charges is necessary to

further confirm or contrast the results of this study.  

 

L I M I T A T I O N S

Finally, the response “maybe” for openness to self-

improvement is problematic. This category serves as

a neutral response and may be a default option for

those who do not want to commit to selecting “yes”

or “no” in response to the question. Ideally,

individuals would have been required to select “yes”

or “no” in response to the question “are you open to

opportunities for self-improvement?” 

The current study examined the relationship

between marital status, openness to self-

improvement, and number of criminal charges. As

discussed, this model only accounted for 27% of the

variance in number of charges. Future research could

expand this analysis and possibly increase this

variance by introducing other factors into the model,

such as age, race, or socioeconomic status.

Furthermore, future studies could expand the

influence of this study by conducting a similar

investigation with female offenders. It would be

interesting to see if marital status and openness to

self-improvement affect the number of charges for

female offenders in the same way as for male

offenders.
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The creation of the Internet has given individuals from all over the world a place to connect. One of the ways in which individuals have come

together is through social justice activism. Social movements have gained momentum through their advocacy against human rights violations.

The Black Lives Matter movement and its hashtag, #BlackLivesMatter, have come to dominate the online discourse surrounding the issues of

race, racism, and policing. However, counter movements have also began to surface both online and in-person. #AllLivesMatter disputes the

claims made by #BlackLivesMatter and argues that every life should/does matter. The recent death of George Floyd on May 25th, 2020,

highlights how both movements position themselves in regards to the victimization of people of colour and police brutality. Using Herbert

Blumer’s symbolic interactionist theory and concepts like colour blindness, disenfranchised grief, and the categorization of victimhood, the

research in this paper conducts a qualitative study examining 100 tweets between May 26th and June 3rd, 2020 that contain the hashtags,

#AllLivesMatter and #BlackLivesMatter. Despite being mutually exclusive in terms of their objective, the research in this paper demonstrates

how users engage with both hashtags in order to underline the enormity of race issues in America.

A B S T R A C T

La création d’Internet a donné aux individus du monde entier un endroit où se connecter. L'une des façons dont les individus se rassemblent

est par le militantisme pour la justice sociale. Les mouvements sociaux ont pris de l'ampleur grâce à leur plaidoyer contre les violations des

droits de l'Homme. Le mouvement Black Lives Matter et son hashtag, #BlackLivesMatter, ont fini par dominer le discours en ligne sur les

questions de race, de racisme et de maintien de l'ordre. Cependant, des contre-mouvements ont également commencé à faire surface, en ligne

et en personne. Le mouvement #AllLivesMatter conteste les revendications de #BlackLivesMatter et affirme que chaque vie devrait être/est

importante. La mort récente de George Floyd, le 25 mai 2020, souligne la façon dont les deux mouvements se positionnent par rapport à la

victimisation des personnes de couleur et à la brutalité policière. En utilisant la théorie de l'interactionnisme symbolique d'Herbert Blumer et

des concepts tels que le daltonisme, le deuil privé de droits et la catégorisation de la victimisation, la recherche présentée dans cet article

mène une étude qualitative en examinant 100 tweets contenant les hashtags #AllLivesMatter et #BlackLivesMatter sur Twitter du 26 mai au 3

juin 2020. Bien qu'ils s'excluent mutuellement en termes d'objectifs, la recherche de ce document démontre comment les utilisateurs

s'engagent avec les deux hashtags afin de souligner l'énormité des problèmes raciaux en Amérique.
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One of the ways in which police officers can improve the effectiveness of their conduct is to limit their use of excessive force by calling for

backup or assessing the situation (Lopez, 2020, paras. 38 & 41). If, for example, the situation involving Tamir Rice was adequately assessed,

chances are that the outcome would have been much different (Lopez, 2020, para. 38). To prevent excessive force from being used, a policy

that has been established in the city of Las Vegas recommends backup police to be called in high-tense situations or situations involving foot

patrols so that the officer in charge does not resort to excessive force as a result of the high-adrenaline he/she may be experiencing (Lopez,

2020, para. 41). Given the research collected in this paper, improving police conduct and implementing appropriate policies can help to

decrease violence in marginalized communities. 

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

I M P L I C A T I O N S  P R A T I Q U E S

L'une des façons dont les policiers peuvent améliorer l'efficacité de leur conduite est de limiter leur recours à une force excessive en appelant

du renfort ou en évaluant la situation (Lopez, 2020, paragraphes 38 et 41). Si, par exemple, la situation impliquant Tamir Rice avait été

évaluée de manière adéquate, il y a de fortes chances que l'issue aurait été bien différente (Lopez, 2020, paragraphe 38). Pour éviter le recours

à une force excessive, une politique établie dans la ville de Las Vegas recommande d'appeler des policiers en renfort dans les situations très

tendues ou dans les situations impliquant des patrouilles à pied, afin que l'agent responsable ne recoure pas à une force excessive en raison

de l'adrénaline qu'il/elle peut ressentir (Lopez, 2020, para. 41). Compte tenu des recherches recueillies dans le présent document,

l'amélioration du comportement de la police et la mise en œuvre de politiques appropriées peuvent contribuer à réduire la violence dans les

communautés marginalisées. 

“Say his name” is an emotional phrase used to bring

attention to the countless Black men who have died

as a result of police brutality (Deliso, 2021, para. 1).

In this case, his name was George Floyd. Floyd died

on May 25th, 2020 (Deliso, 2021, para. 3). His cause

of death was his inability to breathe due to police

officer, Derek Chauvin, placing his knee on Floyd’s

neck and causing a loss of oxygen to the brain

(Deliso, 2021, para. 3). Floyd’s death sparked

national and international debate regarding police

brutality and the costs of being Black (Garcia, 2021,

paras. 2 & 4). Movements and demonstrations

reflecting Floyd’s death demanded for reforms to be

made in policing and academia in order to address

systemic discrimination (Garcia, 2021, paras. 2 & 4). 

I N T R O D U C T I O N To bring awareness to the racial injustices people of

colour experience, the Black Lives Matter movement

was created as a “call to action” (Gallagher et al., 2018,

p. 2). One of the ways in which the Black Lives Matter

movement advocates for change and awareness is

through the use of social media. Despite using

hashtags to advocate for the countless Black men and

women who have died as a result of being held in

police custody, many have taken interest in the

counter-movement, All Lives Matter (Gallagher et al.,

2018, p. 2). It can be argued that the

#BlackLivesMatter movement and the #AllLivesMatter

movement clash with one another as the former

emphasizes racism and how the public sphere

perpetrates violence against communities of olour

while the latter overlooks race and racism (Gallagher

et al., 2018, p. 2; Wilkins et al., 2019, p.789).

d i s e n f r a n c h i s e d  g r i e f ,  c o l o u r - b l i n d n e s s ,  h i e r a r c h y  o f  v i c t i m i s a t i o n ,  s y m b o l i c  i n t e r a c t i o n i s m ,
r a c i s m ,  d i s c r i m i n a t i o n ,  c o l o r i s m ,  B l a c k  L i v e s  M a t t e r ,  A l l  L i v e s  M a t t e r

K E Y W O R D S  :

M O T S - C L É S  : d e u i l  p r i v é ,  d a l t o n i s m e ,  h i é r a r c h i e  d e  l a  v i c t i m i s a t i o n ,  i n t e r a c t i o n n i s m e  s y m b o l i q u e ,  r a c i s m e ,
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n ,  c o l o r i s m e ,  B l a c k  L i v e s  M a t t e r ,  A l l  L i v e s  M a t t e r
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According to Michelle Fields, an American journalist,

she expresses her opinions regarding the Black Lives

Matter movement by stating, “Yes there are lots of

blacks who are suffering here in America. There are

also lots of Asians, Caucasians, Latinos who are

suffering, Veterans of all races and ethnicities. . . Not

just saying, these people matter, these people don’t

matter” (Fox News, 2017, para. 1). Although Fields

does not explicitly state her involvement with the All

Lives Matter movement, her claim of mentioning

every other race that is targeted in America,

including Whites, underlines how the movement

underestimates Black suffering. In addition, the latter

portion of her statement points to the argument that

the Black Lives Matter movement is reinforcing

which is that they are not of the opinion that White

lives do not matter, but rather, that in society, Black

lives have historically been neglected and been seen

as being less valuable than White lives (Wilkins et

al., 2019, p. 795). The All Lives Matter movement

feeds into the narrative of colourblindness by

claiming that all lives matter even though statistics

prove that Black people and Black men in particular

are more likely to be victimized by the police than

White people (Baker, 2020, para. 3). Given this

statistic, the Black Lives Matter movement would

argue that “race-neutral attitudes mask power

inequalities that result from racial biases” (Gallagher

et al., 2018, p. 2). 

Following the death of Floyd, the actions of the

Minneapolis Police Department were caught on

camera and shared online, reminding Americans and

the world of the consequences of racism (Garcia,

2021, paras. 1-2). Statistics show how

#BlackLivesMatter broke records on Twitter after

Floyd’s death. According to Pew Research Center,

from May 26th-June 7th 2020, 47.8 million

represents how many times #BlackLivesMatter

appeared on Twitter (Anderson et al., 2020, para. 1).

The use of the hashtag grew exponentially starting

from May 26th, the day the video was distributed

online, and onward, reaching an ultimate high of 8.8

million tweets on May 28th, 2020 (Anderson et al.,

2020, paras. 2-3). 

The debate between the two movements is evident

on Twitter as supporters of each movement publicize

their arguments regarding policing and the

victimization of people of colour. The research

collected and analyzed in this paper seeks to answer

the research question: How have hashtags like

#BlackLivesMatter and #AllLivesMatter engaged with

the themes of racism and colour blindness after the

death of George Floyd. The objective of this research

is to analyze how Twitter users used the hashtags to

express their opinions and views through the

symbolic interactionist perspective. 

The Black Lives Matter movement came about in

February 2012 after George Zimmerman, a

neighbourhood watchman, fatally shot Trayvon Martin,

a Black youth (Gallagher et al., 2018, p. 2). In the

awake of Martin’s death, Opal Tometi, Alicia Garza,

and Patrisse Cullors organized the movement

(Gallagher et al., 2018, p. 2). It can be argued that the

movement began as a grassroots organization as it

was a “Black-centered project” that broadened its

analysis and advocacy through a “bottom-up” approach

(Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 789; Jasper, n.d., para. 1). The

movement classifies itself as being both ideological

and political as its objective is to denounce and

intervene on “violence inflicted on Black communities

by the state and vigilantes” (“Herstory”, n.d., paras. 1-

2). However, those who oppose the ideological

framings of the Black Lives Matter movement have

created their own movement and hashtag called

#AllLivesMatter (Gallagher et al., 2018, p. 2). 

It is argued that the All Lives Matter movement

filters the anti-racism discourse surrounding the

Black Lives Matter movement through a “race-

neutral” or “color-blind” framing (Gallagher et al.,

2018, p. 2; Booten, 2019, p. 200). All lives,

regardless of race, should matter, according to the

All Lives Matter movement and so, the oppression

perpetrated against Black and Brown bodies gets

obscured through this “white noise” (Gallagher et al.,

2018, p. 2, Booten, 2019, p. 200).
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Twitter users who use #BlackLivesMatter in their

tweets are demanding for justice by first, holding

police officers accountable for their role in

victimizing numerous Black men and second, by

protesting for police reform (Carney, 2016, p. 190;

Wilkins et al., 2019, pp. 792 & 794-795). However,

given the accessibility of the Internet, those who

support #AllLivesMatter have used this opportunity

to share their contrasting opinions to

#BlackLivesMatter. 

          

The colour-blind theory is predominately used by

supporters of #AllLivesMatter in positioning their

opposition (Carney, 2016, p. 191). The All Lives

Matter movement deflects racism and the

marginalization of Black and Brown bodies while

emphasizing the inclusivity of people of all races

(Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 794). In regards to colour-

blindness, tweets in support of #AllLivesMatter

uphold “the erasure of structural anti-black racism”

(Linscott, 2017, p. 105). One Twitter user claims,

“This #BlackLivesMatter is so ignorant.

#AllLivesMatter period. No matter what you look

like” (Carney, 2016, p. 191). Tweets, such as the one

stated, highlight how the #AllLivesMatter movement

disregards the fact that White lives are not as

vulnerable to police victimization as Black lives

(Wilkins et al., 2019, pp. 794- 795). The movement

contradicts itself by claiming that all lives matter

while simultaneously minimizing the experiences and

misfortunes endured by people of colour. The All

Lives Matter movement also feeds into concept of

reverse racism by claiming that the Black Lives

Matter movement is inherently racist itself for

excluding the importance of White lives, and

therefore, the claim is made that White lives are

being marginalized by people of colour (Blay, 2017,

para. 1; Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 794). However,

despite some tweets claiming #AllLivesMatter, some

users have turned this argument around in order to

highlight the faults in such counter arguments

(Carney, 2016, p. 192). 

The data represents how Floyd’s death was the

catalyst in the upsurge of #BlackLivesMatter re-

appearing online again and enabling users from all

over the world to share their views regarding his

death.

Previous research done by Carney (2016), Booten

(2019), Clark (2019), and Wilkins et al. (2019) have

also analyzed how Twitter users engaged with one or

both of the hashtags. All of these studies point to the

fact that these two hashtags bring about discussions

regarding who is included and who is excluded from

the discourse of victimhood. 

A commonality found between Carney’s (2016) and

Wilkins et al. (2019) research is that Twitter users

have highlighted how the victimization of Black

people is grossly overrepresented by law enforcement

officers (Carney, 2016, p. 190; Wilkins et al., 2019, pp.

792 & 795). Specifically, Carney (2016) draws upon a

tweet that states, “The outrage should be unanimous

and universal. #ThisEndsToday #IndictTheSystem

#BlackLivesMatter” (Carney, 2016, p. 190). In this

tweet, the user underlines the accountability aspect

that should be inflicted upon law enforcement officers

and the criminal justice system for its misconduct

when responding to and/or apprehending Black,

Indigenous, or other people of colour (BIPOC) (Carney,

2016, p. 190). In the study by Wilkins et al. (2019),

another user highlights the unjust behaviour that

police officers perpetrate against Black people

(Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 795). The user states, “Black &

Unarmed in America. Our men, we must remember

their humanity. We must love & protect them.

#BlackLivesMatter” (Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 795). In

this case, the user is drawing attention to the

vulnerability of Black men and boys when encountered

by the police. The deaths of Trayvon Martin, Tamir

Rice, and George Floyd highlight how being unarmed

can still equate to victimization and therefore, Black

men and boys must be protected against

discriminatory practices (Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 795). 
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Carney (2016) brings up the point that young Black

women also participate in the discourse surrounding

#AllLivesMatter; however, these users introduce a

different perspective that contrasts with the majority

of the movement. In this case, users who use

#AllLivesMatter in their tweets are refocusing the

attention back to the main issue of racism and to

explain why using the hashtag is problematic

whenever #BlackLivesMatter surfaces online (Carney,

2016, p. 192). One Black user states in her tweet, “Do

people who change #BlackLivesMatter to

#AllLivesMatter run thru a cancer fundraiser going

‘THERE ARE OTHER DISEASES TOO’” (Carney, 2016, p.

191). In this example, the user makes a comparison

between the movements and a disease. It can be

argued that during a cancer research fundraiser,

attendees would not compare cancer to another

disease as the main issue being tackled is cancer and

therefore, this analogy is also applicable to

#BlackLivesMatter as the main issue being discussed

is the vulnerability and victimization of Black bodies,

and therefore, even though the lives of other races

are not being spoken about, it does not mean that

those lives are being disregarded or devalued but

rather, that there is an emphasis put on a

marginalized community (Carney, 2016, p. 192;

Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 795). By claiming that there

are other diseases out there other than cancer and

that all lives matter, the main objective of

dismantling a racist system is being diverted and

skewed (Carney, 2016, p. 192; Wilkins et al., 2019, p.

794).

Carney’s (2016) research also makes an interesting

observation. It was found in the study that users who

engaged with the hashtag, #AllLivesMatter, were

mainly young White women (Carney, 2016, p. 191).

One user states, “This is not about skin color! It’s

about resisting arrest and disrespecting authority.

#AllLivesMatter #SupportPolice as they have a job to

do” (Carney, 2016, p. 191). The tweet observed by

Carney (2016) highlights racist stereotypes that

categorize Black men as being “disrespectful and

dangerous” (Carney, 2016, p. 191). 

Drawing upon Crenshaw’s (1991) work, it can be

argued that the White women using #AllLivesMatter

in their tweets were bringing to surface “the sanctity

of white womanhood” (Crenshaw, 1991, p. 1266).

Here, the argument follows that White women must

be protected against violent Black men (Crenshaw,

1991, p. 1266). This stereotypical notion dates back

to history to when Black men and Black offenders

were treated unjustly and even violently for

interacting with White women, creating the

dichotomy between the innocent White victim and

the guilty Black offender (Crenshaw, 1991, p. 1266).

Stereotypical frameworks that assume the violent

nature of Black men and boys resonate amongst

Emmett Till and Trayvon Martin who were killed

senselessly based on the colour of their skin

(Thompson, 2021, para. 5). Despite some White

people taking exception to #BlackLivesMatter, there

are some who acknowledge their privilege and

become allies (Clark, 2019, pp. 522- 523). 

Clark’s (2019) research analyzes the efforts made by

White allies to challenge a white supremacist society

and to give people of colour a platform to express

their point of views (Clark, 2019, pp. 523 & 528). It is

important to note that White people can make

contributions to the Black Lives Matter movement

through acknowledging the privileges associated

with their Whiteness (Clark, 2019, pp. 522-523). Clark

(2019) highlights how White allies challenge the

ideological framings of the All Lives Matter

movement through reinforcing the notion that

although the Black Lives Matter movement

centralizes its objective on the marginalization of

Black and Brown bodies, it does not mean that it is

an “anti-White” demonstration (Clark, 2019, p. 527).

Participants in the study further discussed how

because they are White, they prefer using their social

media platforms to underscore Black and Brown

voices in order to allow people of colour to speak for

themselves and to share their first-hand experiences

and thoughts (Clark, 2019, p. 528). 
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In addition, Carney (2016) highlights how users who

organized protests or wanted to let others know about

a protest occurring in their city would use both

hashtags (Carney, 2016, pp. 192-193). However, Booten

(2019) highlights how when users blend the two

hashtags together, they are calling for both movements

to “coexist” (Booten, 2019, p. 191). So, the use of both

#AllLivesMatter and #BlackLivesMatter in a tweet

signify users wanting to overpower the former by

advocating for the latter.

Carney’s (2016) study is the most impactful to this

research paper. Similar to Carney’s (2016) research, this

paper also analyzes #BlackLivesMatter, #AllLivesMatter,

and the issues of colourblind racism. However, Carney’s

(2016) research was predominately framed around the

deaths of Eric Garner and Michael Brown (Carney, 2016,

p. 188). The tweets were collected from December 3rd-

7th 2014 (Carney, 2016, p. 188). In contrast to Carney

(2016), the research in this paper will analyze tweets

following the recent death of George Floyd. 

In addition, participants also stated how they used

their Twitter accounts as platforms to advocate for

and to introduce anti-racism education in order to

provide other users, especially White users, with

accurate information and resources to challenge

their own biases (Clark, 2019, pp. 528- 529).

However, despite the inclusivity evident in the

#BlackLivesMatter movement, some groups and

people continue to remain at the margins. 

Intersectionality, as coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw,

describes the disadvantages Black and Brown women

encounter as a result of their gender and race (Law,

2021, slide 8; Crenshaw, 1991, p. 1244). Several

social identities, such as age, race, sex, sexuality,

and class can contribute to the “overlapping systems

of privilege or oppression” (Coleman, 2019, para. 8).

Although the Black Lives Matter movement centers

itself on the injustices experienced by Black people,

it has been noticed that the victimization of Black

women and transgender people gets lost in the

discourse and is not as heavily verbalized in

comparison to the victimization of Black men

(Carney, 2016, p. 195; Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 795). In

the summer of 2020, around the time of George

Floyd’s death, Breonna Taylor was also a victim of

police brutality; however, her death was not as

widely known as Floyd’s, highlighting how Black

women become overshadowed in the mainstream

(Elassar, 2020, paras. 12-15). To give light to the

victimization of Black women, hashtags like

“#BlackWomenMatter” have gradually been

introduced to account for intersectionality (Wilkins

et al., 2019, p. 795). 

Both Carney (2016) and Booten (2019) found in their

studies that in some tweets, both #AllLivesMatter

and #BlackLivesMatter appeared (Carney, 2016, pp.

191-193; Booten, 2019, p. 191). Carney (2016) argues

that when the two hashtags appear together in a

tweet, it is a result of users in support of

#BlackLivesMatter pointing out the faults in

#AllLivesMatter (Carney, 2016, pp. 191-192).  

Theories and concepts serve as the foundations for

conducting research. For the purposes of this paper,

the concepts used are colour-blindess, disenfranchised

grief, and the “hierarchy of victimisation” (Gracia,

2018, p. 302). The theory that is used is Herbert

Blumer’s symbolic interactionist framework. 

The colour-blind theory is founded upon the basis of

“common sense” as it argues that racism is non-

existent and therefore, the privileges associated with

Whiteness should be taken as the norm rather than

questioned (Bonilla-Silva, 2006, qtd in Vargas, 2014,

p. 2283). Addressing racism is not within the colour-

blind theory as it does not acknowledge or recognize

racism and the impacts of race (Vargas, 2014, p.

2283). Therefore, acts of racial discrimination, such

as differential and/or unequitable treatment based

on “a person's racial identity, or perhaps perceived

racial identity” are also challenged and rejected

(Matthew, 2017, p. 895). 
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In its relevancy to #AllLivesMatter, it can be argued

that the counter-movement falls within the colour-

blind theory since it argues that all lives matter

without taking into consideration racial biases and

the discrimination that people of colour endure on a

daily basis (Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 794). 

Disenfranchised grief is commonly expressed by

people of colour (Lawson, 2014, p. 2093). The

concept is used to explain how some racialized

people feel as though that the losses of human life

that occur within their community are neglected and

invalidated by the general public (Lawson, 2014, p.

2093). It can be argued that disenfranchised grief

relates to the “hierarchy of victimisation” (Gracia,

2018, p. 302).The “hierarchy of victimisation” is a

form of classification that creates a dichotomy

between those who are worthy of being labelled as a

victim and those who are not (Gracia, 2018, p. 302).

The former is placed at the top while the latter is at

the bottom (Gracia, 2018, p. 302). Individuals who

pose a threat as a result of their physical attributes

fall within the category of being less likely to be

seen as victims (Gracia, 2018, p. 302). In addition,

individuals who engage in harmful behaviours or do

not take the protective measures to prevent their

victimization are also less likely to be classified as

victims (Gracia, 2018, p. 302). A tweet that

underlines both concepts is found within the study

carried out by Wilkins et al. (2019) which states,

“(12) RT [user7]: If you are white & silent about

police killings of unarmed blacks, ask why.

#blacklivesmatter. #MikeBrown was EVERYONE’S kid”

(Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 798). The tweet highlights

disenfranchised grief by calling attention to White

people who dismiss the deaths of Black men despite

having the power and privilege to ignite systemic

change (Clark, 2019, p. 523; Wilkins et al., 2019, p.

798). The concepts of disenfranchised grief and the

“hierarchy of victimisation” highlight how the

counter-movement disregards the victimization of

Black men due to their own preconceived notions of

what a victim is (Gracia, 2018, p. 302). 

Similar to Carney (2016) who uses the works of

Ferdinand De Saussure ([1916] 2011) and Roland

Barthes (1972) to analyze meaning using the signifier,

the research in this paper also analyzes meaning

through the symbolic interactionist perspective

(Carney, 2016, p. 187). According to Herbert Blumer,

the symbolic interactionist perspective is made up of

three foundational conventions (Sandstrom et al.,

2013, p. 9). The first being that meanings attract

human beings, if an individual can connect or relate

to a specific meaning, he/she is more inclined to

participate in that act (Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 9).

Secondly, social interactions and social surroundings

facilitate learning which in turn influences the

meanings individuals attribute to certain situations,

acts, or events (Sandstrom et al., 2013, pp. 9-10). And

third, meaning is never fixed as each individual is

different, therefore, the interpretation of an event or

situation will also differ (Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 9).

Blumer also emphasizes the importance of language

and how language enables individuals to interpret

and create meaning based on universally defined

symbols (Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 11). By analyzing

the tweets and the language used, the theoretical

framework provides an explanation as to why some

supporters and activists advocate for their preferable

movement. 
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Similar to the studies done by Carney (2016), Clark

(2019), and Wilkins et al. (2019), the research in this

paper also analyzes #BlackLivesMatter and

#AllLivesMatter on Twitter. In the case of

#BlackLivesMatter, Twitter, unlike any other social

media platform, has given users the opportunity to

broaden the meaning surrounding the movement

(Thorbecke, 2021, para. 39). 

The tweets were collected from May 26th, 2020 until

June 3rd, 2020. The data collection began on May 26th,

2020 since that was the day in which the wit-ness

video showcasing Floyd’s death was shared online

resulting in a fiery of discussion, outrage, and debate

(Anderson et al., 2020, para. 2). 
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Based on the data collection, it is evident that

similar to the findings by Carney (2016) that many

users were using #BlackLivesMatter to raise

awareness against an unjust and racist system

(Carney, 2016, p. 190). One user attached an image

of George Floyd and tweeted, “His name is George

Floyd. He was unjustly murdered by a white police

officer. Being black in America should NOT be a

death sentence #BlackLivesMatter” (R_K, 2020). This

tweet highlights how the offender was a White man

who assumed a position of power and abused his

authority to victimize a Black man. The user also

draws attention to how race can be a pre-

determinant factor that influences whether or not an

individual is welcomed in America. Similar to a tweet

analyzed in Wilkins et al. (2019), Twitter users

condemn the unethical conduct of law enforcement

officers who in turn, create a hostile and vulnerable

environment for Black men (Wilkins et al., 2019, p.

795). Another user uploaded a video and compiled a

tweet which stated, “Remember, this nationwide

rebellion is NOT ABOUT GEORGE FLOYD. It’s about

the ENTIRE SYSTEM of ANTI-BLACK RACISM. The

‘authorities’ and the media will try to focus on

individual victims, instead of focusing on the

victimizers. #protests2020 #BlackLivesMatter

#AtlantaProtest” (Nasheed, 2020). The tweet and the

video reinforce the message that these acts of

violence are not isolated incidents. Similar to the

objective of the Black Lives Matter movement, the

tweet and the video emphasize vocalizing the anti-

Black sentiment that is embedded within the

criminal justice system (Gallagher et al., 2018, p. 2;

Nasheed, 2020). Similar to Carney (2016) and Wilkins

et al. (2019), a theme that cut across majority of the

tweets containing #BlackLivesMatter was addressing

the biases within the police force (Wilkins et al.,

2019, p. 795; Carney, 2016, p. 190). As stated by

Wilkins et al. (2019), police officers are categorized

as the “perpetrators of injustice” (Wilkins et al.,

2019, p. 792).  

R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O NThe data collection ended on June 3rd, 2020 in order

to account for the tweets that were made on June

2nd, since that was the day in which tweets

containing #BlackLiveMatter reached a second

ultimate high of approximately 7.5 million tweets

(Anderson et al., 2020, para. 3; Beckman, 2020).

Similar to Carney (2016), the advanced search

feature on Twitter was used in order to gather

tweets from the according dates (Carney, 2016, p.

188). In addition, the data collection occurred in one

day intervals. So, for example, tweets were collected

from May 26th-May 27th, May 27th-May 28th, May

28th-May 29th, May 29th-May 30th, May 30th-May

31st, May 31st- June 1st, June 1st- June 2nd, and

June 2nd- June 3rd. 

In terms of the hashtags, both the full and shortened

version were used, so for example, both

#BlackLivesMatter and #BLM were used. Similarly,

#AllLivesMatter and #ALM were also used. The

advanced search feature allows for either of the

hashtags to appear. The data is comprised of 100

tweets, and so 50 tweets are dedicated to

#BlackLivesMatter or #BLM and 50 tweets are

dedicated to #AllLivesMatter or #ALM. Since my data

collection spanned 8 days, 6 tweets were collected

per day. The tweets were collected is in a systematic

manner in which the first 6 tweets that I came across

on that specific day were used for analysis. In

addition to the hashtags being used in the advanced

feature, the name “George Floyd” was also required

in order to reflect his death. The advanced search

feature allowed for either “George” or “Floyd” to

appear in a tweet. I recognized that due to the

uneven division between 100 tweets, I will only have

96 tweets and so, to reach the full 100, 2 additional

tweets were taken from both hashtags on May 28th

since that was the day in which #BlackLivesMatter

appeared the most on Twitter (Anderson et al., 2020,

para. 3).  
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According to these users, the entirety of the law

enforcement department must be held responsible

for its continuous acts of police brutality against

people of colour instead of referring to the actions

of one police officer as a “rotten apple” (Wilkins et

al., 2019, pp. 792 & 794-796). 

Additional tweets were made highlighting racism in

America. One user posted a video of a question

posed by anti-racist activist, Jane Elliot, in which she

asked her audience as to why White Americans

oppose being subjected to the treatment Black

Americans endure, but do little to nothing to

challenge the inherently racist system (DG001,

2020). It can be argued that the video put forth by

this user aims to encourage White people and White

users to become allies (Clark, 2019, pp. 522-523).

Another user draws attention to the consequences of

being a person of colour in America. The Twitter user

used a picture of Eric Garner and George Floyd being

apprehended by the police in an unjust manner

resulting in their death. Their tweet states, “So this

is Amerikkka... 2014 – Eric Garner: ‘I can’t breathe’

2020 – George Floyd: ‘I can’t breathe’ (Harmanoid,

2020). This user not only highlights the recurrences

of Black men being choked to death by the police,

but they also use a specific language. As Blumer

highlights in his theory of symbolic interactionism,

language is “a system of symbols shared by members

of a social world” that creates meaning (Sandstrom

et al., 2013, p. 11). In this case, the user spells

America as “Amerikkka” (Harmanoid, 2020). It can be

concluded that the meaning behind this language is

used to communicate to other users that America is

founded upon white supremacy. The “kkk” in the

tweet stands for the Ku Klux Klan which is a white

supremacist hate group in America that perpetrates

acts of violence against marginalized communities

such as people of colour, Jewish people, and

members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,

and queer plus (LGBTQ+) community (Southern

Poverty Law Center, n.d.). Therefore, the user uses

language and cultural references to create meaning

and to refer to racism and discrimination in a covert

manner (Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 11). 

Another common theme found amongst the tweets

that contained #BlackLivesMatter is that users used

the hashtag to organize collective change, whether it

was through the signing of a petition or a protest.

Some Twitter users shared pictures and videos of

their city’s Black Lives Matter protest. Twitter user,

Jesse from Twituh (2020), shared images online of a

protest happening in Denver, Colorado where

protestors laid flat on their stomachs for nine minutes

and screamed “I CAN’T BREATHE” (Jesse from Twituh,

2020). In relation to the boundaries of symbolic

interactionism, Blumer’s work would argue that the

protestors of the Black Lives Matter movement came

together because they shared a collective goal of

wanting to eradicate systems of oppression that

disadvantaged and marginalized people of colour for

decades, and so they were gravitated towards the

movement since it advocates for change and reform

(Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 9; Gallagher et al., 2018, p.

2). Drawing upon the theory, during a protest,

protestors would get on one knee to signify their

opposition to structural and institutional racism,

therefore, taking a knee has come to symbolize

resistance to anti-Black racism after football players

initiated this meaning (Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 9,

Kavanagh, 2022, paras. 2-3). It can also be argued

that protesting is a form of resisting disenfranchised

grief. So, while disenfranchised grief states that when

racialized people die, their death is not “openly

acknowledged” or “publicly mourned”, the Black Lives

Matter movement rejects this notion and arranges

protests and online discussions so that George Floyd’s

name and cause of death are known internationally in

protests that occur in Berlin, Madrid, and Rome

(Lawson, 2014, p. 2093; Safi, 2020, paras. 2 & 5). 

However, as stated in the studies by Wilkins et al

(2019) and Carney (2016), although the movement

seems to be heavily centered on Black men, there

were a few tweets that highlighted the deaths of

Black women (Carney, 2016, p. 195; Wilkins et al.,

2019, p. 795). One user by the name of Steve Rustad

(2020) posted a tweet that listed the names of several

Black men and women who were victimized by the

police. 
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One user who shared a painting-like image of George

Floyd disapproved of #AllLivesMatter by claiming, “I

don’t know why people say #AllLivesMatter because

it is obvious in the USA only white lives matter.

George Floyd was calmly suffocated by a cop

kneeling on his neck as though this was just another

day in the office! #BlackLivesMatter” (Star, 2020).

Similar to the analysis by Wilkins et al (2019), tweets

like these underscore the idea of who is considered

to be a victim since the user argues that in America,

White lives are prioritized more than Black lives

therefore, White victims are placed at the top of the

“hierarchy of victimisation” while Black victims are

placed at the bottom (Gracia, 2018, p. 302; Wilkins et

al., 2019, p. 795). The tweet also debunks the colour-

blind theory as it acknowledges how America is

catered towards White people therefore; privileging

White lives over Black lives is not “common sense”

but rather, racism (Vargas, 2014, p. 2283; Wilkins et

al., 2019, p. 795). There was also an instance where a

user posted a picture of flowers and stated,

“#Allivesmatter is a convenient phrase that erases

the issue of racism. dismisses the fact that George

Floyd was black; he probably would be alive today if

he wasn’t.some lives haven’t mattered through

history, it’s time that changed. So let’s focus on

#blacklivesmatter this time” (Shetty, 2020). This

tweet also debunks the colour-blind theory as it

recognizes that the United States of America is not a

post-racial society (Vargas, 2014, p. 2282). Building

upon this tweet and the colour-blind theory, if race is

simply disregarded and not spoken about, Black and

Brown bodies will continue to not matter (Vargas,

2014, p. 2282; Shetty, 2020). Therefore, the blended

use of #BlackLivesMatter and #AllLivesMatter

represents how users who support the former were

critiquing the latter (Carney, 2016, pp. 191-193). The

research also demonstrates how some users used

#AllLivesMatter not as a form of critique, but as a

way to speak out against police brutality and Floyd’s

death. One user stated, “I honestly just found out

what happened with george floyd and I’m disgusted.

how can you take another person’s life purely just

because of their skin tone.  

Specifically, the user makes note of the name Sandra

Bland (Rustad, 2020). In other tweets, users shared

videos of the protests they had attended and

acknowledged the death of Breonna Taylor in their

tweets (Jordan, 2020; NYC-DSA, 2020). These tweets

underline an intersectional approach as they

acknowledge the victimization of Black women and

bring to surface issues of racism and sexism

(Crenshaw, 1991, pp. 1242-1243). However, despite

Twitter users organizing and attending protests to

increase awareness, some users argued that the

movements and demonstrations were not peaceful

and in turn, classified them as riots. 

Some users who used #AllLivesMatter disapproved of

the protests due to the burning and looting that was

occurring. One user shared a video of a building lit on

fire and stated, “This is despicable. I want justice for

George Floyd but burning down your neighborhood &

businesses is not Justice. Stop using George Floyd

name as an excuse for this crap! RT [hand pointing

right emoji] #SendTheNationalGuard #RIPGeorgeFloyd

#minneapolisriots #BlackLivesMatter #AllLivesMatter”

(Williams, 2020). However, in critique to the tweets

citing the violence at the protests and calling them

riots, one user stated, “Don’t let these looters distract

you from the message and the real reason all of this

shit is going on. Police Brutality, racism, and the

murder of George Floyd. There are multiple groups

instigating and evoking violence and destroying the

image of the peaceful protests. #BLM” (Ninja, 2020).

Despite the backlash against the Black Lives Matter

protests, supporters of #BlackLivesMatter argued that

the actions of the looters do not represent the

collective goal of the movement.

Similar to the study by Carney (2016), some of the

users who engaged with #AllLivesMatter or #ALM did

so in order to point out how #BlackLivesMatter

should not be compared to the counter-movement

(Carney, 2016, p. 191). It can be argued that the

users who opposed the use of #AllLivesMatter were

underlining the “hierarchy of victimisation” and

blindness (Gracia, 2018, p. 302). 
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[T]hats somebodys son mabye somebody’s father,

thats a human. this needs to stop. #AllLivesMatter

#JusticeForGeorgeFloyd” (Safah, 2020a). 

It can be argued that when this user tweeted

#AllLivesMatter, they were not discrediting Floyd’s

death or the impacts of racism because they

concluded their tweet using a hashtag that calls for

justice. Additionally, the user acknowledged the

meaning attributed to the hashtag and corrected

their mistake by composing a follow up tweet that

stated, “Sorry i meant to put in #BlackLivesMatter”

(Safah, 2020b). Similar to Carney (2016), it can be

said that using #AllLivesMatter in a tweet while also

advocating for Floyd’s death represents how those

who acknowledge systemic racism are re-claiming

the hashtag in order to prevent overlooking the issue

of structural inequities (Carney, 2016, pp. 192-193).

The race council in Cymru also tweeted in support of

wanting justice for George Floyd by using

#AllLivesMatter. The council stated, “We stand

together in calling for justice for George Floyd, so

brutally murdered. Injustice anywhere diminishes

justice everywhere! So we use our voices and speak

out against unlawful killings of ethnic minority

people #BlackLivesMatter #AllLivesMatter

#StoptheKillings” (Race Council Cymru, 2020). As

argued by Booten (2019), the council is calling for

the co-existence of both movements by including

#AllLivesMatter and #BlackLivesMatter in their tweet

(Booten, 2019, p. 191). In addition, since the council

promotes itself as fighting for racial equality, the

tweet does not undermine racism or take on a

colour-blind approach as it acknowledges the

victimization of people of colour and calls for an end

to unjustifiable killings. In these examples, the use

of #AllLivesMatter in a tweet reinforces the objective

of the Black Lives Matter movement by educating

and furthering the anti-racism discourse rather than

minimizing the marginalization communities of

colour endure (Wilkins et al., 2019, p. 794; Gallagher

et al., 2018, p. 2). 
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Hashtags like #BlackLivesMatter and #AllLivesMatter

continue to dominate the discourse surrounding

racism in America. The All Lives Matter movement

feeds into the colour-blind narrative by claiming that

racism is a thing of the past despite having social

institutions that are embedded within racial

undertones (Vargas, 2018, pp. 2282-2283). On the

other hand, the Black Lives Matter Movement rejects

disenfranchised grief and the “hierarchy of

victimisation” in order to give Black bodies

representation (Gracia, 2018, p. 302). The research

demonstrates how supporters of #BlackLivesMatter

express their concerns surrounding policing and the

criminal justice system. In addition, supporters of the

movement also voice their dissent towards white

supremacy and systems that disadvantage people of

colour. Advocates for the Black Lives Matter

movement use physical and verbal language to

highlight their resistance to a discriminatory system

(Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 11). In some cases, the

research demonstrates how some users are starting

to adopt an intersectional approach by underlining

the victimization Sandra Bland, Breonna Taylor, and

other Black women have experienced while being in

police custody. Despite some Twitter users arguing

that the protests are synonymous with riots,

supporters of the Black Lives Matter movement

highlight how the rioters do not represent the

motives of the organization. As seen in the research,

the use of #BlackLivesMatter can serve as raising

awareness against police brutality and/or debunking

#AllLivesMatter tweets (Carney, 2016, pp. 190-192).

Using Blumer’s symbolic interactionist theory, the

tweets showcase how users who engage with

#BlackLivesMatter are gravitated towards

challenging the inherently racist status quo

(Palmater, 2020; Sandstrom et al., 2013, p. 9). Tweets

which included both #AllLivesMatter and

#BlackLivesMatter showcase how the latter was used

to saturate the discourse involving the former and to

re-align the issue back to race and racism (Carney,

2016, pp. 192-193). 

C O N C L U S I O N
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Given that we live in a tech-savvy society where

communication is viable 24/7 through multiple

platforms, it is important to use these technical

advancements to understand one another and to have

constructive conversations as opposed to making

generalized statements about a particular group

and/or race. Education and communication can help

bridge the divide politics are insinuating in social

justice matters. 

The Black Lives Matter movement and the All Lives

Matter movement draw attention to the contrasting

ideas of a racial society and a post-racial society.  

The discourse surrounding the Black Lives Matter

movement is significant because as stated by Clark

(2019), the organization is not an anti-white

movement, but rather, advocates against the

victimization and criminalization of Black bodies

(Clark, 2019, p. 527). By underlining the clear

objectives of the movement, the public can become

educated and informed on what the organization

strives to achieve. Given the political climate of

America and Canada, the intentions behind the Black

Lives Matter movement have become skewed as a

result of liberal and conservative politicians and

political commentators. Research and the

accessibility to websites, such as

blacklivesmatters.carrd.co/, allow individuals to

obtain objective information in preference of

subjective reasoning. The Internet and social media

platforms have greatly influenced the widespread

attention directed towards the Black Lives Matter

movement. 

Scholars have referred to the extensive use of digital

communication as “mediated mobilization” (Roberts,

2018, para. 7). Being the first ever, the Black Lives

Matter movement showcases how powerful and

successful computerized activism can be by

spreading awareness internationally as well

(Roberts, 2018, para. 7). The movement represents

how online platforms can sensationalize grass-roots

organizations by creating hashtags and providing

users with links to retrieve more information. The

Internet also gives exposure to differing opinions,

for example, by analyzing tweets which contain

#AllLivesMatter, it gives users an understanding as

to why some people may oppose the Black Lives

Matter movement. By understanding opposing views,

it gives supporters of the Black Lives Matter

movement a chance to educate supporters of the All

Lives Matter movement through an informative

dialogue rather than both sides berating and

insulting one another. 

The research in this paper was primarily

concentrated on analyzing the Twitter discourse

surrounding #BlackLivesMatter and #AllLivesMatter.

A limitation of this study was the exclusion of

identifying the user and their physical traits, such as

their race. In the research conducted by Carney

(2016) and Clark (2019), the researchers considered a

user’s race in order to distinguish between White

people and White allies and people of colour. Clark

(2019) identified White Twitter users in order to

underline White people “showing solidarity with non-

Whites, [and] speaking against systems of

oppression” (Clark, 2019, p. 523).

It was found in Carney (2016) that those who

supported #AllLivesMatter were primarily White

women however; White people also participated in

#BlackLivesMatter as allies (Carney, 2016, p. 191). In

addition to identifying White users, Carney (2016)

also identified Black users who were defending and

advocating for #BlackLivesMatter (Carney, 2016, pp.

191-192). A recommendation for future studies

analyzing online discourses is to make note of a

user’s racial identity only if the user explicitly states

how he/she/they identify or if the individual is well-

known. 

Occupational relationships can also be explored in

order to investigate the relationship between police

officers and the general public. In recent years, new

hashtags have emerged in support of law

enforcement officers and contrary to

#BlackLivesMatter.  

L IM ITAT IONS
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Future studies can analyze the discourse between

#BlackLivesMatter and hashtags like #PoliceLivesMatter,

#BlueLivesMatter, and #BackTheBlue. To further explore

the relationship between these two groups,

#BlackLivesMatter can be assessed alongside

#DefundThePolice in order to understand police reform.

Future studies can elaborate on how law enforcement

officers are perceived when a person of colour is killed

by a cop and how users propose reform. 
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La zoothérapie est une pratique de plus en plus populaire au Québec. Aussi appelée intervention assistée par l’animal, cette approche permet

à l’intervenant de créer une triade avec le client et l’animal dans le but de faciliter l’intervention. Les bienfaits sont nombreux et, parmi ceux-

ci, l’on peut compter une diminution du stress, un sentiment de bien-être, une concentration plus aiguisée, une stimulation du langage, une

estime de soi renforcée, etc. Pour l’intégrer dans son travail, l’intervenant use de sa créativité et de son savoir-faire afin d’atteindre des

objectifs cliniques précis. Comme toute intervention, la zoothérapie comporte ses limites, notamment celles entourant les contraintes des

milieux et le bien-être de l’animal. Au Québec, il existe la Corporation des zoothérapeutes qui offre un soutien professionnel aux individus

qui en font partie. Tout intervenant se doit de se former adéquatement pour pratiquer la zoothérapie.

R É S U M É

La zoothérapie est une intervention accessible à tout professionnel qui souhaite se former. Elle agit comme facilitateur social, en abaissant

les barrières et en permettant une ouverture plus grande du client sur son vécu. La synergie créée entre l’intervenant, le partenaire animal et

le client procure une richesse à l’intervention, tant au niveau affectif que relationnel. Savoir jumeler justement l’animal et la personne qui

bénéficie de sa présence permet l’atteinte d’objectifs cliniques prédéterminés par le zoothérapeute. 

I M P L I C A T I O N S  P R A T I Q U E S

P A R  É M I L I E  V E I L L E T T E

B a c h e l i è r e  e n  c r i m i n o l o g i e  e t  z o o t h é r a p e u t e

Zootherapy is an increasingly popular practice in Quebec. Also known as animal-assisted intervention, this approach allows the practitioner to

create a triad with the client and the animal in order to facilitate the intervention. The benefits are numerous and include a reduction in

stress, a feeling of well-being, improved concentration, language stimulation, increased self-esteem, etc. In order to integrate it into their

work, the intervener uses their creativity and their knowledge to reach specific clinical objectives. Like any intervention, zootherapy has its

limits, particularly those related to the constraints of the environment and the animal's well-being. In Quebec, the Corporation des

zoothérapeutes offers professional support to its members. All practitioners must be adequately trained to practice zootherapy.

A B S T R A C T

Zootherapy is an intervention accessible to any professional who wishes to train. It acts as a social facilitator, lowering barriers and allowing

the client to be more open about their experience. The synergy created between the practitioner, the animal partner and the client provides a

richness to the intervention, both on an emotional and relational level. Knowing how to match the animal and the person who benefits from its

presence allows the achievement of clinical objectives predetermined by the zootherapist.

P R A C T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S
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Il a aussi été observé, auprès de patients atteints de

démence, une multiplication des interactions sociales

(Perkins et al., 2008). Même chez des étudiants

universitaires, des chercheurs ont constaté une

activité réduite des circuits impliqués dans la

réponse au stress suite à l’exposition à un APIZ

(Fiocco et Hunse, 2017).

En relation d’aide auprès de clientèles vulnérables ou

délinquantes, plusieurs bienfaits de la zoothérapie se

prêtent parfaitement aux visées souhaitées. En effet,

l’animal est une aide à l’expression des émotions, un

élément essentiel dans l’intervention auprès de ces

personnes souvent aux prises avec un lourd bagage

émotionnel, qui peut en soi être un objectif clinique

(Morin, 2021a, p.45). Élaine Morin (communication

par courriel, 26 mars 2022) explique que « l'espace

avec l'animal [crée] un abaissement des barrières et

une ouverture sur le vécu ». Comme l’animal n’émet

aucun jugement, il permet de rendre aisé le dialogue

émotionnel, agissant alors comme un facilitateur

social. Ainsi, l’intervenant mise sur cet effet pour

favoriser la création d’un lien de confiance solide et

authentique avec son client (Morin, 2021b, p. 26). 

Intervenir auprès d’individus vulnérables, à risque ou

en difficulté requiert beaucoup de créativité, de

savoir-faire et de savoir-être. Au cours des dernières

années, une approche se démarque et retient

l’attention de plus en plus d’intervenants du milieu.

Selon la Corporation des zoothérapeutes du Québec,

« la zoothérapie est une intervention dirigée par un

professionnel formé en zoothérapie (le

zoothérapeute), avec un animal entraîné et

sélectionné (l'animal partenaire d'intervention en

zoothérapie appelé aussi APIZ), auprès d'une

personne en difficulté (le client) » (Corporation des

zoothérapeutes du Québec [CZQ], s.d.-b). Cet article

vise à présenter cette approche inusitée, par le biais

de ses bienfaits, de son intégration dans la pratique

de ses limites et plus encore. Pour ce faire, diverses

recherches ont été consultées et deux entrevues

informelles ont été réalisées auprès de

professionnelles d’expérience dans le domaine, soit

Mme Élaine Morin, directrice et intervenante en

zoothérapie chez Synergie Plumes et Poils, et Mme

Estelle Rodrigue, criminologue et zoothérapeute

pour le Centre d’aide aux victimes d’actes criminels

de Montréal.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Les bienfaits de la zoothérapie sont multiples et

divers. Ils englobent la diminution du stress,

l’augmentation du bien-être et du plaisir, en passant

par la construction de l’estime de soi (Beetz et al.,

2012; CZQ, s.d.-b; Nimer et Lundahl, 2007). C’est

bien pourquoi la popularité de cette pratique est

grandissante. En effet, des études suggèrent

l’efficacité de l’intervention assistée par l’animal

auprès de plusieurs clientèles. Chez les enfants avec

un trouble du spectre de l’autisme, leur

concentration s’améliorait et leur humeur devenait

plus enjouée (Martin et Farnum, 2002). D'autres

tudes soulignent une utilisation accrue du langage et

une diminution du stress en contexte social chez des

enfants avec le même diagnostic (O’Haire et al.,

2015; Sams et al., 2006). 

L E S  B I E N F A I T S

L o u k y ,  a n i m a l  p a r t e n a i r e  d ' i n t e r v e n t i o n  e n  z o o t h é r a p i e
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Dans la zoothérapie, le chien est bien
plus qu’un simple outil de travail : il fait

plutôt partie intégrante d’une triade
entre l’intervenant, l’animal et le client.

Quant à elle, Estelle Rodrigue (communication par

visioconférence, 30 mars 2022) précise que les

objectifs sont davantage ciblés au niveau de la

gestion des émotions, de l’affirmation de soi, de

l’estime de soi et de l’ouverture aux autres, en vue

de favoriser l'autonomisation des victimes et de

décortiquer les conséquences de leur victimisation.

D’ailleurs, l’objectif à atteindre viendra influencer le

choix de l’animal partenaire, en plus de l’angle, de

l’intervention et des particularités du client. La

qualité du pairage est déterminante, surtout lorsque

l’intervenant souhaite provoquer une prise de

conscience chez le client (Morin, 2021a, p.72). C’est

ce qu’explique Mme Morin, dans le cadre d’une

activité avec un homme incarcéré pour violence

conjugale :

Dans la zoothérapie, le chien est bien plus qu’un

simple outil de travail : il fait plutôt partie

intégrante d’une triade entre l’intervenant, l’animal

et le client. Les interactions entre les trois parties

créent une synergie, et c’est cette action coordonnée

qui procure le plus de bienfaits pour le client (Morin,

2021a, p.8). Estelle Rodrigue (communication par

visioconférence, 30 mars 2022) précise que les effets

bénéfiques ne sont pas seulement dus à la présence

de l’animal, mais bien à l’intervention dans son

entièreté. Elle renchérit en mentionnant que le chien

permet aussi de se ramener dans le moment présent,

d’abaisser ses barrières et de s’ouvrir sur son vécu, et

de conditionner de nouveaux comportements.

Concrètement, l’implication du chien permet de

cibler des objectifs précis, notamment au niveau

affectif et social. Dans sa pratique auprès de

contrevenants, Élaine Morin misait majoritairement

sur des objectifs tels que « la connaissance de soi,

les habiletés sociales, la gestion des émotions, la

communication et bien d'autres ». Elle visait ainsi à

favoriser la réinsertion sociale et à développer divers

facteurs de protection (É. Morin, communication par

courriel, 26 mars 2022). 

I N T É G R E R  L A  Z O O T H É R A P I E  D A N S  S A
P R A T I Q U E  P R O F E S S I O N N E L L E

Nous avons misé sur un chien plus fragile

et qui montrait rapidement des signes de

stress lorsqu'une personne semble avoir

envie de contrôler la situation ou de ne pas

créer de lien sincère avec lui. Les éléments

de la personnalité de ce chien [...] nous ont

permis de lui faire prendre conscience de

la réaction de ses comportements sur

l'autre (É. Morin, communication par

courriel, 26 mars 2022)

Un autre exemple de l’importance du pairage est

illustré dans une des interventions chapeautées par

Mme Rodrigue auprès d’une personne victime d’acte

criminel ayant une forte tendance à internaliser son

stress. Pour susciter des réflexions, l’activité a été

réalisée avec un chien sensible, ayant le même type

de mécanisme. Il s’agissait d’un levier d’intervention

puissant, puisque cela a permis de faire des liens

directs entre les comportements de l’animal en

réaction au client. Comme les observations étaient

axées directement sur l'animal, ce dernier se sentait

alors beaucoup moins confronté.

 

Pour ainsi dire, il n’y a pas meilleur allié que

l’animal pour agir comme miroir reflétant notre état

émotionnel, pour nous enseigner de précieuses

leçons et pour renforcer l’alliance thérapeutique.

C’est ce qui en fait un aussi bon partenaire dans

l'intervention.
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Enfin, les structures d’intervention en zoothérapie

reposent en partie sur « la pratique d’outils concrets

pouvant être utilisés dans le quotidien [du client] »,

comme l’explique Élaine Morin (communication par

courriel, 26 mars 2022). Par exemple, une activité

qu’Estelle Rodrigue aime bien réaliser auprès des

victimes est celle du « carnet de santé ». Cela

consiste à répondre à certaines questions axées sur

l’animal, telles que « Le chien a-t-il tendance à se

refermer sur lui-même lorsque ça ne va pas ? », puis

à répondre ensuite à ces mêmes questions en se

plongeant dans son propre ressenti (E. Rodrigue,

communication par visioconférence, 30 mars 2022).

Ainsi, les apprentissages faits lors de la séance

seront transposés et généralisés vers d’autres

contextes, où la personne apprendra peu à peu à

mieux identifier ses émotions, ses mécanismes, etc. 

Bien que l’intervention assistée par l’animal
comporte plusieurs bienfaits, cette pratique a tout
de même ses limites. Parmi celles-ci, il y en a lié aux 

L E S  L I M I T E S

contraintes du milieu, particulièrement lorsqu’il

s’agit de milieux institutionnalisés comme les

centres de détention. En effet, de tels

établissements sont régis par de nombreuses règles

et procédures. De plus, Mme Morin explique que ce

type de milieu ne favorise pas nécessairement

l’ouverture sur le vécu des individus, puisque cela

implique de démontrer une certaine part de

vulnérabilité devant les autres participants et les

gardiens présents.

D’autres limites concernent directement l’animal.

Effectivement, puisque le chien est un être vivant

doté d’une sensibilité, il faut se montrer vigilant et

être à l’écoute de son langage corporel. Une grande

responsabilité repose donc sur l’intervenant et sur

ses connaissances approfondies en matière de bien-

être animal, tant au niveau de la santé physique

que psychologique. Ainsi, il arrive parfois que

l’animal partenaire prévu ne puisse assister à une

activité pour cause de problème de santé ou de

désintérêt à accompagner le zoothérapeute.

D’ailleurs, le chien ne peut être sollicité de façon

continue durant une journée entière. En moyenne, il

sera amené à travailler environ 1 à 2 heures par

jour, et ce, sans être appelé à le faire

quotidiennement.

Évidemment, la pratique de la zoothérapie

comporte bien d’autres limites, notamment celles

reliées au budget et la crédibilité des programmes,

mais aussi celles qui sont propres à l’intervenant ou

au client (É. Morin, communication par courriel, 26

mars 2022).

Même si l’intervention assistée par l’animal est

également possible ailleurs au Canada, il s’agit d’un

domaine très peu réglementé. Au Québec, le métier

d’intervenant en zoothérapie est balisé par la

Corporation des zoothérapeutes du Québec (CZQ), un

regroupement ayant pour mission de promouvoir les

bonnes pratiques dans ce domaine depuis 2006. 

 formation

D E V E N I R  Z O O T H É R A P E U T E  A U  Q U É B E C
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Toute personne souhaitant devenir membre doit

avoir réalisé un minimum de 500 heures de

formation réparties en 5 volets axés sur : l’humain,

l’animal, la relation d’aide, l’administration et la

mise en pratique (CZQ, s.d.-a). À ce jour, seuls deux

établissements de formation au Québec sont

reconnus par la CZQ.

Contrairement à la croyance populaire, le métier de

zoothérapeute ne consiste pas à simplement faire

caresser son animal. Comme démontré ci-dessus, la

synergie triangulaire qui s’opère entre l’intervenant,

l’animal et le client est bien plus complexe. Les

connaissances et le savoir-être du professionnel

auront un impact direct sur le bon déroulement de la

rencontre, d’où l’importance d’une formation

adéquate.  d’intervention 

La zoothérapie, avec ses bienfaits, ses limites et ses

particularités, est une pratique à découvrir et à

apprivoiser. Même si cet article focalise sur le chien

comme APIZ, les zoothérapeutes ont souvent recours

à l’aide d’autres animaux : cheval, oiseau, lapin, chat,

cochon, lézard… Cette polyvalence rend

l’intervention assistée par l’animal riche et

pertinente pour diverses clientèles. À vous d’en

exploiter le potentiel !
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Finalement, bien que la zoothérapie contienne le terme

« thérapie », il ne s’agit pas de thérapie à proprement

parler, mais bien comme le dicte la loi 21 (PL 21, Loi

modifiant le Code des professions et d’autres

dispositions législatives dans le domaine de la santé

mentale et des relations humaines, 1ère sess, 39e lég).
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LES DEEPFAKES PORNOGRAPHIQUES : 
UN PROBLÈME REFLÉTANT LA SOCIÉTÉ 
SELON UNE PERSPECTIVE FÉMINISTE 
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La pornographie demeure dégradante envers les femmes; le deepfake pornographique est une nouvelle technologie qui présente des menaces

pour l’équilibre des genres, car celle-ci contribue à la perpétuation de cette dégradation. Le deepfake est possible à l’aide d’une technologie

basée sur un prototype d’intelligence artificielle (Wagner et Blewer, 2019). Cette technologie est un média qui simule l’identité d’une personne

ou d’un personnage grâce aux informations visuelles et auditives qui sont récoltées par une intelligence artificielle  (Kirchengast, 2020). Le

deepfake pornographique utilise cette technologie afin de simuler l’identité d’une personne ou d’un personnage dans des contextes

pornographiques. Dès lors, cette technologie présente un danger pour l’intégrité et la réputation des femmes qui sont les principales victimes

des deepfakes pornographiques. Une motivation plus inquiétante derrière la création des deepfakes pornographiques est d’objectiver et de

rabaisser les femmes. De plus, il n’y a actuellement pas de recours légal pour les victimes de ce genre de deepfake. Cet article conclut que

l'accessibilité de la technologie deepfake est particulièrement préoccupante pour les nouvelles générations qui sont notamment susceptibles

d'adopter une image dévalorisante de la femme. 

R É S U M É

P A R  L A U D I A  G R A V E L

U n i v e r s i t é  d e  M o n t r é a l

Pornography remains degrading towards women; Deepfake pornography is a new technology that poses threats to gender balance, as it

contributes to the perpetuation of this degradation. Deepfakes are made possible by a technology that is based on an artificial intelligence

prototype (Wagner et Blewer, 2019). This technology is a medium that simulates the identity of a person or a character by using visual and

auditory information collected by artificial intelligence (Kirchengast, 2020). Pornographic deepfakes use this technology in order to simulate the

identity of a person or a character in pornographic contexts. Therefore, this technology poses a danger to the integrity and reputation of women

who are the main victims of pornographic deepfakes. A more disturbing motivation behind the creation of pornographic deepfakes is to objectify

and demean women. Moreover, there is currently no legal recourse for victims of this kind of deepfake. This article concludes that the

accessibility of deepfake technology is particularly worrying for new generations who are particularly susceptible to adopting a demeaning image

of women.

A B S T R A C T
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L’hypersexualisation et l’objectivation des femmes et

des filles représentent depuis longtemps un fléau de

société qu’aujourd’hui les réseaux sociaux et les

technologies de l’information viennent amplifier

(Powell et al., 2020). En fait, devant la permanence

du contenu en ligne et de la facilité à manipuler le

contenu audiovisuel et photographique, les

technologies telles que le « deepfake » sont

devenues de nouveaux outils de prédilection pour

faciliter les abus genrés dans le cyberespace

(Maddocks 2020). Pire encore, devant l’accessibilité à

ce type de contenu par les jeunes, cela risque de

perpétuer l’internalisation de scripts sexuels

toxiques et d’aggraver les inégalités de genre

(Bruch-Granados et Gassó, 2021). Deepfake est donc

l’abréviation de « fake » et de « deep learning ».

Cette technologie est basée sur un prototype

d’intelligence artificielle; le processus derrière les

deepfakes peut ainsi s’avérer plus complexe que la

simple fusion ou la superposition de contenu

multimédia.  
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L'une des façons dont les policiers peuvent améliorer l'efficacité de leur conduite est de limiter leur recours à une force excessive en appelant

du renfort ou en évaluant la situation (Lopez, 2020, paragraphes 38 et 41). Si, par exemple, la situation impliquant Tamir Rice avait été évaluée

de manière adéquate, il y a de fortes chances que l'issue aurait été bien différente (Lopez, 2020, paragraphe 38). Pour éviter le recours à une

force excessive, une politique établie dans la ville de Las Vegas recommande d'appeler des policiers en renfort dans les situations très tendues

ou dans les situations impliquant des patrouilles à pied, afin que l'agent responsable ne recoure pas à une force excessive en raison de

l'adrénaline qu'il/elle peut ressentir (Lopez, 2020, para. 41). Compte tenu des recherches recueillies dans le présent document, l'amélioration du

comportement de la police et la mise en œuvre de politiques appropriées peuvent contribuer à réduire la violence dans les communautés

marginalisées. 

One of the ways in which police officers can improve the effectiveness of their conduct is to limit their use of excessive force by calling for

backup or assessing the situation (Lopez, 2020, paras. 38 & 41). If, for example, the situation involving Tamir Rice was adequately assessed,

chances are that the outcome would have been much different (Lopez, 2020, para. 38). To prevent excessive force from being used, a policy that

has been established in the city of Las Vegas recommends backup police to be called in high-tense situations or situations involving foot patrols

so that the officer in charge does not resort to excessive force as a result of the high-adrenaline he/she may be experiencing (Lopez, 2020, para.

41). Given the research collected in this paper, improving police conduct and implementing appropriate policies can help to decrease violence in

marginalized communities. 

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

Le contenu serait généré par des scripts et des

programmes informatiques qui alimentent un

ordinateur en information afin qu’il apprenne lui-

même à créer de nouveaux contenus réalistes

(Wagner et Blewer, 2019 ; Kirchengast, 2020). Ainsi, il

n’est pas rare que cette technologie dispose de

contenus qui simulent l’identité d’un individu ou d’un

personnage (Wagner et Blewer, 2019 ; Kirchengast,

2020), et ce, sans consentement des parties visées.

Les deepfakes ouvrent donc la possibilité de publier

du contenu à des fins d’imposture, d’usurpation

d’identité et de désinformation (Westerlund, 2019).

Apparu en 2017, le deepfake était principalement

utilisé pour usurper l’identité de célébrités dans les

contenus pornographiques (Kirchengast, 2020). À ce

jour, on constate que ce phénomène concerne

principalement les femmes célèbres telles qu’Emma

Watson, Gal Gadot, Taylor Swift, Meghan Markle ou

encore Scarlett Johansson (Fido et al., 2022). Les

technologies telles que le deepfake risquent

d’amplifier la vision dévalorisante de la femme dans

la société (Gosse et Burkell, 2020 ; Maddocks, 2020). 
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L’usage des deepfakes demeure
principalement misogyne et les

discussions sur cet usage sont souvent
éclipsées par d'autres préoccupations [...]. 

Selon une étude réalisée en 2019 par la compagnie

de détection Deeptrace Lab, « 96 % des vidéos

deepfakes sont de la pornographie non

consensuelle, principalement de célébrité

féminine » (van der Nagel, 2020, p. 424). Bien que

les célébrités féminines ne représentent qu’une

petite proportion de la population, les deepfakes

pornographiques représentent l’hypersexualisation

des femmes ainsi que la misogynie omniprésente

dans la société (Gosse et Burkell, 2020). Or, les DP

sont apparus bien avant ceux de nature politique,

mais peu d’attention leur fut portée (Maddocks,

2020). Par ailleurs, à leurs débuts, les DP étaient

souvent réduits à leur association au phénomène

de revenge porn, soit l’action de divulguer des

photos intimes d’un ou d’une ancienne partenaire

pour se venger (Gieseke, 2020). Or, suivant

l’évolution rapide des logiciels deepfake, ce type

de vidéo vint rapidement inonder la toile

numérique.   

Il s’agit, en effet, d’une technologie innovante, mais son

impact sur la société ou, du moins, son utilisation, est

loin d’être optimale. L’usage des deepfakes demeure

principalement misogyne et les discussions sur cet usage

sont souvent éclipsées par d'autres préoccupations, telles

que la désinformation causée par les deepfakes politiques

(Gosse et Burkell, 2020). Dans cet éditorial, nous désirons

démontrer la menace des deepfakes pornographiques (ci-

après : DP[1]) pour l’équilibre des genres.

Le documentaire The Social Dilemma (Orlowski, 2020)

expose la relation de dépendance entre notre société

et la technologie. En effet, les réseaux sociaux, les

moteurs de recherche et les médias sont capables

d’intensifier les opinions, de falsifier l’information et,

indirectement, de diviser la société en y créant des

tensions (Orlowski, 2020). Ainsi, le deepfake est

exactement dans la continuité de ce phénomène de

désinformation et de manipulation des masses

puisque cette nouvelle technologie permet de falsifier

le réel et parce qu’il n’y a pas de réglementation sur

son utilisation (Wagner et Blewer, 2019). Par exemple,

suivant la diffusion d’un deepfake de Barack Obama

insultant Donald Trump (Martinez et Castillo, 2019),

cela a suscité de l’inquiétude au sein des

communautés académique et politique. En effet, en

raison de la facilité à usurper l’identité de figures

politiques, plusieurs estiment qu’il deviendrait facile

d’inventer de fausses déclarations ou de nuire à la

crédibilité de représentants politiques (Chesney et

Citron, 2018 ; Westerlund, 2019). De plus, bien qu’il

existe plusieurs systèmes de détection de deepfake,

aucun n’est infaillible et devant la rapidité de

l’évolution des logiciels, il devient de plus en plus

difficile de les identifier (Greengard, 2019).

Bien qu’actuellement le caractère politique des

deepfakes préoccupe davantage l’élite politique et les

spécialistes, la société ne peut ignorer que cette

technologie représente un aussi grand danger pour

l’intégrité des individus et leur futur. 

N O U V E A U  P R O B L È M E  D E  S O C I É T É
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[ 1 ]  D A N S  C E  T E X T E ,  L ' A B R É V I A T I O N  D P  S ' A P P L I Q U E  A U S S I  B I E N  A U  S I N G U L I E R  Q U ' A U  P L U R I E L .

En fait, l’amélioration de ces logiciels les a rendus

facilement accessibles à tous, mais surtout très

faciles d’utilisation (Karasavva et Noorbhai, 2021).

Cette facilité jumelée à son accessibilité ont fait en

sorte que n’importe quel individu peut dorénavant

créer un deepfake très réaliste de n’importe qui

(Karasavva et Noorbhai, 2021).  
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De plus, selon Gosse et Burkell (2020), on observe un

objectif plus sinistre derrière la création de DP non

consensuel, soit d’objectiver et de rabaisser les

femmes. En fait, bien qu’on reconnaisse

qu’actuellement n’importe qui peut être victime d’un

deepfake, selon une étude émise par le Pew Research

Center en 2017, « les femmes sont plus susceptibles

de subir les abus sexuels les plus graves en ligne »

(Maddocks, 2018, p. 347). Par conséquent, la

pornographie non consensuelle « est utilisée comme

un outil misogyne » (Franks, 2017, cité dans Armesto-

Larson, 2020, p. 197-198). Ainsi, plusieurs

spécialistes, dont van der Nagel (2020), expliquent

que les DP non consensuels perpétuent la tendance

d’utiliser les images des femmes pour les harceler,

les humilier et leur faire du mal (p. 424).

Devant l’omniprésence des DP non consensuels dans

l’espace numérique, plusieurs spécialistes dénoncent

les conséquences graves qu’ont ces vidéos sur la vie

professionnelle et personnelle des victimes (p. ex.

Gosse et Burkell, 2020 ; Karasavva et Noorbhai,

2021; Maddocks, 2018). En effet, selon Maddocks

(2018), sous l’ère du numérique, notre identité en

ligne est tout aussi importante que notre identité

physique, puisqu’elle nous donne accès à plusieurs

occasions dans le monde physique. Or, lorsque cette

dernière est mise en péril par son usurpation, cela

peut avoir de graves impacts sur notre vie (Gosse et

Burkell, 2020). Par exemple, lors de la création de

DP, le créateur s’approprie les photos de sa victime

sans son consentement et réalise une fausse vidéo

de cette personne dans une situation sexuellement

compromettante (Maddocks, 2018). Par conséquent,

la publication de ces vidéos vient non seulement

affecter la vie privée de cette personne, mais vient

aussi nuire directement à sa réputation (Karasavva et

Noorbhai, 2021). Selon une étude récente, « 80 %

des employeurs admettent faire des recherches

Internet sur leur potentiel employé et dans 70 % des

cas, les résultats ont eu un impact négatif » (Gieseke,

2020, p. 1484). De ce fait, plusieurs reconnaissent

que cette technologie détient le fort potentiel de

détruire l’employabilité d’un individu et de

facilement ternir sa réputation au sein de la société

(Gieseke, 2020). 

L E S  C O N S É Q U E N C E S  N É F A S T E S  D E S
D E E P F A K E S  P O R N O G R A P H I Q U E S  
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Par ailleurs, en raison de l’accessibilité de cet outil à

tous, les spécialistes identifient de nouvelles

motivations derrière la création d’un tel contenu, telles

que des motivations de nature politique, humoristique,

et évidemment, pornographique. En effet, bien qu’on

retrouve l’intention de vengeance, selon Harris (2019),

les DP peuvent aussi être  motivés par l’autosatisfaction,

l’extorsion, le chantage et l’humiliation. 

L E S  M O T I V A T I O N S  D E R R I È R E  L A
C R É A T I O N  D E  D E E P F A K E S
P O R N O G R A P H I Q U E S

Selon les résultats d’un sondage en ligne créé par

Fido et ses collaborateurs (2022), les célébrités, ainsi

que les hommes, se font moins juger par la société

lorsqu’ils sont victimes de DP à comparer aux

personnes non célèbres et aux femmes. Or, ils ont

conclu que des études futures sont nécessaires afin

de mieux comprendre les raisons derrière cette

disparité dans les jugements (Fido et al., 2022, p.

13). Maddocks (2020) propose qu’il est important de

comprendre pourquoi les gens créent et consomment

de la fausse pornographie ainsi que de comprendre

les besoins des victimes. C’est pourquoi il y a un

besoin de comprendre les différentes opinions et

justifications face aux DP, notamment celles des

créateurs et des consommateurs de DP. En ayant une

meilleure compréhension de ces perspectives, les DP

pourraient ensuite être mieux adressés (Kikerpill,

2020; Maddocks, 2020). 

Dès lors, sachant que cette technologie peut être

utilisée comme un moyen de contrôle sur les femmes

et qu’elle peut perpétuer la normalisation des

inégalités de genre, il est regrettable de constater

qu’actuellement il n’existe pas de moyen concret

pour prévenir ses effets négatifs à l’échelle mondiale

(Flynn et al., 2021).

L E S  D E E P F A K E S  P O R N O G R A P H I Q U E S  :
U N  P R O B L È M E  F É M I N I N
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Les deepfakes risquent de favoriser
l’internalisation d’une image dégradante

de la femme de façon prématurée. 

Or, les célébrités représentées par les DP, par

exemple Emma Watson qui a été nommée

ambassadrice de bonne volonté par l’ONU Femmes

(ONU Femmes, s. d.), sont des modèles de la culture

actuelle. Par conséquent, les deepfakes risquent de

favoriser l’internalisation d’une image dégradante de

la femme de façon prématurée. Les conséquences des

DP qui ont été soulignées dans cet article soulignent

la nécessité d’action auprès des chercheurs, du

gouvernement et des praticiens face à cette

problématique.

En fait, puisque ce type de vidéo est très prolifique,

les grands sites d’hébergement de contenu

pornographique, tel que Pornhub, ont de la difficulté

à les retirer et à empêcher leur publication (Flynn et

al., 2021). Ainsi, devant l’incapacité des géants du

Net à protéger les utilisateurs et en l’absence de

législation adaptée au contexte unique des

deepfakes, les individus se retrouvent sans moyen

concret pour diminuer l’impact des conséquences de

ces vidéos (Flynn et al., 2021). 

Par ailleurs, en raison du caractère permanent de

l’univers numérique, les victimes doivent se résoudre

à accepter que ces vidéos risquent de ne jamais

disparaître totalement (Marques, 2021, p. 314-315).

Ainsi, puisque la technologie permettant la création

de DP non consensuels est très accessible et qu’elle

a le potentiel de créer des conséquences

permanentes chez les victimes, cela augmente le

niveau de dangerosité de cette technologie.

Les deepfakes sont apparus dans l’industrie

pornographique en illustrant un mépris déjà existant

de la femme dans la société actuelle. Néanmoins,

l’accessibilité précoce des enfants et préadolescents

au contenu pornographique rend cette

problématique inquiétante et risquerait d’aggraver la

dévalorisation de la femme dans les années à venir.

On sait, aujourd’hui, que ces nouvelles générations

sont particulièrement affectées dans leur vie

quotidienne ainsi que dans leur vie sexuelle par la

pornographie (Poulin, 2011). 
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Bien que la technologie numérique bénéficie d'une réputation impressionnante, fournissant une communication instantanée et un accès à

l'information à une échelle inégalée, elle entraîne inévitablement des répercussions ; y compris le fait d'être devenu une dimension de la

violence entre partenaires intimes (VEPI) contemporaine connue sous le nom de contrôle coercitif numérique (CCN). CCN implique l'exploitation

des technologies numériques quotidiennes pour intimider, isoler, faire honte, surveiller et contrôler délibérément - principalement des femmes -

dans des situations de VEPI ; généralement sous la forme de harcèlement en ligne, d'abus sexuels basés sur l'image, de surveillance

électronique et de harcèlement criminel, d'usurpation d'identité et de cyberfraude. Cette manifestation de la VEPI a eu un impact profond sur la

vie des survivants, entachant leur vie sociale et professionnelle, ainsi que leur santé émotionnelle et physique de base - ce qui signifie un

facteur de risque croissant d'homicide domestique. Alors que les chercheurs et les gouvernements internationaux ouvrent la voie dans ce

domaine de travail, l'Amérique du Nord a été lente à suivre, avec la plus grande réponse jusqu'à présent émergeant au niveau de la base et à but

non lucratif. Sans attention immédiate, la technologie continuera de s'entrelacer avec nos vies sociales et professionnelles à des rythmes

rapides et en évolution, devenant peut-être l'une des manifestations les plus dominantes de la VEPI que le monde ait jamais connue. 

R É S U M É

While digital technology boasts an impressive reputation, providing instantaneous communication and access to information on an unmatched

scale, it inevitably has repercussions; including having become a dimension of contemporary intimate partner violence (IPV) known as Digital

Coercive Control (DCC). DCC entails the exploitation of everyday digital technologies to deliberately intimidate, isolate, shame, surveil, and

control - predominantly women – in situations of IPV; commonly carried out in the forms of online harassment, image-based sexual abuse,

electronic monitoring and stalking, impersonation, and cyber fraud. This manifestation of IPV has had a profound impact on the lives of

survivors, tainting their social and professional lives, along with their emotional and physical health – further signifying a growing risk factor

for domestic homicide. While international researchers and governments are paving the way in this line of work, Canada has been slow to

follow, with the greatest response thus far emerging at the non-profit level. Without immediate attention, technology will continue to

intertwine with our social and professional lives at rapid and evolving rates, perhaps becoming one of the most dominant manifestations of IPV

the world has witnessed yet.
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Stakeholders who support intimate partner violence

(IPV) survivors, such as academics, anti-violence

workers, and other advocates, have worked tirelessly

to dispel the common question, ‘why doesn’t she just

leave?’. A question comprised of narrow-minded

assumptions of ease, responsibility, and even fault of

IPV survivors who fail to remove themselves from

abusive relationships. Despite ample factors keeping

women – the predominant victims of IPV (Stark,

2009a) - in these circumstances such as basic

financial constraints, the question lingers as the

public continues to overlook these factors and the

rudimentary fact that abuse does not always end

when a victim leaves a relationship. In fact, leaving a

situation of IPV is considered the most dangerous

time in an abusive relationship and when a

perpetrator
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i n t i m a t e  p a r t n e r  v i o l e n c e ,  d o m e s t i c  v i o l e n c e ,  d i g i t a l  c o e r c i v e  c o n t r o l ,  t e c h n o l o g y  a b u s e ,  
v i o l e n c e  a g a i n s t  w o m e n

v i o l e n c e  e n t r e  p a r t e n a i r e s  i n t i m e s ,  v i o l e n c e  f a m i l i a l e ,  c o n t r ô l e  c o e r c i t i f  n u m é r i q u e ,  
a b u s  t e c h n o l o g i q u e ,  v i o l e n c e  à  l ’ é g a r d  d e s  f e m m e s

M o t s - c l é s  :

K e y - w o r d s  :

This article provides readers with an introduction to Digital Coercive Control (DCC), its key characteristics, impacts, and the status of global

responses. It sheds light on practical implications for researchers, governments, practitioners, and anti-violence workers alike, and suggests that

Canada is behind the times in response to evolving forms of intimate partner violence (IPV), requiring immediate adaptation to adequately

address current and prevent future cases of DCC. Further research is needed from North American perspectives, more diverse geographical

locations, greater input from survivors, exploration of risk and protective factors, along with potential disparities across socio-economic

statuses. In practice, the article makes clear that we must leave behind narrow-minded assumptions and victim blaming attitudes surrounding

IPV. Moreover, it illustrates the need for expanding IPV education, stakeholder training, and the adoption of laws better reflecting the non-

physical harms brought about by IPV. To begin addressing DCC however, requires far greater collaboration across all sectors, including

government and legal actors, social services, and academics.

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

I M P L I C A T I O N S  P R A T I Q U E S

Cet article visait à fournir aux lecteurs une introduction à la question du contrôle coercitif numérique (CCN), ainsi qu'à ses principales

caractéristiques, impacts et l'état des réponses mondiales. Ce faisant, il visait également à faire la lumière sur les implications pratiques pour les

chercheurs, les gouvernements, les praticiens et les travailleurs anti-violence. Ce qu'il faut retenir de cet article, c'est que l'Amérique du Nord et

plus particulièrement le Canada, est en retard dans sa réponse à l'évolution des formes de violence entre partenaires intimes (VEPI), nécessitant

une adaptation immédiate pour traiter adéquatement les cas actuels et prévenir les cas futurs de CCN. D'autres recherches sont nécessaires du

point de vue nord-américain et des emplacements géographiques plus diversifiés. Les études futures bénéficieraient également d'une plus

grande participation des survivants de CCN, de l'exploration des facteurs de risque et de protection, et des disparités potentielles entre les

statuts socio-économiques. Dans la pratique, l'article indique clairement que nous devons laisser derrière nous des hypothèses étroites d'esprit

et des attitudes blâmant les victimes entourant le VEPI. De plus, il illustre la nécessité d'élargir l'éducation sur la VEPI, la formation des

intervenants et l'adoption de lois qui reflètent mieux les préjudices non physiques causés par la VEPI. Toutefois, pour commencer à aborder la

question de CCN, il faut une collaboration beaucoup plus grande entre tous les secteurs, y compris les acteurs gouvernementaux et juridiques,

les services sociaux et les universitaires.

perpetrator’s tactics of abuse often intensifies and

evolves, as they utilize nearly everything at their

disposal to maintain power and control over their

partners; objectives that are recognized by many

stakeholders as the underlying threads of IPV -

otherwise known as coercive control (CC) (Stark,

2009a). Among abused women who seek IPV support

from social services, 60 to 80% have experienced CC

(Stark, 2009b); where a regime of domination is

established by abusers to entrap and control women,

through reoccurring patterns of micromanagement,

harassment, intimidation, isolation, and the

exploitation of longstanding gender norms and

inequalities surrounding women’s role in the home

and society at large (Dragiewicz et al., 2021; Stark,

2009a). 
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It allows perpetrators to surpass previous

geographical boundaries and the private domains of

a survivor’s personal life, to persistently and often

anonymously monitor, intervene, and control them.

Effectively extending abusers’ “sphere of control”

(Dragiewicz et al., 2018, p. 611) in their partner’s

personal life, with little effort and far less risk than

traditional methods of abuse. 

In the 21st century, this quest for power and control

by IPV perpetrators has already evolved, as

stakeholders increasingly report cases where digital

technologies are weaponized to magnify and extend

CC into online contexts, during a relationship and

post-separation (Freed et al., 2017). While a variety

of terms exist, Harris and Woodlock (2019)

effectively capture this phenomenon with the term

“Digital Coercive Control” (DCC); arguing it best

illustrates the method facilitating this mode of IPV

in that it is digital; the intent being coercive

behaviour; and its impact of controlling a current or

former partner (p. 533). Early research reveals that

this method of IPV is as serious as physical violence,

impacting nearly every part of a survivor’s life and

has been found present prior to several domestic

homicides (Al-Alosi, 2017; Dragiewicz, 2021). As

digital technologies continue to advance and

intertwine with our personal and professional lives,

it is hard to imagine that DCC won’t follow suit -

perhaps becoming one of the most dominant

manifestations of IPV the world has witnessed yet.

Digital technologies, including smartphones, the

internet, social networking platforms, and a variety

of other devices, are one of the greatest

developments of the 21st century, providing

instantaneous communication and access to

information (United Nations, n.d.). In the context of

IPV, digital technologies can be a lifeline, allowing

survivors to access critical information; alert

emergency services; maintain social support; and

collect evidence against abusers for legal

proceedings (Dragiewicz et al., 2018). Nevertheless,

digital technologies inevitably have repercussions;

namely, the ability to reproduce harms of IPV in

novel and enhanced ways. 

Based on this research, it is little surprise

thatstakeholders report technology to have 

 considerably changed IPV, particularly regarding its

“duration, intensity, and invasiveness” (Woodlock et

al., 2020, p. 377). considerably 

T H E  I S S U E

While each situation is unique, involving varying

technologies, aims of abuse, and personalised tactics,

research leaves the impression that DCC has a

profound impact on survivors. A common theme within

the literature is the idea of abuser ‘omnipresence’;

whereby technology allows abusers to switch between

multiple devices or platforms, and quite literally

follow a survivor to all corners of personal or

professional life - while remaining inconspicuously

within her pocket (Woodlock et al., 2020). As a result,

several survivors report living in a state of fear,

unaware of the next time, medium, or platform

through which they will be targeted, and thereby

feeling trapped (Yardley, 2020). 

Omnipresence has contributed to survivors reporting

tainted social lives, as they choose isolation from

previous commitments or online groups to minimize

the frequency of DCC (Douglas et al., 2019). It has led

to the onset of various emotional and psychological

complications for survivors, including heightened

levels of anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress

disorder, substance abuse, and paranoia (Al-Alosi,

2017). DCC has also been tied to physical harm, since

it does co-occur with traditional forms of IPV,

including physical and sexual abuse, self-harm, and as

aforementioned, domestic homicide (Al-Alosi, 2017;

Harris & Woodlock, 2022). Ontario’s Domestic Violence

Death Review Committee’s 2010 annual report

corroborates this harrowing fact, as they reveal that

information and communication technologies are

increasingly used to “harass, stalk, and abuse domestic

homicide victims, prior to their deaths” (Department of

Justice Canada, 2012, p. 16). 

D C C ’ S  I M P A C T  U P O N  S U R V I V O R S  
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Despite these efforts, international studies suggest

that stakeholders experience substantial challenges

when faced with DCC cases; particularly, their own

lack of technology proficiency, maintaining contact

with survivors who evade technology, and the

normalization and romanticization of DCC among

survivors and the public who often fail to recognize it

as IPV (Douglas et al., 2019; Harris & Woodlock, 2019). 

 Without immediate attention brought to this issue and

recognition that abuse does not merely end after

removing oneself from a situation of IPV, survivors are

left to engage in extensive safety work to protect

themselves, at a multitude of evolving angles.

Signaling an area of IPV and criminological research,

warranting far greater attention. To enhance our

collective understanding of DCC, I have undertaken my

own mix-method research, exploring the experiences

of DCC survivors and challenges faced by stakeholders

in Canada through semi-structured interviews. My

research also employs a quantitative content analysis

of Canadian stakeholder websites, to capture their

understanding of DCC and the intricacies of

technology, and the ways technology itself is utilized

as a tool to educate and respond to DCC. With this

research I hope to contribute to the gaps that remain

in the literature regarding this manifestation of IPV;

however, further research from North American

perspectives, capturing the accounts of survivors and

analyzing the technology used to enact these harms, is

critical. Future research would also benefit from

examining variations across socio-economic status,

diverse geographical locations and exploring both risk

and preventative factors that could avert future harms

of DCC. To begin addressing DCC however, requires far

greater collaboration across all sectors, including

academia, social services, along with government and

legal actors, who have the power to expand IPV

education, stakeholder training and implement laws

that effectively capture the non-physical harms

brought about by DCC. Together, these measures will

enhance our understanding of DCC, better assist

women faced with DCC in the future, and hopefully

curtail the transforming question - ‘why doesn’t she

just delete him?’
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While the United Kingdom (UK), France, and Australia

appear to be leading the way in response to DCC - with

the UK criminalizing CC (Gill & Aspinall, 2020); France

adopting provisions to their penal code preventing

geolocation tracking without consent (France, 2020); and

Australia implementing legislation applicable to DCC,

capturing harms like online stalking and threatening

messages by intimate partners (Doran, 2021) – Canada

has been slow to follow. Despite the severity of CC and

by extension DCC, there remains no offence in the

Canadian Criminal Code capable of sufficiently

addressing the non-physical harms of these

manifestations of IPV (Gill & Aspinall, 2020). In Canada,

we are restricted to offences that relate to physical

dimensions of IPV and a handful that apply to DCC in

certain circumstances, but not without their own

limitations and criticisms. As is the case with the offence

of Criminal Harassment and critiques surrounding its

legal definitions and discretionary judicial interpretation,

that place a greater burden on victims of intimate partner

stalking to prove that they tried to prevent being stalked,

than on stalkers themselves to prove their innocence

(Grant, 2015). It is apparent that the greatest response to

DCC thus far in Canada is from non-profit organizations,

such as the BC Society of Transition Houses and Battered

Women Support Services operating out of British

Columbia, who have taken it upon themselves to learn

about digital technologies; raise awareness of DCC;

provide stakeholder training; and create necessary

resources for survivors and the public, such as basic

advice on how to clear your online browsing history or

preserve digital evidence, and what constitutes digital

abuse in the first place. 

C U R R E N T  R E S P O N S E S  T O  D C C

THE DARK SIDE OF TECHNOLOGY: AN EDITORIAL ON COERCIVE CONTROL IN THE DIGITAL AGE

[Technology] allows perpetrators to
surpass previous geographical boundaries

and the private domains of a survivor’s
personal life [...].
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L’éditorial aborde le sujet de la représentation légale des victimes de crimes internationaux devant la Cour pénale internationale. Dans une

première partie, les caractéristiques des crimes de masse seront présentées, telles que leur gravité et les conséquences inhérentes à

l’éloignement géographique de la Cour et des victimes. Une deuxième partie permettra de mettre en évidence les paramètres nécessaires à

l’établissement d’une relation de confiance entre un intervenant et une personne victime d’un acte criminel. À partir des facteurs mis en avant

par la littérature victimologique, ceux relatifs à la victime, au crime ainsi qu’à l’avocat seront évoqués. Finalement, une ultime partie expose

l’apport de l’interdisciplinarité dans les équipes de représentants légaux. Pour servir les intérêts de leurs clients, les avocats ont avantage à

s’entourer d’une équipe complète, maitrisant les aspects sociaux, culturels, psychologiques, historiques, criminologiques, économiques et autres,

relatifs à la compréhension de la victimisation. Le domaine de la victimologie représente une voie intéressante pour ce faire.

R É S U M É

The editorial addresses the subject of legal representation of victims of international crimes before the International Criminal Court. In the first

part, the characteristics of mass crimes will be presented, such as their gravity, and the consequences inherent in the geographical remoteness of

the Court and the victims. In a second part will be highlighted the parameters needed to establish a relationship of trust between a social worker

and a victim of a crime. From the factors put forward by the victimological literature, those relating to the victim, the crime and the lawyer

linked with the victim, will be discussed. Finally, a final part will expose the contribution of interdisciplinarity in the teams of legal

representatives. To serve the best interests of their clients, lawyers have every interest in surrounding themselves with a complete team,

mastering the social, cultural, psychological, historical, criminological, economic and other aspects relating to the understanding of

victimization. The field of victimology represents an interesting avenue for doing this.

A B S T R A C T
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Bien qu’ils soient les premiers concernés à la suite

d’un acte criminel, les survivants de ces actes ne sont

pas systématiquement au cœur des procédures

judiciaires (Wemmers, 2003). Selon le fonctionnement

du système pénal canadien par exemple, une

personne ayant été victime peut seulement être

considérée comme « témoin » devant une Cour

criminelle (Wemmers, 2017). Au niveau international,

les tribunaux jugeant les actes commis en ex-

Yougoslavie et au Rwanda ne permettaient aux

victimes de n’être entendues que comme des témoins

(Bitti, 2011). Ne pouvant bénéficier d’un autre statut,

il lui est par exemple impossible de s’exprimer au-

delà des questions formulées au tribunal ou d’exercer

une objection (Wemmers, 2017). Une réalité qui

risque d’exacerber la détresse des survivants, pour qui

le besoin de se sentir écoutés et impliqués au travers

du processus judiciaire est primordial (Poupart et al,

2018). Une nouvelle fois blessées au travers des

poursuites judiciaires, les victimes expérimentent une

« victimisation secondaire » (Poupart et al, 2018 ;

Wemmers, 2017).
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Après la lecture de ce texte, le lecteur devrait retenir l’importance d’user de différents domaines des sciences sociales, notamment ceux issus de

la criminologie, tels que la victimologie, pour bonifier le traitement des survivants d’actes criminels lors des procédures judiciaires. Il serait

intéressant pour la suite d’étudier les caractéristiques des organismes usant déjà de groupe pluridisciplinaire dans leur pratique, afin de

comprendre davantage ce qui fonctionne dans ce type de collaboration. En ce qui concerne la pratique, c’est notamment en agissant sur la

composition des équipes des avocats, que les savoir-faire cliniques victimologiques pourraient être introduits. En intégrant des professionnels

formés sur l’approche psychosociale d’intervention auprès des victimes, les avocats pourraient mieux aborder la réalité de leur client dans son

ensemble et les représenter à l’aide des ressources appropriées. Pour ce faire, valoriser les conséquences victimologiques sur le terrain et pour

la pratique du droit est un premier pas.

After reading this text, the reader should understand the importance of using different fields of social sciences, especially those from

criminology such as victimology, to improve the treatment of survivors of criminal acts during legal proceedings. It would be interesting for the

future to study the characteristics of organizations already using a multidisciplinary group in their practice, in order to better understand what

works in this type of collaboration. As far as practice is concerned, it is in particular by acting on the composition of lawyers' teams that

victimological clinical know-how could be introduced. By integrating professionals trained in the psychosocial approach to intervention with

victims, lawyers could better address the reality of their client as a whole and represent them with the help of appropriate resources. To do this,

highlighting the victimological consequences in the field and for the practice of law is a first step.

P R A T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

Une des solutions proposées par les organisations

internationales pour éviter que les victimes souffrent

de cette « double peine » est de reconnaitre leur

légitimité à prendre part aux procédures tout en leur

permettant d’y jouer un rôle actif (Bitti, 2011). La

Cour pénale internationale peut s’honorer d’être la

seule institution internationale à octroyer aux

survivants un droit de parole et de participation aux

procédures (Wemmers, 2017). Les victimes peuvent

ainsi être une partie au même titre que la défense et

bénéficier de la possibilité de se faire représenter

légalement (Statut de Rome, 1998). Leurs avocats

sont une variable clef dans leur parcours devant la

Cour, puisque ce sont eux qui leur permettent « de

présenter leur vue et préoccupation » au sens où

l’entend l’article 68 (3) du Statut de Rome.
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Un éloignement géographique conséquent

Dès la création de la Cour, le défi de la distance la

séparant des victimes était soulevé (Bitti, 2011). La

Cour reconnait que généralement les victimes ne se

déplaceront pas vers elle, mais que ce sont leurs

représentants légaux qui, eux, feront le

déplacement (Section de la participation et de la

réparation des victimes de la CPI, s.d). Une très belle

promesse, mais qui, évidemment, se heurte à des

difficultés. Une fois sur place, l’étendue

géographique est telle que la possibilité pour eux

de joindre chaque victime au sein même du pays est

compromise (Eckelmans, 2013). Les conditions de

sécurité sont aussi un frein à ce que les rencontres

avocats/clients s’organisent régulièrement (Tibori-

Szabó et al., 2017). Les victimes se désolent de ne

pas pouvoir être plus en contact avec leur avocat

(Bitti, 2011). Dans la mesure où les procédures ne se

passent pas dans le pays, la simple rencontre

avocat-client, pourtant si essentielle, devient un

casse-tête. 

L’objectif de ce billet est de se confronter le temps

d’un court texte aux enjeux des interactions

avocats/survivants, et d’entamer une réflexion sur la

plus-value que serait la mise en œuvre d’une équipe

interdisciplinaire, mettant notamment en avant la

victimologie. 

Cette discipline encore récente et issue de la

criminologie fait de la victime son objet principal

(Wemmers, 2003). En conséquence, elle étudie les

différentes dimensions que comporte une

victimisation, allant des différentes typologies de

victimes, aux législations les concernant, en passant

par l’analyse des conséquences de l’acte criminel

ainsi que les interventions cliniques les plus

appropriées (Wemmers, 2003). Prendre en compte les

connaissances apportées par la victimologie pourrait

contribuer de cette façon à enrichir la collaboration

entre victimes et leurs avocats (Katz et al., 2022). 

La gravité des crimes

La simple évocation des crimes pour lesquels la Cour

a compétence laisse peu de doutes quant à la gravité

des conséquences auxquelles les survivants de ces

actes doivent faire face (DeGuzman, 2009). En plus

de sa violence considérable, la victimisation de

masse se caractérise par le nombre de victimes

qu’elle génère (Walleyn, 2002). Si les règles

procédurales ne permettent pas à toutes les victimes

de participer à la procédure, ce sont tout de même

des milliers d’individus qui requièrent un

représentant (Bureau du conseil public pour les

victimes (BCPV), 2015). Dans le cas de Dominic

Ongwen, plus de 4.000 victimes étaient représentées

devant la Cour (Registre de la Cour pénale

internationale (CPI), 2020). Elles étaient plus de

5.000 dans l’affaire Bemba Gambo (CPI, 2019). 

S P É C I F I C I T É S  D E S  C O N S É Q U E N C E S  D E
L A  V I C T I M I S A T I O N  D E  L A  M A S S E  :  U N
P E U  D E  C O N T E X T E  

C’est auprès de communautés endeuillées, meurtries,

violées et dépouillées qu’interviennent les avocats.

Nul ne peut arriver sur le terrain et prétendre tout de

suite à la collaboration complète des survivants, s’ils

ne prennent en compte l’interaction entre certains

éléments (Tibori-Szabó et al., 2017).  

L A  N É C E S S I T É  D ’ É T A B L I R  U N  L I E N  D E
C O N F I A N C E  
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Prendre en compte les connaissances
apportées par la victimologie pourrait
contribuer de cette façon à enrichir la

collaboration entre victimes et leurs avocats.
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Paramètres qui sont propres aux crimes

Un crime se définit en fonction du type de violence

commise, sa sévérité, sa nature, son auteur, sa

fréquence et sa durée (Guay & Marchand, 2006).

Chaque crime est particulier et selon les

caractéristiques des victimes, engendre chez elles

des réponses différentes (Poupart et al, 2018). Au

moment d’un acte criminel, les victimes peuvent

avoir plusieurs réactions, telles que chercher à fuir

ou à se battre contre leur assaillant (Kozlowska et

al., 2015). Dans d’autres cas loin d’être isolés, elles

se trouvent dans l’incapacité de bouger et demeurent

« figées » (Kozlowska et al., 2015). Ces exemples de

réactions physiologiques inhérentes à une situation

stressante pour l’organisme ne sont pas exhaustifs

(Ford & Courtois, 2020). Ils varient d’un individu à

l’autre puisque les spécificités de l’évènement

criminel en question résonnent différemment chez

chaque victime. (Ford & Courtois, 2020). De la même

façon, les conséquences à court et long terme

suivant un acte criminel, ainsi que leur durée et leur

gravité, vont dépendre en partie de ses spécificités

(Poupart et al, 2018).

Les témoignages soulèvent que les crimes sont

souvent commis aux yeux de tous (BCPV &

Représentante légale des victimes, 2018). Qu’il

s’agisse de meurtre, de torture ou de viol, le fait que

d’autres individus, souvent les enfants ou les

conjoints des victimes, aient été témoins de leur

impuissance constitue un facteur supplémentaire de

détresse (Boudreau & Association Plaidoyer-victimes,

2009). En plus d’assister à la scène, des victimes ont

été forcées par leurs bourreaux de participer aux

violences commises à l’encontre de leur famille

(BCPV & Représentante légale des victimes, 2017).

Ces mêmes témoignages dépeignent comment les

agresseurs pénétraient au sein même du domicile des

victimes pour les y abuser, balayant leur sentiment

de sécurité (BCPV, 2015). 

Afin qu’ils puissent représenter au mieux les intérêts

de leurs clients, une relation de confiance doit être

établie (International Federation for Human Rights,

2021). Ce sont notamment les facteurs intrinsèques à

la victime, au crime et propres à l’avocat qui doivent

être considérés (Poupart, 1999). 

Paramètres qui appartiennent à la victime 

L’ampleur du traumatisme est à évaluer avant toute

prise de contact (Poupart et al, 2018). La présence de

troubles d’ordre psychologiques (syndrome de stress

post-traumatique, trouble dépressif majeur,

comportements dissociatifs…), souvent accompagnés

de répercussions psychosomatiques, est recensée

chez pratiquement toutes les victimes de violences

sexuelles, une pratique extrêmement répandue en

temps de conflit (Reicherter, 2018). Les

conséquences générationnelles des crimes font aussi

partie de leur réalité (Reicherter, 2018). Lors d’une

victimisation de cette envergure, c’est tout le

fonctionnement psychosocial, interpersonnel et

même biologique de l’individu qui est entaché

(Poupart et al, 2018). D’aucuns exposent que c’est

l’essence même d’un individu qui est attaquée

(Pemberton & Letschert, 2021). La méconnaissance

des procédures judiciaires, accompagnée de la

barrière de la langue, participent à leur méfiance

(Funk, 2015). 

Considérer l’importance des tabous entourant

certaines victimisations est aussi nécessaire.

Reconnaitre que certaines victimes ne puissent pas

parler de ce qu’elles ont vécu, ou doivent en

camoufler certains aspects, s’avère nécessaire pour

l’avocat. Les représentants légaux des victimes dans

l’affaire Bemba Gombo ont fait remonter ces

problèmes en admettant que « la dimension

culturelle de certains crimes perpétrés » joue sur la

décision des victimes d’en parler ou non (Bureau du

conseil public pour les victimes (BCPV) &

Représentante légale des victimes, 2017, paragr. 28). 
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Les exercices d’introspection s’avèrent nécessaires

pour ceux qui souhaitent gagner la collaboration de

leurs clients, et qui veulent prévenir l’apparition d’un

traumatisme vicariant (Silver et al., 2015). Il est

préjudiciable qu’ils ne soient pas souvent considérés

comme indispensables à la pratique : ils apparaissent

en être une variable clef, autant pour le bien-être de

l’avocat et de son client, que pour la constitution

complète du dossier des plaignants (Silver et al.,

2015).

Ce sentiment demeure une composante clef pour que

les victimes puissent se reconstruire, mais aussi pour

trouver la force de relater ce qui leur est arrivé (Tven

Boom & Kuijpers, 2012). Un enjeu de taille pour les

avocats puisque « les victimes et les auteurs allégués

des violences continuent de vivre côte à côte dans le

pays » (Bitti, 2011, paragr. 16). La proximité

physique et/ou affective de l’agresseur avec sa

victime est rédhibitoire pour cette dernière, et

l’empêche souvent de témoigner (Poupart et al,

2018). 

Paramètres qui appartiennent aux représentants légaux 

Celui qui intervient auprès des victimes ne peut se

démettre de son bagage personnel. Le bureau du

conseil public pour les victimes de la CPI (2015)

l’admet: le rôle des avocats demande des pratiques

qui se situent au-delà de ses obligations légales.

Effectivement, entrer en contact avec les victimes

requiert plus que d’être simplement mis au courant

de leur situation. Comme l’indique Batesmith (2015,

p.7), le travail des avocats internationaux requiert

une réflexion personnelle à propos de leur propre

culture : 
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Such self-knowledge enables us to

understand how we think, feel and react to

different cultural stimuli. This in turn helps

us to understand why people from the host

country might react to situations in a

different way from ourselves and prevents

us from engaging in unhelpful

stereotyping.

Parallèlement, entendre à longueur de journée des

récits terribles impacte celui qui les écoute. Sans

même qu’il s’en rende compte, sa tolérance diminue,

jusqu’au jour où se développe chez lui des

symptômes proches de ceux de l’état de stress post-

traumatique (Watson, 2020). Mettre en place des

stratégies pour se protéger fait partie du travail de

l’avocat (Silver, Portnoy & Peters, 2015). 

Bien que la représentation légale des victimes

offerte par la CPI soit de préférence faite par des

individus ayant déjà travaillé auprès de populations

vulnérables, ils ne peuvent pas, à eux seuls,

maitriser chaque aspect d’une victimisation. Sans

remettre en cause leur capacité à intervenir auprès

de leurs clients, soutenir les bénéfices que pourrait

apporter l’intégration d’autres domaines d’expertise

à leur pratique devant la CPI est une piste à

explorer. La victimologie en complément du droit

international permettrait de poser un regard plus

global sur les enjeux auxquels les victimes doivent

faire face. 

Ces pratiques interdisciplinaires font déjà leurs

preuves au Canada : le Centre d’aide aux victimes

d’actes criminels regroupe dans ses équipes

plusieurs champs d’expertise, tels des travailleurs

sociaux, des criminologues, des sexologues (CAVAC

de Montréal, 2020). Bien plus qu’une simple

démarche de sensibilisation, l’intégration de tels

savoir-faire invite toute la dynamique de prise en

charge à être au fait des profils de ses clients (Zjac,

2011). Elle sert de levier d’interactions auprès des

victimes, en leur proposant une réponse holistique,

flexible, et qui cherche à s’adapter à eux  (Zjac,

2011). Dans l’esprit de Rome et pour faire honneur

aux survivants, ne serait-il pas opportun de mettre à

leur service une équipe qui prend en compte chaque

aspect de leur traumatisme ? 

O S O N S  L ’ I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R I T É   
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En conclusion, les représentants légaux des victimes

devant la CPI sont confrontés à des enjeux pratiques

bien réels, qui ont un impact direct sur leur

interaction avec les victimes (BCPV, 2015). Bien que

la Cour ne soit pas un organisme communautaire, ni

les avocats des intervenants sociaux, développer une

pluralité de point de vue dans leur équipe

permettrait d’avoir toutes les cartes en main pour

adresser convenablement les problématiques des

survivants. Il est évident que former une telle équipe

ne résoudrait ni la distance physique séparant les

survivants de la Cour ni la sécurité des lieux,

toutefois elle pourrait amoindrir le risque de « nuire

aux victimes ». La décision que prendra la Cour dans

leur dossier ne peut jamais être garantie, néanmoins

leur assurer une représentation sensible aux moyens

d’une équipe riche en expertise peut l’être.
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Pendant longtemps, la pratique du sadisme sexuel a été considérée comme déviante et inquiétante, car elle conduisait ultimement à la commission

d'un délit sexuel. Les nombreux films, séries télévisées, documentaires et romans policiers qui dominent la culture populaire depuis des décennies

continuent de renforcer cet imaginaire collectif selon lequel un intérêt pour le sadisme sexuel doit être considéré comme le symptôme d'un futur

délit sexuel perturbant et violent. Mais est-ce vraiment le cas ? Les personnes pratiquant le sadisme sexuel sont-elles nécessairement de futurs

délinquants et/ou des individus pathologiques ? Une telle interprétation du sadisme sexuel laisse peu de place à une compréhension de celui-ci

comme potentiellement consensuel et agréable pour ses participants. Cet article de vulgarisation scientifique aborde directement cette question et

apporte une certaine nuance à cette approche longtemps dichotomisée du sadisme sexuel. Nous commencerons par explorer ce qu'est le sadisme

sexuel consensuel, les caractéristiques des participants et la réaction sociale à ce type d'activité sexuelle. Nous explorerons ensuite ce qu'est le

sadisme sexuel coercitif, ses manifestations et le profil de ces délinquants. Enfin, même si le sadisme sexuel consensuel présente des similitudes

avec le sadisme sexuel coercitif, nous explorerons les nombreuses divergences qui existent entre les deux. 

R É S U M É

A L E X A N D R E  G A U T H I E R

P h D  C a n d i d a t e ,  S c h o o l  o f  c r i m i n o l o g y ,
U n i v e r s i t é  d e  M o n t r é a l

For a long time, the practice of sexual sadism was considered deviant and disturbing since it would ultimately lead to the commission of a sexual

offense. Many films, television series, documentaries, and crime novels have been dominating popular culture for decades and continue to reinforce

this collective imagination that a sexual sadism interest should be seen as the symptom of a disturbing and violent future sexual offense. But is it

really the case? Are people practicing sexual sadism necessarily future offenders and/or pathological individuals? Such an interpretation of sexual

sadism leaves little room for understanding it as potentially consensual and enjoyable for participants. This scientific popularization paper directly

addresses this issue and brings some nuance to this long-dichotomized approach on sexual sadism. We will begin by exploring what consensual

sexual sadism is, the characteristics of its participants and the social reaction to this type of sexual activity. We will then explore what coercive

sexual sadism is, its manifestations and the profile of these offenders. Finally, even though consensual sexual sadism shares similarities with

coercive sexual sadism, we will explore the many divergences that exist between the two. 

A B S T R A C T

S a d i s m e  s e x u e l ,  S a d i s m e  s e x u e l  c o n s e n s u e l ,  S a d i s m e  s e x u e l  c o e r c i t i f
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M o t s - c l é s  :

K e y - w o r d s  :

Distinguer les différentes formes de sadisme sexuel comme n'étant pas systématiquement pathologiques et n'étant pas exclusives aux délinquants

sexuels. Cet article vise à déstigmatiser la pratique du sadisme sexuel dans un contexte consensuel. Même si le sadisme coercitif et le sadisme

consensuel partagent plusieurs aspects similaires (comme l'asymétrie du pouvoir et la présence de la souffrance), ces deux formes de sadisme

sexuel diffèrent lorsqu'il est question du plaisir sexuel des participants. Nous espérons que cet article aura pour effet d'encourager la conversation

sur la sexualité, car celle-ci peut prendre de nombreuses formes, mais elle doit nécessairement tourner autour de l'intérêt des deux partenaires et

surtout du consentement sexuel.
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Talking about sexual sadism seems to be a subject reserved to the

study of sexual offenders and therefore, synonymous to it. Thus,

it seems important to demystify what sexual sadism is, its

different forms and to present it as not being systematically

deviant, pathological and exclusive to sexual offenders.

Therefore, this paper seeks to destigmatize the practice of sexual

sadism in a consensual context. Even though coercive and

consensual sadism share several similar aspects (such as power

asymmetry and presence of pain), these two forms of sexual

sadism differ when it comes to the sexual pleasure of the

participants. This paper aims to impact and encourage

conversation about sexuality as it may come in many forms but

has to revolve around the interest of both partner and especially,

sexual consent.

P R A C T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S Generally speaking, sexual sadism is often presented

in popular culture in connection with criminality,

murder, and the outbreak of a killer instinct that has

long been constrained (Khan, 2017). Although sexual

sadism can manifest itself in the commission of a

sexual offense, making such a connection between

these two elements is nothing more than a shortcut

that is not representative of reality. Therefore,

distinguishing between consensual sexual sadism

and coercive sexual sadism becomes a necessity.

Consensual sexual sadism is practiced in a

consensual manner where pain is used in a specific,

recreational context and has an erotic and/or

pleasurable function for those who engage in it

(Turley, Monro and King, 2017). On the other hand,

in the case of coercive sexual sadism, it aims to

fulfill a desire for violent control and domination

that dehumanizes the other so that they are no

longer seen as a participant, but rather as a victim

and a target (Proulx, Beauregard, & Carter, 2018). 

Violence can manifest itself in different forms,

intensities, and in multiple contexts. Whether verbal,

psychological, or physical, the purpose of violence

remains essentially the same: to cause pain or harm

to another (Cusson et al., 2013). The use of violence,

however, could not be explained solely by the

infliction of pain on another as punishment for an

offense; sometimes it will take the form of revenge,

self-defense, domination, etc. (Cusson et al., 2013).

Nevertheless, the affirmation of one's physical,

social and/or relational superiority remains a

notorious motivation: if the use of violence and

cruelty has existed for so long, its maintenance

through time could be explained, among other

things, by the gratification and sexual arousal that

inflicting pain on others provides to the perpetrator

or spectator (Nell, 2006). But what about the use of

violence in a sexual context? Is sexual sadism

systematically rooted in a dichotomy where there is

an aggressor and a victim? 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

This scientific popularization seeks to
demystify what is consensual sexual

sadism as opposed to coercive sexual
sadism. 

CONSENSUAL SEXUAL SADISM

Introduced by Richard von Krafft-Ebing (1886) as a

pathological sexual practice in the 19th century,

sexual sadism takes its name from the Marquis de

Sade (1740-1814). Although the Marquis de Sade

eroticized cruelty, domination, and the use of sexual

violence in his writings, he also regularly engaged

himself in such erotic practices in his personal life

(Longpré et al., 2018; Mokros, 2018). Today,

consensual sexual sadism is traditionally associated

with the practice of BDSM (Bondage & Discipline,

Dominance & Submission, Sadism & Masochism). If

the practice of sexual sadism was long identified as

a paraphilic disorder, it was recently modified in the

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders (DSM) due to, among other things, the

strong opposition of its communities who felt

stigmatized by the use of a practice that did not

cause them any symptoms of psychological distress

or even problems in their relationships or in their

sexual relations (Hill et al., 2006). 
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When it comes to people who practice consensual

sexual sadism, they exhibit conventional

characteristics: most have completed a university

education, are well-paid, and are socially well-

integrated (De Neff et al., 2019; Wismeijer & Van

Assen, 2013). The way they perceive their practice of

consensual sadism is also no different than any other

form of sexual activity that could be described as

conventional: it requires the consent of the

participants and a specific sexual and erotic context

in which individuals feel comfortable (Taylor &

Ussher, 2001). Moreover, the sharing of power

between the dominant and the dominated takes

shape in games of submission and domination that

require a shared recognition of the practice as BDSM

(Taylor & Ussher, 2001). Thus, for a sexual practice

such as sadism to be considered as BDSM, the

participants must first identify it as such. Consensual

sadism is not necessarily synonymous with BDSM,

although it remains one of the central elements that

characterize this practice (Stiles & Clark, 2011;

Taylor & Ussher, 2001). However, even though the

practice of BDSM is no longer considered

pathological, there is still a strong general

perception that this type of sexual activity is deviant

and therefore, remains stigmatized (Stiles and Clark,

2011). For these reasons, practitioners of BDSM and

related practices such as sexual sadism are forced to

engage in their activities mostly in secrecy.

Sometimes, participants will be joining a subculture

to participate in events in a discreet manner,

contributing simultaneously to the clandestinity of

their practices as a new source of sexual arousal

(Stiles and Clark, 2011). The motivations behind

consensual sexual sadism would therefore become

more than purely erotic: they would fall under a

quest for sensory pleasures, aiming for a better state

of general well-being and thus, sexual emancipation

(Hill et al., 2006; Wismeijer and van Assen, 2013).

For these reasons, it is clear that consensual sexual

sadism, such as BDSM practice, is distinct from

coercive sexual sadism.

Like consensual sadism, coercive sexual sadism can

be recognized by the DSM-V-TR as a paraphilic

disorder. For a disorder diagnosis to be made, the

interest for sexual sadism must be present for a

period of at least six months and must be recurrent

and intense, causing significant distress for the

individual (APA, 2022; Hill et al., 2006). In addition,

this interest, described as pathological, is

characterized by pervasive fantasies of a sadistic

sexual nature in which the individual causes

psychological (humiliation) and physical (domination

and control of the victim) pain to others (APA, 2022;

Hill et al., 2006). Coercive sexual sadism (or sexual

sadism disorder in the DSM-V-TR) then constitutes a

sexual assault since the sexual fantasies here are

performed on a non-consenting person (Hill et al.,

2006).

Many researchers have examined the actions of

sadistic sex offenders (Gauthier, 2022; Proulx et al.,

2021; Proulx et al., 2007) and, more specifically, the

sources of their sexual arousal (Seto et al., 2012).

Some researchers have suggested that sadistic sex

offenders are sexually aroused by: the violent and

humiliating behaviors they inflict on their victims

and their victims' reactions; the feelings of control

and power they feel over their victims during the

assault; and the fear and pain they feel and express

as they humiliate and hurt their victims (Higgs et al.,

2021; Hill et al., 2006). In all cases, the sexual act is

carried out for one purpose only: to satisfy the

sexual urges of one person, the aggressor, at the

expense of the humanity of another, his victim. This

egocentric view of sexual pleasure may be partly

explained by the fact that a large percentage of

sadistic sex offenders have psychopathological

disorders. Indeed, the personality profiles of sadistic

sex offenders have been shown to be characterized

by schizoid, antisocial, and narcissistic personality

disorders (Longpré et al., 2018; Proulx &

Beauregard, 2014.).

C O E R C I V E  S E X U A L  S A D I S M
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The main argument put forward by these

researchers is the absence of a specific

(pathognomonic) symptom for sexual sadism; a

symptom that, by its mere presence, would allow a

clinical diagnosis. Following this questioning of

sexual sadism as a taxonomic phenomenon, it has

been suggested that sexual sadism would be better

conceptualized using a dimensional approach. This

approach suggests that sexual sadism should be

defined and assessed by its degree of intensity

(low, moderate, high), rather than by the presence

or absence of a clinical disorder (Longpré, 2016).

Sexual sadism would therefore be distributed along

a continuum, such as the agonistic continuum

proposed by Knight (2010). On this continuum,

sexual sadism would be distributed at different

levels of intensity (low, moderate, high), ranging

from safe practices (e.g., consensual sexual sadism)

to the perpetration of coercive sexual behaviors

(e.g., sexual offense). Thus, understanding sexual

sadism as a continuum would emphasize that

sadistic sexual practices are not an inherently

"pathological" phenomenon, and can be found in

the general population, including in the BDSM

community.

Ultimately, suggesting that the practice of sexual

sadism is exclusive to pathological individuals who

will sooner or later commit a sexual offense is

simply false. When practiced in a consensual

context, sexual sadism can be a source of sexual

empowerment that should not be stigmatizing for

its participants. Just like any other form of sexual

practice, sexual sadism should revolve around the

interest of both partner and especially, sexual

consent. 

Consensual and coercive sexual sadism share points

of convergence, but also of divergence. Indeed, both

forms of sadism share many characteristics in terms

of sexual practice. Like its coercive counterpart,

consensual sexual sadism is characterized by sexual

activities oriented towards the domination and

humiliation of the other, through the commission of,

among other things, aggressive and even violent

behaviorsm such as hitting, choking, biting, etc.

However, as Pitagora (2013) points out, unlike its

coercive form, where sexual pleasure is

unidirectional, the sexual pleasure derived from

consensual sexual sadism is bidirectional and is then

shared between both parties. Moreover, as Weinberg

(1984) points out, consensual sexual sadism is

performed in a well-defined sexual context. Indeed,

both parties (the dominant and the dominated)

engage in role-playing that is dictated by a

previously developed sexual script, which includes,

among other things, each party's boundaries. In the

case of coercive sexual sadism, there is no question

of a role or a script: the victim has no control over

the situation and is unaware of the future course of

events (Pitagora, 2013). In this sense, consensual

and coercive versions of sexual sadism share many

similarities in terms of sexual practices, but differ

greatly in terms of the context in which the sexual

practices are performed. Finally, sadistic sex

offenders are known to have more mental health

problems than the general population, which is not

the case for individuals who engage in consensual

sexual sadism (Longpré et al., 2018; Proulx &

Beauregard, 2014). In fact, Connolly (2006)

suggested that, although an individual who engages

in consensual sexual sadism may suffer from a

paraphilic disorder, he or she does not present more

mental health problems than the general population. 

C O N V E R G E N C E S  A N D  D I V E R G E N C E S
B E T W E E N  T H E  T W O  F O R M S  O F
S E X U A L  S A D I S M

An important element that has not been discussed in

this scientific popularization yet, is the presence of a

debate between understanding sexual sadism as a

taxonomic or dimensional phenomenon. Indeed, in

recent years, several researchers have questioned the

DSM-V taxonomic approach (Knight, 2010; Longpré et

al., 2018). 
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La prévalence des féminicides à travers le monde est alarmante et requiert une attention sérieuse de la part des chercheurs et des

gouvernements. Cet éditorial offre un aperçu général de la problématique du féminicide, en s'appuyant sur une approche globale et

généralisable à différents pays du monde. L'accent est mis sur le meurtre des femmes en raison de leur genre, et l'objectif est de fournir une

perspective globale sur le sujet. Le phénomène du féminicide est introduit de manière générale afin de permettre une large application de

définitions dans différents contextes à travers le monde. Plus spécifiquement, la manière dont les concepts de « femicide » et de « feminicide

» (de l’anglais) sont définis dans la littérature scientifique est explorée. Les nuances et les débats actuels sur ces deux conceptualisations

sont discutés. Un intérêt particulier est porté sur la manière dont les terminologies sont abordées par les chercheurs dans le monde

universitaire, ainsi que par les organisations internationales. Des comparaisons et des liens sont proposés entre les deux notions.  

R É S U M É

The prevalence of femicide worldwide is alarming and requires serious attention from researchers and governments. This paper provides a

general overview of the issue of femicide/feminicide, drawing on a global approach that can be generalized to different countries around the

world. The focus is placed on gender-related killings of women, and the objective is to provide a comprehensive perspective on the topic. The

phenomenon of femicide/feminicide will be introduced in a general way to allow for a broad application of the notion in different contexts

around the world. More specifically, the way in which the concepts of “femicide” and “feminicide” are defined in the scientific literature on the

subject is explored. Current nuances and debates are discussed. Emphasis is placed on how the terminologies are addressed by researchers in

the academic world, as well as through international organizations. Comparisons and links are proposed between the two concepts. 

A B S T R A C T

F é m i n i c i d e ,  G l o b a l i s a t i o n ,  V i o l e n c e  e n v e r s  l e s  f e m m e s ,  V i o l e n c e  s e x u e l l e ,  G e n r e

F e m i c i d e ,  F e m i n i c i d e ,  G l o b a l i z a t i o n ,  V i o l e n c e  A g a i n s t  W o m e n ,  S e x u a l  V i o l e n c e ,  G e n d e r   

M o t s - c l é s  :

K e y - w o r d s  :

Il n'existe pas de consensus sur la manière d'identifier et de reconnaître

les féminicides, ce qui rend difficile la proposition de solutions spécifiques

et efficaces en termes de politique et de législation. Une définition

cohérente de ce qui constitue un féminicide est essentielle pour

comprendre et documenter efficacement le phénomène à travers les

régions du monde, dans le but de développer des initiatives de prévention

et des sanctions appropriées. Un accord entre les auteurs et les

organisations est nécessaire. Une particularité est mise en évidence dans

certaines de ces définitions : les échecs fréquents des États à prévenir,

enquêter et punir de manière adéquate ces actes de violence. Cela suggère

que les gouvernements devraient considérer ces meurtres, non pas comme

des événements inévitables dans une société apparemment violente, mais

comme un phénomène global et courant dont les causes de la violence

sont ancrées dans des dimensions structurelles, culturelles et politiques. 
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There is a lack of consensus on how to identify and acknowledge

the problem of femicide, making it difficult to propose specific

and efficient solutions in terms of policy and legislation. A

consistent definition is crucial to effectively understand and

document femicide across regions, which can subsequently allow

for the development of appropriate prevention initiatives and

punishments. An agreement among authors and organizations is

needed. One particularity is highlighted in some of these

definitions: the frequent failures of the states to adequately

prevent, investigate and punish these acts of violence. This

suggests that governments should consider these murders, not as

inevitable events in a seemingly violent society, but as a global

and problematic pattern whose causes of violence are rooted in

structural, cultural, and political dimensions. 
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In recent years, violence against women is receiving

increasing international attention as a public health

issue and a human rights violation (Widyono, 2008).

Awareness is particularly growing regarding the crime

of femicide, commonly defined as “the intentional

killing of women and girls because of their gender”

(Weil, 2018, p.1). Several studies have been conducted

in the past few years, seeking to quantify the

phenomenon on a worldwide scale (Stöckl and al.,

2013; Corradi and Stöckl, 2014). However, reliable and

globally comparable data on its nature and prevalence

remain limited. The complexity arises from the fact that

femicide and its accepted meaning often vary

depending on the context in which it occurs, and on the

perspective or location from which it is discussed. In

addition, the phenomenon can include a variety of

events: intimate partner violence, violence by strangers,

rape and other sexual violence, violence associated

with gang activity, honor killings, etc. (Widyono, 2008).

Different definitions have been proposed by

researchers, resulting in methodological differences in

data collection and interpretation. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Before the word came into common use, the murders of

women were presented as gender-neutral or male-

centred, with terms like “female homicide” or

“manslaughter” (Weil, 2016, p.2). It was not until 1976

that Diana E.H. Russell, an expert on violence against

women, publicly used the term “femicide” to describe

the killings of women in a speech given at the first

International Tribunal on Crimes against Women. To

draw attention to the discrimination experienced by

women in this context, she introduced the concept as

“the killing of females by males because they are

female” (Russell, 1976). 

In 1992, Diana E.H. Russell and Jill Radford formally

defined the concept of femicide as an act motivated by

a patriarchal and misogynist culture (Radford and

Russell, 1992). With this definition, the authors

highlighted the particular context in which those

murders generally occur, characterized by unequal

gender relations, power and domination of men over

women and pervasive violence experienced by women.

The conceptualization of femicide as a misogynist

killing of women by men deeply challenged male

violence against women by incorporating a key element

for its proper understanding: power dynamics (Radford

and Russell, 1992). Shortly before, Kelly (1988)

qualified femicide as the most extreme manifestation of

sexual violence. This illuminated another key aspect,

which is its framing in terms of sexual violence within

the continuum of different forms of sexual violence

against women. 

Over the following years, several distinctions have been

suggested by researchers to refine, clarify, and

elaborate the meaning of femicide. By 2001, the notion

of femicide evolved to the killing of females by males

for being females, encompassing all forms of male

sexism, and differing from previous conceptualizations

more focused on misogyny (Russell, 2001). Since then,

the debate over the use of the term has persisted, and

no single definition has been accepted among scholars

(Weil, 2016). How femicide is understood varies by

discipline, researcher, and geographic location, and

these variations make it difficult to measure and

compare the phenomenon on a global scale (Dawson

and Carrigan, 2021). 

1.1 FEMICIDE – HOW RESEARCHERS DEFINE IT

In their chapter on femicide, Magdalena Grzyb and

colleagues explain the importance of properly

conceptualizing the killings of women: “Defining a

social problem in a certain way leads to a specific

possible solution, which is dependent on the way the

problem is defined” (Grzyb and al., 2018, p.17). The

problem is simple, yet global and alarming: women and

girls are killed intentionally all around the world. While

it clearly requires serious attention from both

researchers and governments, there is a lack of

consensus on how to identify and acknowledge the

problem, making it difficult to propose specific and

efficient solutions in terms of policy and legislation. 

D E F I N I T I O N S

This paper provides a general overview of the issue of
femicide/feminicide around the world. The way in which
the concepts of “femicide” and “feminicide” are defined

in the scientific literature on the subject is explored. 
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Several international organizations have addressed

the issue of femicide. For example, the United

Nations define it as the gender-related killing of

women, consistent with the global approach that

seeks to include as many events as possible in the

definition (Laurent and Platzer, 2016). As stated in

2012 by the UN Special Rapporteur on violence

against women, the term femicide constitutes the

most extreme form of violence against women and

the most violent manifestation of discrimination and

inequality against women (Simonovic, 2012).

Gender-motivated killing of women is understood as

a clear violation of women’s rights and can take

place in both private and public sphere (Simonovic,

2012). 

The Vienna Declaration on Femicide presented a

precise definition of femicide following the Vienna

Symposium on Femicide, held in 2012. Officially,

they recognize that femicide can take the following

forms: 1) intimate partner violence resulting in

murder of women; 2) torture and misogynist slaying

of women 3) killing of women in the name of

“honor”; 5) targeted killing of women in the context

of armed conflict; 5) dowry-related killings of

women; 6) killing of women because of their sexual

orientation and gender identity; 7) killing of

indigenous women because of their gender; 8)

female infanticide and gender-based sex selection

feticide; 9) genital mutilation related femicide; 10)

accusations of witchcraft and 11) other femicides

connected with gangs, organized crime, and human

trafficking (Vienna Declaration on Femicide, p.1). 

For the World Health Organization (WHO), the

general definition is the intentional killing of

women, usually committed by men (WHO, 2012). The

organization proposes that in certain cases, when

female members are involved in the commission of

the act, it may still be considered a femicide. The

phenomenon is distinguished from male homicide

with four specific definitions: intimate femicide,

honor killings, dowry crime and non-intimate

femicide (WHO, 2012). 

1.2 FEMICIDE – HOW ORGANIZATIONS DEFINE IT More recently, the COST (European Cooperation in

Science and Technology) Action on Femicide across

Europe produces a theoretical and interdisciplinary

framework about femicide (Weil, Corradi and Naudi,

2018). Most researchers involved supported the

definition of femicide as killings of females because

they are female (Grzyb, Naudi and Marcuello-Servos,

2018, p.24). However, in consideration of data

collection and more in-depth analysis, the

importance of a broader definition that also includes

separate categories was emphasized, in order to

distinguish cases where gender and relationships are

known to play a relevant role in the process, such as

murders in the context of sexual violence (Grzyb,

Naudi and Marcuello-Servos, 2018, p.25). 

While “femicide” more currently refers to the gender-

motivated killings of women, some researchers have

adopted the term “feminicide” to describe the

murders of women in particular contexts or regions

of the world (Campbell and Runyan, 1998; Dawson

and Carrigan, 2021; Fregoso and Bejarano, 2010).

Derived from Latin America, the term feminicide – or

feminicidio in Spanish – focuses on the lack of

government response to the killings of women and

girls in these regions and thus adds a new dimension

to the issue: the structural or systemic aspect of the

violence (Fregoso and Bejarano, 2010).

The concept was initially developed by Marcela

Lagarde y de los Rios to provide a theoretical

framework for the dramatic increase in extreme

violence against women in Mexico (Lagarde, 2010).

Between the mid-1990s and 2006, nearly 300

murders of women occurred in the city of Ciudad

Juarez, Mexico (Labrecque, 2016). The government’s

inaction in preventing these feminicides and bringing

perpetrators to justice became a central factor in

explaining the phenomenon (Widyono, 2008). A

priori, it seems that the concept of feminicide is

more appropriate in the Spanish-speaking world

(Weil, 2016). However, Marcella Lagarde (2010)

states that feminicide can be applied in a global

perspective, as it remains a form of gender-based

discrimination. 

2 .  F E M I N I C I D E  –  N E W  D I M E N S I O N  A D D E D
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If adherence to this term reflects a political posture

that recognizes the contributions of researchers and

activists from this region of the world, it does not

mean that is cannot be adopted in similar contexts,

but different regions (Labrecque, 2016). According to

Lagarde (2010), feminicide can be considered a crime

of the state, which tolerates the murders of women

and does not vigorously investigate these crimes or

hold the killers accountable. Feminicide thus

encompasses both private and public violence,

including the culpability of the government when it

fails to provide solutions to the issue. 

In comparison to the concept of femicide, the added

element is the inability of government authorities to

prosecute and punish the offenders (Labrecque,

2016). While more commonly used in Latin America,

some European countries such as Spain and Italy

have recently adopted the term, in the light of

inadequate responses to the murders of women in

these regions (Dawson and Carrigan, 2021; Garcia-

Del Moral, 2018; Spinelli, 2011;). According to

Dawson and Carrigan (2021), given Russell’s political

goals when she first introduced the term femicide,

the apparent distinctions between the two ways of

conceptualizing the phenomenon should not be a

point of disagreement among researchers. Rather, the

two concepts should be used in complementary ways,

depending on the contexts being analyzed and the

regions studied (Dawson and Carrigan, 2021).  
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Le monde fait face à de nombreux enjeux environnementaux de grave envergure, dont l’effritement de la biodiversité, la perte de services

écologiques, la destruction d’écosystèmes, les changements climatiques, la pollution de l’eau et plus encore. Il est maintenant admis par la

majorité de la communauté scientifique que ces dommages ne sont pas le fruit du hasard, mais bien le résultat de l’activité humaine. Dans

l’étude de ces comportements humains causant ces préjudices, la criminologie n’est pas en reste. Ainsi, le présent article se veut une

introduction à la criminologie verte. L’objectif étant de vulgariser certains de ses concepts centraux et de faire la promotion de ce domaine

peu exploré. 

R É S U M É

The world faces many serious environmental challenges, including the erosion of biodiversity, the loss of ecological services, the destruction

of ecosystems, climate change, water pollution and more. It is now accepted by the majority of the scientific community that these damages

are not the result of bad luck, but of human activity. In the study of the human behaviors causing these prejudices, criminology should not be

left out. Thus, this article is intended as an introduction to green criminology. The objective is to make accessible some of its central concepts

and to promote this emerging area.
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K e y - w o r d s  :

1)Cet article se veut une introduction aux concepts de base de la criminologie verte. Puisqu’il s’agit d’un domaine en émergence et peu

présent sur les bancs d’école, il apparaît pertinent d’en faire la promotion afin de stimuler l’intérêt en recherche. 

2)Il apparaît important que la criminologie se penche sur les meilleurs moyens de prévenir les crimes contre l’environnement. Plus nous

disposerons de connaissances sur le sujet et plus nous pourrons protéger l’environnement, et la santé humaine, de manière efficace. 

3) Si le domaine de la criminologie prend de l’importance, plus de chercheurs dans ce domaine pourront participer à orienter les différentes

sphères décisionnelles quant aux meilleures pratiques de protection de l’environnement ainsi que de prévention et réponse aux crimes

contre l’environnement. 
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1)This article is intended as an introduction to the basic concepts of green criminology. Since it is an emerging field and not very present in

academic curriculum, it seems relevant to promote it in order to stimulate interest in research.

2)It seems important for criminology to focus on the best way of preventing environmental crimes. The more we know about the subject, the

more effectively we can protect the environment and human health.

3) Researchers in green criminology can participate in guiding various entities with regard to the best practices for environmental protection

as well as for prevention and response to environmental crime. How could this problem be addressed?

P R A C T I C A L  I M P L I C A T I O N S

Référence: Jacques-Bérubé, M. (2022). Un domaine qui tarde à mûrir: introduction à la criminologie verte. Academic
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L’état des connaissances scientifiques a permis de

diminuer l’incertitude qui entoure les enjeux

environnementaux. Il est maintenant admis par la

communauté scientifique que nous assistons à une

dégradation de l’état général de l’environnement (p.ex.

Bourg et Whiteside, 2009; McNeil et Engelke, 2015; Vohra

et al., 2021). Il est également reconnu que la majorité de

ces perturbations sont d’origine humaine (McNeil et

Engelke, 2015 ; York, Rosa et Dietz, 2003). Paul Crutzen,

récipiendaire d’un prix Nobel en 1995, suggère d’ailleurs

que nous vivons à l’ère de l’anthropocène : époque où

l’être humain est devenu une force impactant les

processus atmosphériques et géologiques (Crutzen, 2006 ;

McNeil & Engelke, 2015). Ainsi, la responsabilité des

humains dans les problèmes environnementaux est

devenue un domaine d’intérêt en sciences sociales,

notamment en criminologie. 

Or, la criminologie verte, particulièrement au Canada,

demeure une sous-branche peu documentée en

criminologie (Lynch et Stretesky, 2003; Salle, 2019). À titre

d’exemple comparatif, en 2017, sur le Portail Cairn,

l’expression « délinquance sexuelle » était présente dans

236 textes et « crime organisé » dans 2 264 (Salle, 2019, p.

597). Pour sa part, « criminalité environnementale » a été

utilisé dans 20 articles et « crime(s) environnemental (aux)

» dans 27 articles (Salle, 2019, p. 597). Avec l’intérêt

grandissant pour l’environnement dans la sphère publique,

médiatique et politique, et considérant les conséquences

importantes de ces actions, il apparaît important d’enrichir

la littérature scientifique à ce sujet.

substances nocives pour la couche d’ozone; la pêche

illégale; le commerce illégal d’espèce animale et

végétale; le vol d’eau, la coupe et le commerce illégal

de bois; la destruction de végétation. Outre les

activités nuisant directement à la nature, les crimes

environnementaux correspondent souvent à des

infractions de non-respect de procédures tel le défaut

d’autorisation administrative (Grandbois, 1988; Salle,

2019). 

Ensuite, la perspective sociolégale est quant à elle

orientée vers la notion de dommage. Le crime contre

l’environnement y est alors défini comme une pratique

dommageable pour la nature, qu’elle fasse ou non

l’objet d’une infraction (Brisman, 2015; Lynch et

Stretsky, 2003). Ces dommages varient en termes de

degrés d’intensité, allant de très faible (p. ex. littering;

disposer inadéquatement d’un déchet dans l’espace

public) à très élevé (p. ex. déversement de pétrole)

(Salle, 2019). Agnew (2012) s’est d’ailleurs intéressé

aux actions ordinaires endommageant l’environnement,

tels l’utilisation d’automobile et l’achat de vêtements

non recyclés. Par action ordinaire, il est entendu que

certains comportements acceptables socialement sont

commis régulièrement par une grande proportion de la

population (Agnew, 2012; Arroyo-Quiroz et Wyatt,

2019). Bien qu’ils aient individuellement peu d’impact

sur l’environnement, ils contribuent à augmenter la

pollution de l’air, de l’eau et du sol, ainsi qu’à la

destruction d’écosystème et aux changements

climatiques. De plus, pour les tenants de l’approche

sociolégale, la criminologie ne doit pas se limiter à

étudier les crimes environnementaux tels que définis

par la loi puisque la majorité des atteintes graves à

l’environnement ne sont pas illégales (p. ex. : forage

pétrolier, mine) (Brisman, 2015; Korsell, 2001;

Manirabona et Koutouki, 2016). 

De leur côté, Situ et Emmons (2000), utilisant des

caractéristiques de l’approche légale et sociolégale,

considèrent qu’un crime environnemental possède trois

caractéristiques constitutives : être prohibé par une loi

environnementale et passible d’une peine ; être causé

par un être humain. ; entraîner des conséquences sur

les Êtres humains ou la nature.

Les crimes contre l’environnement peuvent être définis

selon deux conceptions : l’approche légale et l’approche

sociolégale (Brisman et South, 2018; White, 2003).

D’abord, l’approche légale limite les crimes

environnementaux aux actions et aux omissions

enfreignant les législations environnementales en

vigueur et passibles d’une sanction pénale (Manirabona

et Koutouki, 2016; Situ et Emmons, 2000). Ces délits

correspondent à un éventail d’infractions criminelles,

administratives, et civiles.

Bricknell (2010) identifie huit comportements précis

appartenant à la criminalité environnementale : la

pollution de l’air, de la terre et des cours d’eau; la

disposition illégale de déchet; l’utilisation illégale de 

L E  C R I M E  C O N T R E  L ' E N V I R O N N E M E N T
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La déforestation peut notamment causer des désastres

comme des éboulements de terrain et des inondations

ayant entre autres des conséquences économiques

(Skinnider, 2011). De plus, il existe des conséquences

culturelles et sociales. En effet, les dommages causés à

l’environnement peuvent, par exemple, empêcher

certaines populations de s’adonner à leurs activités

traditionnelles, dont la chasse et la pêche (Skinnider,

2011). Finalement, les crimes contre l’environnement

peuvent réduire la sécurité des citoyens, notamment sur

le plan alimentaire et l’accès à un logement (Skinnider,

2011). 

Qui plus est, les crimes contre l’environnement ont la

particularité de ne pas avoir que des conséquences pour

les êtres humains (Brisman et South, 2018 ; Lynch,

Barrett,Stretesky, Long, 2017). En effet, des espèces

animales et végétales peuvent être victime de ce type

de dommages (Flynn et Hall, 2017). Certains de ces

êtres vivants sont des victimes directes, comme dans le

cas du trafic illégal d’espèces en danger. On parle

également de victimes collatérales dans l’optique où

certains animaux décèdent alors qu’ils n’étaient pas

directement la cible du crime, notamment lors de coupe

à blanc et d’utilisation de pesticides sur des terres

agricoles (Flynn et Hall, 2017). Des écosystèmes entiers

peuvent être endommagés par les crimes

environnementaux (Ellefsen, Sollund et Larsen, 2012).

Le concept d’écocide réfère à ce genre d’atteintes

graves et durables à des milieux naturels pouvant

mener à leur destruction (Cabanes, 2016; Neyret, 2014).

Dans le cadre d’une recherche financée par the Law

Foundation of British Columbia et the International

Centre for Criminal Law Reform and Criminal Justice

Policy, Eileen Skinnider (2011) s’est intéressée aux

répercussions des crimes contre l’environnement. Après

avoir procédé à une recension exhaustive des écrits

canadiens sur le sujet, la chercheuse a conclu que les

conséquences des crimes environnementaux sur les

humains peuvent être divisées en quatre catégories.

Premièrement, il existe des conséquences sur la santé.

Comme le souligne la Commission des Nations Unies sur

l’environnement (1987) dans son rapport Notre avenir à

tous, l’Être humain est confronté à plusieurs problèmes

environnementaux qui mettent directement en danger sa

survie ; à titre d’exemple, le rejet de substances toxiques

dans la nature à de graves conséquences sur la qualité de

vie humaine (Gouvernement du Canada, 2019). 

L’Institut national de la santé et de la recherche médicale

de France (2021) a établi un lien entre l’exposition

régulière à ces substances et des pathologies dont le

Parkinson, le cancer de la prostate et la bronchite

chronique. Deuxièmement, les crimes contre

l’environnement entraînent des conséquences

économiques. Par exemple, les crimes contre

l’environnement causent, directement et indirectement,

des catastrophes naturelles qui elles ont des implications

financières importantes. Les Nations Unies (2021) ont

estimé à 108 milliards de dollars américains les pertes

engendrées par ce genre de catastrophes dans les pays

des Suds uniquement pour le domaine de l’agriculture. 

C O N S É Q U E N C E S

 Les crimes contre l’environnement,
indépendamment de la manière dont ils sont
définis, ont la particularité d’entraîner des

conséquences sur l’ensemble de la
population mondiale et de la nature dans son

ensemble (Brisman et South, 2018). Ils
participent, entre autres, à aggraver la
situation déjà précaire de la pollution

atmosphérique et de changements
climatiques (Kramer, 2013; Meifen, 2022). 
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Avant les années 1970, les atteintes à la nature

étaient considérées comme les conséquences

inhérentes à une économie prospère (Barone, 2018;

Lascoumes, 1994). Cependant, loin d’être perçus

comme inévitable, ces dommages sont maintenant

vus comme problématiques et devant être contrôlés

(Situ et Emmons, 2000). Il est de plus en plus

envisagé qu’il relève de l’État de mettre en place des

mécanismes afin de lutter contre les crimes

environnementaux (Mucchielli et Salle, 2019; Situ et

Emmons, 2000). D’ailleurs, partout à travers le

monde, des politiques et réglementations visant à

prévenir et à répondre aux crimes contre

l’environnement ont été adoptées (Skinnider, 2011).

Le Canada n’est pas en reste avec l’adoption de

législations telle la Loi sur les pêches (1985), la Loi

canadienne sur la protection de l’environnement

(LCPE) (1999), la Loi sur les espèces en péril (2002),

et la création de ministères comme celui de

l’Environnement et des Changements climatiques.

Ainsi, les crimes contre l’environnement ne diffèrent

pas des autres délits dits plus traditionnels (p. ex. les

crimes contre la personne et les crimes contre les

biens) en ce sens qu’ils sont causés par l’humain, qu’ils

font des victimes et des dommages, et qu’ils font

l’objet de diverses réponses étatiques. De nombreux

champs d’expertise en criminologie peuvent donc

participer à comprendre ce phénomène : la

victimologie, la gestion du risque et de la sécurité,

l’analyse des comportements criminels, la prévention

de la criminalité, la pénologie, et plus encore. 

Considérant la préoccupation grandissante de la

population quant à la dégradation de

l’environnement ainsi que l’ampleur et la gravité des

atteintes environnementales causées par l’humain, il

apparaît capital que des chercheurs en criminologie

travaillent afin d’en comprendre les causes, les

conséquences, la prévalence. La criminologie pourra

ainsi jouer un rôle clé dans la protection de la

nature, en utilisant son expertise basée sur des

données probantes, afin d’identifier les meilleures

pratiques permettant de prévenir et de répondre aux

crimes environnementaux. 
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